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B&K Model 1450 first andcitr
service -designed oscilloscope with
"intermittent analyzer" and "electronic memory"
That elusive intermittent ... how many
hours have you spent trying to locate the
source of the problem-how much time
was wasted testing each circuit when you
could have been doing more productive
work? Now, B&K know-how and engineer-
ing genius have come through for you.

Result ... the intermittent analyzer in
the Model 1450 Diagnostic Oscilloscope.
It will tell you if and where an intermittent
occurs-even without your being there!
The electronic memory will keep the inter-
mittent indicator "on" until you return.
Think of the time and money it saves.

The easiest to use 'scope ever built, its
unique screen gives error -free direct read-
ings of peak -to -peak voltages-it syncs
automatically at any signal level- easily
displays color reference signal. Con-
venient for use as a vectorscope too, all
inputs and controls are on the front panel.

Deluxe in every respect, the 1450 is
another B&K innovation that will make
your time more profitable in solid state
and color TV service. Years -ahead
planning for present and future use ...
the best -value all-around 'scope you can
buy. With probe. Net, $279.95

B&K Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue  Chicago, Illinois 60613

Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

INTERMITTENT MONITOR. Designed to
supplement the indicators on the 1450,
this plug-in monitor can be placed any-
where in your shop It flashes and buzzes
when an intermittent occurs ... and
projects a professional image to your
customer. Net, $24.95

DIAGNOSTIC
, Ar_Z7

OSCILLOSCOPE

. . . for more details circle 101 on postcard



ELECTRONIC
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Tf317A=L/51
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

EMERSON 11 77 RCA VICTOR 1180
Color TV Model 35P01/35P02 TV Chassis KCSI 73 Series

MAGNAVOX 1181 TRUETONE 1178
TV Chassis 1915 Series Color TV Model 2DC4815

MOTOROLA 1179 ZENITH 1176
TV Chassis T5592 Series TV Chassis 13Y12

NOTES

ALL VOLTAGES MEASURED FROM CHASSIS TO POINTS INDICATED

ALL VOLTAGES ARE D C UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
ALL D C VOLTAGES TO RE MEASURED WITH A VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER HATING 11 mEGOHm INPUT RESISTANCE.

ALL VOLTAGE 11EASUREmENTS TO BE CEDE "ITN NQ SIGNAL
PRESENT NORMAL SETTING OF CONTROLS AND CHANNEL SELEC-
TOR SET TO CHANNEL 2 UNLESS OTNERISF SPECIFIED
ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN IIICROFARADS UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED
ALL CAPACITOR CAPACITY TOLERANCE -EE L MEMO

ALL RESISTORS AREA IVX TOLERANCE, CARBON, 1 2 WATT
UNLESS OTHERRISE SPECIFIED.

RESISTANCE mEASUREmEN TS SWORN WITH COIL DISCONNECTED
FROM CIRCUIT

COIL RESIS TAN: ES 001 GIVEN ARE UNDER ONE OHM.

PKiCA,ES 20% TOLERANCE MAY BE JSE0

ARROWS ON POTENTIOMETERS INDICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

CHASSIS CI-- INDICATES VOLTAGE SOURCE.

FICTGRE TOME 143 AnODE 40GiGE 10 BE MEASURED WITH
ELECTROSTATIC 1.11 OVOLTNETER WITH BRIGHTNESS ART
CONTRAST CONTROLS PULL CULHITERCLOCARISE

CS. CAPACITOR VALUE SELECTED FOR MINIMUM YOKE RINGING.
VARIES WITH A RANGE OF 47 PF TO 72 PF 13 K V .21001
WHEN NECESSARY. REPLACE WITH EXACT VALUE FOLT/S0 IN
YOKE.

CIRCLED LETTERS INDICATE ALIGNMENT
ONE TEST POINTS WHERE APPLICABLE.

C DETECTOR OUTPUT G 340 IF GRID
. VIDEO OUTPUT N . SOUND LIMITER PLATE

E I F AGC I SOUND OUTPUT
F GROUNDED FOR I.F ALIGNMENT P  SOUND DISC GRID

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO

C17A - 300A.I elect cap 175v 22-5577
C178 - 300µf elect cop 175v 225577
CI 7C - 10W elect cop 150v 22.5577
C20 -47pf disc cop 5% 500v 222467
C40 -2 0 .0015µ1 disc cop 10% 500v 22-26
C49 - 2 A .0010..f disc cop 10% SOCIv 77-71
C67- MI disc Cup 10% 3k, 22-4601
C66 -47pf disc cop 5% 500v 22-2467
R4 - voltoge dependent resistor 63.5472
R6 - 4K contrast control 63-6463
R7- 250K bright control 63-5419
R9 - 1M vOIUMe control 63-6916
RIO - 500K AGC control 63-5470
RI3 - 7M veil size cord 63-6463
R14 - IM vert hold cont 63.6915
R15 -425K vert Iii cont 7..-- 30% 63-7558
R17 - 652 resistor 10% lOw 63-4450
R18 - 82K resistor 10% 2w 63-5750
RI9 - 330 resistor 10% 1w 63-6049
R20 - 3.311 WW res 10% 1/2w 63-2769
12 -4th IF winding ossy Pi of T4
L3- det series peaking coil 20-2013
L4 - choke coil 20-2004
1.5 -- det shund peaking coil 20-2520
L7 -video series peaking coil 20-2014
16 - sound take off cod assy Pt of T5
LB- intercarrier cod wind assy Pt of T6
L9 - quad coil wind ossy Pt of T7
LID -line filter coil 20.1424
I.12 - filter choke 95-2619
113- horiz osc coil wind assy 5-56875
114 - spook coil 20-2005
TI - 1st IF mop coil assy wiring 5.80520
T2 - 2nd IF trons ossy S-66852
T3 - 3rd IF trans ossy 5-66853
T4 - 4th IF trans ossy 5-66854
T5 - sound take off assy 5.80558
T6 - intercorrier coil assy 5-77495
T7 - quod coil assy 5-79340
T8 - sound output xformer 95-2499
79 - vert output xformer 95-2618
TIO - yoke 95-2457
T11 - horiz sweep trans bracket ossy 5-78383
XI - crystal diode 103-23
X1 - dual silicon diode 103-101
Al - integrator 87-4
RI - fuse 1.80 ....136-65
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Signal Path Diagram and Parts Layout Of The 13Y12 Chassis.
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1177
EMERSON
Color TV Model
35 P01/35 PO2

ELECTRONIC 7J-1/7=rfidifaTUCHNICIAN /

SEPTEMBER  1968
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

NOTE :
1. All resistance values in ohms K = 1.000

M = 1.000,000
2. Voltage reading taken with "VTVM- from

point indicated to chassis ground. Voltage

Readings may vary = 10%. Tuner on unused
channel. Contrast at maximum. AGC at fulls
clockwise, other controls at normal, line
voltage 120 volts.

Marked voltage readings were taken using
a color bar signal. all controls at normal.

3. All waveforms measured with strong signal

input. Contrast and AGC set to give normal

picture. I.ine voltage 120 volts.
5. Numbers in circles refer to waveform num

hers.

6. Unless otherwise noted in schematic, all

capacitor values less than 1 are expressed
in mfd, and the values more than 1 are in

pF.

X ALTERNATE NORIZ OUTPUT CIRCUIT

v113 3i2S6A
HORIZ OUTPUT

7904

sDRIZ OUTPUT

TRANS

X ALTERNATE FOCUS RECT. CIRCUIT

X ALTERNATE VERT OUTPUT CIRCUIT

19 02 Ci 58
VERT OUTPUT 0 005

TO 91060 IS
TRANS

sour() BOARD H "

ELE-ROTO

ANTENNA ANTENNA II r
VHF ANTEANAUK

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

C908 - elect capacitor 60* 50+ 30µ1 450v ..
C931 elect capacitor 100+ 33+ 22W 350v
C939 - elect capacitor 60+ 50. 300 4508
0940 - elect capacitor 60+ 50. 30of 450v ..
C942 elect capacitor 200+ 40µI 3008
R931 - WW resistor MI 3Ssv
R932 WW resistor 2.2K 8sv
R933 WW resistor 1.2K 15vr.
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981976
981980
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981979

L101 -4725MHz trap cod
L102 -peaking con A 121.ch
L103 - peaking coil 15mh
1104 peaking cod 470/..h
L105 - peaking coil 100µh
L106 - choke coil 6.8oh
L107 peaking cod 820
008 - peaking cod 100µh .......
1109. L110, 1111 -choke coil 6.8µh
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981993 016, 017 choke coil 981998
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981996 1119 - peaking coil 680 981989
981990 L301 - horiz osc di stabilizer coil 982014

. 981991 L303 - peaking coil 6.8µh 10% 982024
...981996 1304, L305 - phase cod 982022
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1306, 1307, L308 - choke coil 1500ph 982023
L309 - horiz lin coil 982015
L501 -convergence coil right RIG vert lines 982035
1502 convergence cool center horiz blue lines .. 982038
L503 - convergence coil right RIG vert lines . 982036
L901 delay fine coil 981931
L905,1906 filter coil AC fine 981929
L907 - filter choke coil ... 981920
L909 - degaussing cod. 981928

L911 -deflection yoke 981891
1101 - PIF input xformer 981981
T102. 1103- 1st & 2nd PIF xformer 981983
1104 - 3rd PIF xformer 981984
1105 4.5MHz trap coil 981985
1106 -sound IF xformer 981987
1301 - 1st band pass xformer 982017
T302 2nd band pass xformer 982018
1303 - burst take -off xformer 982020
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I K

TWIT

T301
1ST BANOPASS

2=3' 0328 20 TRANS

0113

1
5

1

It 8329
330 11200
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ioo

982021 1/R903 -contrast control ........................... 981963
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981938 VR906 color control 981961
981939 VR907 horiz hold control 981965
981924 F901 - circuit breaker 981948
981919 X301 crystal 3.58MHz 982034
981930 D3 -diode AFC 982363
981918 VHF tuner 981893
981964 UHF tuner 982060
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VR902 - bright control
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CORONA
SYNC

11

i34210
 -1

C3438

R339
47K

111358
79011

5

A

V122A 8F07
DPC OUTPUT

0!4-1

R353
560

3355
56.0

2750

I ov

8 I359
R3S4 0360
2700 1004

C361
500

1

003

24

vERT
N0,701

08904
5000"'

- C336
001

C337I 200

I:1335

VI I 8B 8JV8

KILLER

130

40

12;1 760
3336

I C338001

V 1 20A 8JV8

ACC DET

 6r
C349
001

C35I 35
C3 7 2001

12K

254(4

1302
290 BANDPASS
TRANS

C368 C353
100 7. 300

V I 2013 8JV8
3 58MHz OSC

0
3

T305
366 Cw DRIVE

ri=, 27K TRANS

C369

C344_1.303
5 68.14

C 341
0 01

R34
470 #342

4700

ECM

C348
10.14

V I 21A 12AZ7A
B -v AMP

7C=°' L306
® 1500.N

0 1::Mi 010

#347 330

#348
560

1304
R V 144ASE

COIL

-11
C354

.
3349
ezo 3

104N R350
C355

I -C357
20 030

150

v

V121
12AZ7A
R -Y AMP

8708
5600

EMERSON
Color TV Model 35P01/35P02

C705

3709
5600

3710
270

8711
560K

12 1307

0

1500.N

LUZ

V I 228 8FQ7
G -Y AM?

C706
001

R712
278

8713
5608-4,

9714
5600

2080 L308
500,,H

 050'
ELM

3351 1 L305
330 G Y PMASE

BOO
COIL

C351-
#352

10414 zzoo

#7:?'
L701

A I 01

DEJ30 T-Ub19012I
CHROMA & DEFLECTION
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

3320
1008

VI 1 IA 2ILU8
VERT OSC

R315 8.316 C3110
56K 560 0 033

-.A. I

C364

C312 C3,3 30'

20001

1 500

1

R322

TO REAR 8206
CONTROL
BOARD 0

3321
2708

C316

5000T

1320

- -

-1C366
002

TAT.
8357

2700K

C906

011

03907
1008

H3RIZ

HOLD

0909
211

'Ay]

D3
AFC

3317 3318
56K 560

11 --11-rs,C318 c319 11319

C3I4 C31, 1500 0 1 27K

1660 T2000 Ti3068
12123

C!7_1
11

C320 R324K-
0 04 i2OOK:2..,.

Q.)

C321 3325
004 C322- 27K

0 03621

VII2A 8FQ7 V1128 8F137

DC AMP

R363 132A

0301
,00 8301

3900 6800

7

C.302

8303

C3061

1000

13.7.11-48 90231
8302'

-1139°K 360 C304
100 --C305 0001

I°
0°' I .307

- 5.5

100 R304
188

EMI

4711

VIIIB 2ILU8
VERT OUTPUT

134001

C701
C709 1000
000

- -
I

Son TCH

f-11--.43
,

ISERv;
037020-"t 58

°_ __LEC=RIVE

1704 0702
10K 1000.1.1 8200

.0--

1E1

EEO

-C323I"
or047

32

1902
VERT OUTPUT
TRANS Ero

2700

1.102t!

5

610000ii1706 H

220

313001 1000:

P907 [i] R908
278 500

HORIZ OSC L30

CHAIC;LTI

to, M'IBILIIAZLER

7°

'it& OSCILLATOR

3364c572070.0t--
C3I0

5, 629.,,,i

B .

1' -ICI-9'-308
00

C307 0 005

N' ) C309
T

WC*
2311300

50 SDT200

3305
1500

3308
33041

3306

8310
iek

R309
10K

-

R31
27K

C901313 C9OBC
30.14 1904

50.14 i128

1._..

-
.17-:.)j

TO CONvER-

R905 C907 SO CITE
1500 100.14 4,,2I'
70 REAR CONTROL 30APO 5

P. TO REAR CONTROL BOARD I

VI 13 31JS6A
HORIZ OUTPUT

,R314
2200

F;,3i3808

DO

R312
220K

011 11313

R910
100

C707
00

11

R715
270

R716
5600

GI

x717
3800

1 390

10
3 2

5112

0702
4700 Sr3 3703

NORM 41. SE3VC

1t1 1

77+ r,.,

1

FS

7.410TOrCL439000,1111.C91
01

0R703
5K

1904
140812 OJTPUT

TRANS A

915 V115 1X28
V114 3A3 FOCUS RECT

HI VOLT RECT '"
e

VI 16 17DW4A 916 9917
DAMPER 36 IN

n x10 e--

70 CONVERGENCE
YOKE SOCKET
2.3 a 4 1 /

AND OEFL
SOCKET 8.2

12

.7C)

11,31112 -DRIVEI

3725
IM

037 1 2
000

03713 R726
50011 IM

I
HI OLT ADJ

YERT SUB l

LINE

VERT WIGHT.

FROM °AROMA  OEFL
B OARD 'EC

FROM SHUNT. REG
0117 PAS'.

FTM FOCUS TRANS

FROM SHUNT RV
imeVII? v

(]ElR727
1K T

03710
108

FROM CORONA 6 0EFL
10410

FROM C.F1024, 1 CEFL
10140 v

O FROM CROMA 6 CEFL
BOARD v

3720 08708 3719
33004 IN 1200

KILLER
THRESHOLD

DPC GLANCE

0E3T LINE

We FROM TIORZ OUTPUT
TRANS P. 17

169001

FROM CORONA 1 DEFL
HOARD 0

VR711 14723-"CH=
5000 12015

0

VR714 R724

08709
8722IN

VA
-4'

ED
SUS BRIGHT I

5702%
SPARK

GAP

70

3707
2700

08704
IM

71

IM
1

07106 E197)z

VR707 IN

15...0 son]

IM

LEM

R728
1504

C703
1000

--1 C704
000

EEO
1

D1

1
4=1.

FROM CORONA 6 °EFL
BOARD 74

116.1412Lr,

FROM REAR ONTROL
H OARD I

3=1

FROM viDEL 1 WNW
B OARD v

1.2±11v.1

UE13

FROM cco  50va.,
6.11/10 CC

,4060 40612 OUTPUT
TRANS P.6

T-0900
REAR CONTROL
PRINTED.:IRCuiT

HOARD

#903
IN

riLIHCATZINET1-1
°11300:7 0 :g4461T

- IV123
I 6CSP22

0. I 6 DAP 22
PICTURE TUBE

) R9II
22

Sy

R912
560

C9,2
FI9

3I 0
2711

12914
15K

1C913
5.14

0 R4AR CONTROL
80450 R

prowl

-E3A CI

:C9 4 L902

soi
1903
200 R910'

60/A

C9,8
SOO

C947
200 cs49
C9411 ''°°°C91r

SO
0 1

8939
12K

1

rE50-0-1 C920 0 I

C9 7
0 068
EITZI

L 309

0 02

VI 17 68K4A
2Y-100 SHUNT REG

-4-

5901

SPAIN
GAP /0-21-0-... TO REAR CONTROL

C919 WARD 
SOO

7905
Focus TRANS

HORIZONTAL /IN CNROMA 
EFFICIENCY k DC4L BOARD ,
COIL

'0 REAR CON'120/.
BOARD

.10 REAR CONTROL
ROARL
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ANTEMA

1178
TRUETONE
Color TV Model
2DC48 15

SEPTEMBER  1968
/.4.70r7.

Ab

ELECTRONIC ft/ RZIcaL7deaXTECHNICIAN / DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

f f AOJACE,MMEL
juPPINSSON 1 V 91 F4WP

1 I
T 101
PIF INPUT
TRAMS

°U1 C101

IF : 4 . 4

15
T14201:11 IgNB VRIO

nu, 4.0 20,
..

.

.,0.2 V/C:14

.420...E
TRAP

5101
1200

47

2000
C1035-

111?) IWO

C1013
2000

V104 4E147 V105 4E.17
2ND PIF AMP 3RD P1F AMP

020

R106
27

11.3
6 P

TRRANs

Reo ION T

Iwo

D2 1N60 (15188) V I 06
T104 1ST VIDEO AmpPIF DET

11_13JV8

300 P1F TRANS

1

7

021 13.,0 C109
41 2000

21150
AI II
4700

V I 07A 10.1Y8 4%142 71341?

KEYED AGC

C117..
0 5

I

27R1330K

1134
gal!1111

1111

5139 /R140
RI41 2.700
47K -

*-107.41,
27011

5136
2200x

5144
925

.40001
III

5

0119

145
470K

C122
10

V106A8JV8
SYNC SEP

2521A

2200K

TZ41:0661,0,.CONTROL

LI 10
65,50

V108 4E-17

LIII SOUND IF AMP

5.11

L109
304 1500

V109 614Z6

COI
SOUK) DEMO() GuA0,

L

VW,
RI 10
330

sough MT"'

OR 02
500

Ci /3

ISO

102
2.11

CI 10
zo

CI12

11-
1S ON

IL'ttr"TiO54 511.I
TRAP 7

`,"

04.104470,11
RI I

Lir.1]rwi 1

ule 51C12i
8204m 22

220
BI16

9 30
C115
UN

I1C000I 142

CIS!
L107 20

150,51

LII9
&INN

20

0024

$L112
TAK

COILI

T-Ub19006US
VIDEO 1901405 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

C 33

LID/

RI
15K

M 14el

IIR1111
3911

RI II
100K

5151

13055 L90i
DELA, LINE

A.' --
0 01 c

3
1126

30N

ISO

1M

R152

VI 078 10.1111
2ND VIDEO AMP

RI 544
330

54

_ 125
CI 402

LI 14
100.11

5149
47K

G
C139
0 1

1133

cc

113--41
C142
OS

RI5
2% vo

a 047
e2

1

5153
4701600

I
BRiGNINESS

VI 10 6A05A
AUDIO OUTPUT

VR902 R902
IN 620K

ETIvl

TO SEAR CONT.01.
MAO  I,'

fl
I COMAS/

JO
R1103 500

0

1+0904

-50.14

T901
MAIO OUTPUT SPEAKER
TRANS 4'4.1.

1 J( 1
SPEAKER LEAD

atv..?5
Ks0903

Elsio961/ CONTROL

V 1 18A 8JV8
1ST BANDPASS AMP

L302
CHROMA
TAKEOFF

LI, COIL

C324I
30 al

cx-rpth

fr757 czzo 20

1102

CJ
R3S9
271,

T301
1ST SANOPASS
TRANS

`130,07c

LaJ

S R329

II-
330 ;1200
300

I C329
0,

7.?2°

9330
4 sex

00

V159065,70

1E1 ED

92 61

C331 -
20 -7303

NAST
TAKEOFF
TRANS

..w1_1"--1

61'0
Ntlf

f
R332
390

-000--1
7I

200

1334 5333
3300

C3134
2711 200 51

V I I 9A 6GHB(A)
BURST AMP 1304

BAST DRIVE TRANS

EEO
UZI

,V
R362

C0 2333 405

C 334
0 01 5-1

.33

R337
II(

[30041

C31,1
R3401=11301T 1M

C340
300

53311
560 a

D4
51559

C3 7 I

30

A

GIRONA
6410

2-10

--11-
0343

t
V 5339 /

47K

$
03% "V

.390K

AC 120V

6014

L9011 91
FILTER D _5M
COIL

C942

40.

C9061

ytv

P901

INTERLOCK

5901CIRCUIT MAKE

[ON. on, SNI Toi

1906

WATER TRANS

c-.. E TO %salt NI'

g TO TUNER NV

V117
0I23

>
641444

I 6C5P2 2

L907
FILTER DOKE

COL

5934
ISO(

FROM VERT

TRANSOUTPVT II

7927/
22K{

4

12K

=C9211
 SOMA

_41

C

Fl3i

co44. 099445(

*24:156.4

R931
DS 07 De @

4-1 C939
cIs C37

cug
"0"

fC1140A
100114 041/4

09316 e*

D6 -D8 DS-IM
RECT22.14

I"2t7K DEGAUSSING

11902. P902

MO 11315

V113 1 V119 VIII 1120 VIII v112
31.1S6A 5094 A IJVI LOA 21 A 1F07

C2433aT

VIII 0122 0121
170644 WV 124174 I

C95 So . /--/\--2
1000

0370
2000

R933
1200

Duos

30.41

QUI

141433

49937
100R

I V106
6.109

R I 60
10

0110 0103 L1,6 0104 .117 0105
6AOSA 4E00 02.4 4E147 02.. 4(.17

;42.M=W2

NC
Vi07

10416

1907

8 CC PNASE
TRANS

8923 MO

019044
D9044

seo
R924

DUIF .TION
DEFLECTION ME TOM PLUG

SOCKET

onas
C921 5K

5 -III
1S2

DEFLEC705 YOKE
L011

=12M

C923
0 0092
QS)
C924 -1

01 0359
FROM VERT00111010 I

1,3TRANS 11 -

TO REAR
CONTROL
SOARO 0

C363
0011

V I 22A 8FQ7
DPC OUTPUT

C360

10

04

C 50360
1.

1RT NOPA2

ILUE

LIES

le° 1:4n

gtt inv;63s1
CIS4 2000

T -U40804
CONVERGENCE PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD

INT

U RT R 6
..,_L501 , ERT LINES 5, 5 0 I

5-40 0 5
71,-- NOW LINEA

-qv) I CENTER
, TO 05

0

.. L_5_41144_153,_
C504

0 05 NOM
SLUE

0506
0 2 -5-75"

C503 L502
0 I

R5011 On!
122 330

45501 .
LEFT ELE
110512 LINES

VR502
100

5502
100

01 111

L,NES

R

R5041
;00

05503
100 *

iltr,0-13616Arm-0FFL ..22106
RG
110T

1VERTAGBOG

INES1

181014

110T

LEFT R G BLUE

VERT 1

LINES 'NE

45505
SO

5507
sso

311505

vs. vilr
TO.
RG

NE

TOPS
VERT
LINES

VR.18V
TOP

BLUELINES

P9036
ONYERGENCI
TONE PLUG

FROM VERT CNTIVT

TRANS 'C DEKK

P903.
CONVERGENCE

1912

CONVERGENCE

NOSE

ONE SOCKET

RED2

5E03 1 1 5E01

/NO2

nub

8

VERT
144.01

VR904
500K

 C336
001

-
Cno337

R335
IOM

VI 188 8JV8 V I 20A 8JV8

KILLER ACC DET

 40
MEI 76v

R331

C331
001 9370

'S2Ki

1311 T -lib 19012

CHROMA 4 DEFLECTION
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

R320
100K

11315
S6K

5316 C31%
56K 0 033

C312.. C3I3
I C364

20001

i SOO

I

5322
620K
WW1.

D3
AFC DC AMP MORI Z OSC

OSCILLATOR
HORIZONTAL

&STABILIZER
4363 625 CON.

%/WA 21LU8
VERT OSC

N317 5316
56K 56K

Elie C319 0319

32,1 3,4 c3,, 1500 0 1 27K
I 0 660 12000 5323

--.10O3:1 0320

0:4
/135' C321

270011 0 04

2705

53211

ev

C316
s000 T

47K

5325
C322 275
o

004121,

V11113 21LU8
VERT OUTPUT

C323

10 5
4.0 47

VII2A 8FC17 VII28 8FQ7
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D

E

H

8 6VII GHB( A )

12ND BAK/PASS AMP

C349
0 01

0351

C37201
25.10

V I 209 8JV8
3.58MHz OSC

1302
240 BANDPASS
TRANS

T305
Citi DRIVE
TRANS C355 .

10.1111R,50
-3300

NOTE :
1. All resistance values in ohms K- 1,000

M- 1,000,000
2. Voltage reading taken with "VTVM" from

point indicated to chassis ground. Tuner on

unused channel, Contrast maximum, AGC
at full clockwise, other controls at normal,

V12IAI2AZ7A
8-Y AMP

=I L306
® I50014

Oiv

5347 330

6343
2700 ja

10.
C354I

1

5701
1K

V121
I24274
R -Y AMP

5706
5605

C705

111

8710
4 275

5709
560K

R711
560K

FC741 L307
1500014

37

V1228 8F07
G -Y AMP

050

11391i1
L305

330 0- TPHASE
COIL

8352
3300

°- -
411

=1111.*°%111{1.\-702

C7041
0 01

5712
2711

' 9713'
560K--,

8714
560K

L306
'500vt4

112041

IIKIMAAL -SEP
-

I SWITCH

V9722

97
105 i 000011 6700

L!gip

903,79 IN

c To cmcw. a

*$07 7 RIK*O

46BONN

2711 SO
r.g

31490°61! Rze
AMU T

T902
VERT OUTPUT
TRANS

C0787

8715
2711

1715
IRK

512

R703
2700

L703

R7061°°°
22K

IV

VR703
55

K

0310
00

Call

Tm°

9313
1501

Ly TO *EAR CONTROL 3000-5
w TO REAR CONTROL BOARD

V113 31464
KAI Z OUTPUT

_1

C913
5.10

Rial =an.
804410 R"

C912

101
09i4
155

38=v

1'..7f:rF513 CavvER-
8805 C907 SEg
1500 100.10 1.2 T9414I' HMI! OUTPUT

TRIAS

:04r:017r4
14.3 4 6 7

ELM

8

57031

5702

SPAR%
GAP

43

8

!Hata DRIVE I

5725
I VR713 9726

5005

141 VOLT 40.11

VERT 505
LIWE

] VERT 1ER3HT I

tine voltage 120 volts.

 Marked voltage readings were taken using
a color bar signal, all controls at normal.

3. All waveforms measured with strong signal

input. Contrast set to give normal picture

and AGC line operating normally.

PROM C4406114 6 OEFL
50490

mom P.m! REG TELE -ROTO
7117 Vol s' ANTENNA

FRW FOCUS TRANS

MOM SHUNT KO
V117 14.41.

MPIM CD (=I
7

VR7 10
10K

R720 06706 9719
3300K 110 120K

THInISHOrLD

OPC SLAKE

VERT LINE

VR711
SOOK R72 3

20K 0

vim* R724
50K 27K

VR709

T
514

R722

C708,
5000 U 11011 TIREL 6 SCUM

MARRY

I SOS MIGHT I

70

8707
270K

VR704
IM

vR
705

411011 0001114 a OEFL
804410 144-

47106I 5.001111 6 Kit
IOW

MOM 04110114 6 OUL
110401"

ria nor 104112 OUTPUT
78411$ 141 17'

IT61
FROM 04101114 a DEFI.
1104410 .0"

-"DI=
1106 CHROMA a OREL
ROM Ai -

604 =3v

mei REM iORTROI
1044101"

ISov

VR707 II

'115701
OK v

[A.0 scA I

if

VR
706
IM

9728
15K

11-C703
(RED SCR) 1000

11- C000

oua
411011 41040  SOUI0
404110 MC"

450v
rRON 01412 OUTPUT
TRANS 74111"

TuII900.
REAR CONTROL
PRINTEOCIRCUIT
104110

5903
IM

fo--icmi,AFT}7
ot

C905 C9441
0 0047 0004`1

IV123
I 6CSP22

IPICTURE TUBE

wowr
59,5 V I 15 1x28

VI I 4 3A3 FOCUS RECT
HI VOLT RECT .

'.4.

V i 6 1 7DW44
DAMPER 5901

SPARK
GAP

V I 17 68K4A
SHUNT REG

EOM

16-44 TO REAR CONTROL

C9I 9 'WO
500

--44 TO RE AR CONTROL
804410

T905
FOCUS TRANS

HORIZONTAL I IN CHROVA a \
EFFICIENCY k der'. 00460
COIL

14 TO REAR CONTRE4.
16244L

300 Ohm
VHF ANTENNA
TERMINAL- - - - - - -

CRI CR2

470

1000K 1000K
-200044 -2000K

T1
ANTENNA INPUT La13
TRANS

C2 C3 C5 CO
27 2 7 100 27

5. Numbers in circles refer to waveform num-
bers.

6. Unless otherwise noted in schematic, all

capacitor values less than 1 are expressed
in mfd, and the values more than 1 are in
PF.

VHF TUNER

L4

V1 641A5 V2 6GS7

5

1

Lail
Lal
La

C7 - La
27 La7

I C28

FROM HEATER TRANS

UHF IF
INPUT
COIL

VHF R F AMP
UHF IF AMP
V1 8E-IA5

[-o evl

UHF IF
INPUT

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

5

C14
40

C12
2-5

RI
47K

IC15

a

3

1L913 Lg13

R2 R4 R5
C13 1K 4700 1K

T SO R3
1200

1 -o 5, I

TRUETONE
Color TV Model 2DC48 I 5

MIXER & OSC

T P-1
0

9

C35

IF OUT

C20 3

v2 66s1 - C18 1000

T P.2

1000

* R7
22K

L8
C19 -rIV%--/,

C23
1-3

RIO
18K

1000

C11 1000 C21
1000P

a
C22
1000

TO VIDEO & SOUND
BOARD "A"

FINE TUNING

-0-- - --- -0-
AOC B1

_9 FROM VIDEO & SOUND
BOARD "AA"

TRUETONE PART NO

1101 PIF input ',former . .220423
1102. 1st PIF ',former 22-0424
1103 2nd PIE ',former 22-0425
1104 . 3rd PIF ',former 22.0426
1105 - 4.5MHz trap coil ... 24-0384
TID6 sound 14 xformer .. 22-0427
1101- 47.25MHz trop coil 24-0385
L102 - peaking coil -A 12Arh . 24-0386
L103 peaking coil -F 1511h. 24-0387
L104 peaking coil 4700 24-0388
L112 sound takeoff cod . 24-0392
L113 quad coil 24-0393
1116, 1117 choke coil 24-0394
L118 - peaking coil -F 8200 . 24-0395
1119 peaking coil 68mh 24-0396
VR101 ad1 control 8.50011 14-0191
VR102 aid control 8-5K 14-0192

chrorno A deflection circuit board assembly 19-0121
L301 horiz osc A stabilizer coil 24-0368
L302 chroma takeoff call . 24-0367
L303 peaking coil -F 68ph 10% 24-0369
L304. L305 phase cod 24-0370
L304 - horiz efficiency coil 24-0372
T301 1st bandpass coil 24-0373
T302 2nd bondpass coil .. .. 24-0374
T303 burst takeoff ',former . 24-0375
1304 - burst drive ',former 24-0376
L502 convergence coil center horiz blue lines 24.0381
L503 convergence coil right R/G hora lines
T501 convergence ',former right horiz blue line
1701 -peaking co1l4 180µh.
1901 audio output xformer
1902 vert output xformer

24-0382
24-0383
24-0378
21-0130
21-0131

El2

1115V)
01

L9

O---0
_r

UB

1904 - horiz output ',former 36-0008
T905 focus ',former 24-0359
T906 heater ',farmer 20-0026
T907 phase ',former .. 24-0360
1901 - deloy line coil 24-0361
1907- filter choke coil 24-0364
L908 filter choke coil 24-0366
1909 - degaussing cod 24-0365
L91 I - deflection yoke .. 36.0009
L912 convergence yoke 36-0010

thermistor 501-200 16-0029
D4 diode 151589 32-0063
05 - silicon diode DS -2N 32.0059
C914, C948 ter 50pf 10% 3kv 04-0154
C921, C922 cer 100pf 10% 3kv 04-0145
C918 cer 500pf 10% 7ky 04-0155

04-0157
C940. C908, C939- elect con 60+ 504- 30Arf 4SOwv 06-0072
C942 - elect con 200+ 40µ1 300wv 06-0073
C931 elect can 100+ 33+ 22W 350wv 06-0074
RI 17 carbon film 15K 10% 7w 12.0230

voltage dependent resistor 14 0190
R704 - carbon film 10K 10% 5w 12-0269
R9I8 carbon film 60M 10% 2w 12-0185
R901 - carbon film 3.9K 10% 7w 12.0198
R932 WW 2.2K 5% 8w 13-0017
R933 WW I.2K 5% 15w 13-0018
R931 WW 431 5% 35w 13-0019

circuit breaker 18-0006
on/off volume 14-0174

14-0175
14-0176
14-0177
14-0146

horiz hold 14.0178
vert hold .. 14-0179

C947 - cer 200pf 20% 2kv

contro
contro
contra
contra
contro
contro
contra

color
tint .

contrast
bright

COPYRIGHT 1968 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802



1179
MOTOROLA
TV Chassis TS592
Series

ELECTRONIC #EMpiaTECHNICIAN / D AAAAA

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SEPTEMBER  1968
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION RCA VICTOR PART NO

1180
Symbol
No.

TUBE AND SOLID STATE COMPONENT COMPLEMENT

TYP
KCS/50 Chassis

CR101 1N3194 Low Voltage Rectifier
CR201 Crystal Diode Picture 2nd Detector
V101 22JR8 Horizontal Output
V102 1G3/1B3 High Voltage Rectifier
V103 17C73 Damper
V1 20SP4 or 21GAP4 Picture Tube
V201 6GH8A Sound I F and Sync Sep
V202 13V10 Sound Detector and Audio Out
V203 4EH7 1st Picture I F
V204 4JC8A 2nd Picture I F
V205 I1LQ8 or 11KV8 AGC and Video
V206 21LR8 Vertical Oscillator
V207 8F07 Horizontal Oscillator and Control

'Replace with same type as original.
KRK127 VHF Tuner

V1 3GK5 R F Amplifier
V2 5KE8 R F Oscillator and Mixer

KRK120 UHF Tuner
CR1 1N82AG UHF Mixer
01 35449 (KRK120NA) UHF Oscillator
01 S1037 (KRK120MA) UHF Oscillator

r 9201a,
SOUND IF
I/26048A

*.31116'

3j171206

171:1411
7 131/

(too R202
.C4 420

TO VHF 0206*
WWI 62

I

I

1.202

C220

Function
Symbol
No. Type Function
01 GM770 (KRK120PA) UHF Oscillator
01 S1019/S1044 (KRK120WP) UHF Oscillator
01 S2020 (KRK120XP) UHF Oscillator

KRK122 UHF Tuner

CR1 1 N82AG

01 35449 (KRK122AC)
01 GM770 (KRK122BC)
01 S1019/51044 (KRK122DC)

UHF Mixer
UHF Oscillator
UHF Oscillator
UHF Oscillator

KRS2SB Remote Control Receiver

CR1101 (See parts list) Power Rectifier
CR1102 FD222 18 V. Supply Rectifier
0901 2N2613 1st Amplifier
0902 2N2614 2nd Amplifier
0903 2N2614 3rd Amplifier
0904 2N2614 Driver Amplifier
01101 2N406 Channel Relay Keyer
01102 2N408 Volume -Down Relay Keyer
01103 2N406 Volume -Up Relay Keyer

7202

C
120SID

 C2I4 TZ
12

I

rats
C 204

10

V2024

SOUND DE T
13V10

50V.

C 27
.002021

IS204 R203
2, lee 560

205V.
7 c2621

68 2-
son.

C101 -4 section elect 114845
CIOIA - 250µf 200v 114845

C1018-4000 175v 114845

C101C-501,L1 1759 114845
CIOID- 50 150v 114845
C109 170pf 5% 4k. N1500 cer KCS 173H 124465
C227- 18pf 5% 500v N150 cer 116028
CR101 -diode 400PIV 500mo 113998
CPR1O1 -circuit printed 109956
CPRI02 - circuit printed 109956
CPR103 circuit printed KCS I 73H 109956
L103 -8.20 107385
1104 choke 124461
1110 -line choke 114293
1202 AGC 114315
L203 4714th 124271

1.204-36µh 116056
L205 -2.7µh 107463
1206 -250µh 109944
1207 horiz freq 114486
PW200 - circuit printed sound video 124478
R118 - control yen hold contrast horiz hold

KCS 1738, D. E 124278
R118 - control controst vert hold horiz hold

KCS 173H 124279
R210 - 2781 5% I/iw film 239444
R212 2.2K 5% 1/2w film 228712
R220 3K 5% 1/2w film 227097

A 70 8114

oW
8208 P206 C212
470 390K j .01

0210
T203 7 1 330

I

I

.047

2.89
LC208 L -
r.001

C209
10

#207
470K

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / 2J-77.=:(56.4^1

SEPTEMBER  1968
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

R223 - 5.6K 3w 104180
R257 - control veil size 121223
R260 control veil lin 121944
R271 -91012 5% 1/2w film 228914
R275 - 68K 5% 1/2w film 224257
11E101 -fuse .3592 1.10 124263
RTIO2 thermistor 1691 cold 114480
R9101 - voristor 250v at Imo KCS 173D. E 118506
7102 - horiz output 124462
7103- veil output 124274
1104 oudio output 124275
7201 4 5MHz 114489
7202 -sound IF 118411
T203 quad 118410
1204 -4 7.25MH: 113097
7205 - 1st video IF grid
1207 -video IF
T208- 2nd detector

yoke deflection ALT I 2
yoke deflection
VHF tuner
UHF tuner

VOLUME r 92021

#103
I

AUDIO OUTPUT
- vv. DAIG

1
1/2 13V10

136V.

GRN 2
Kim min

,

R213
15

09.

5.49

gal

RI
0

1215
1349, T.0 0

22vv
#217 8
2200
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2200

L210 7205

5

v203
1ST PIX IF
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7

9

- 2 .11V
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.IS

I 64
1236

LIAM
TUNER
AGC

.

i-3
*pm

27

1239
6601 - 2.2v

I 00 0233
66
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620K
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1121.11EG

114

TP1

1219 I

41

120,

cue
104 v. °°'
(223

1560
2t821+(218 SIOK

100 iw

r2051

AGC 11511

11(171( V8"Leif

1209
1000

TR2

21

9201
2ND PIX IF

4JC6 A

2

1-3
#215
120

v.

1359

I 1208

X. 680
c 225 L

4697 lt219
470

CO202142

dp-lcz71

CR201

TP-3
2

204 1.205

C227.
le

226
6

r.

8220
3000

v20511 8225
VIDEO 820

OUTPUT 6223
1/1111,0,8T 5600

I V8/ 3W

7201111
ASMC
TRAP

0203
68
i.iv 7

113097
124276
121779
125226
124245

KRK 127A11-AC-AE-AH
KRK 120MA, NA, PA

7104

of

+1459

RCA VICTOR
TV Chassis KCS173
Series

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ANTENNA INPUT IMPEDANCE 75 ohms unbalanced
300 ohms balanced

AUDIO POWER OUTPUT RATING 1 5 watts maximum

FOCUS Electrostatic, Fixed Focus
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES
Picture I F Carrier Frequency 45.75 mc.
Sound I F Carrier Frequency 41.25 mc.

POWER INPUT 120 Volts AC, 80 Cycle
1140 watts Manual
1180 watts Remote

Magnetic

POWER RATING

SWEEP DEFLECTION
TELEVISION R F FREQUENCY RANGE
Any of 12 VHF Channels..54 mc. to 88 mc., 174 mc. to 218 mc.
Any of 70 UHF Channels 470 mc. to 890 mc.
VIDEO RESPONSE To 3.2 mc.

3

CONTRAS
RN IC

1=111 25K

1------7),3-*AVA.-114.II
31

20

JI02
PHONE
JACK

C229

II
vv.,

L206
250014

Ns -
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2
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.145V
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I

I

I

r
I
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I

Et
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V20111
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ItC 257
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1..272
jet
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111224
tell

C246
"*- .0047
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680 K

#249
3.91.4114
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18K

1253
2211

Ac5010N i
0 1509

AR
C 231

.015i

0232
.033

#232
I5K

1(237
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j 100K

2

#261
4708

3
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50011

VERT
LIN
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150K

560
V20611

19 1/22I
VERT OSC

LR8
-64v.
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1.8MEG 01661
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3 100K
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75011 VERT

SIZE
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vvn
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VERT HOLD
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000/
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25000V102
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8.2 UN
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DAMPER csio
I 7CT 3

0I 0
RTIO2

C108
.02
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22 014
w.

IA

16 COLD

TO Pe/
200-2

5

6
T102

3

TO PW200 Ar

TO V105-3
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Ig

14
33016

S101-
RP101 110.35 H 000 r--*

ocis 1111
.1 ,

F

344.\

2

H V REC
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7 11107
IK

11411 R109
1501S56K

11117

51.01
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I
MN
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Isour
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10141711ED IN REZIOTIE

MISIANT PM
W014111

s. TO PW 200-W

2 1209
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EEEEE OCK

2089
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INSTANT RC ANO RCIACITE
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K.1000
ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS,
ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN

1.0 APE Ill Ur, 1.0 AND ABOVE ARE Ill
UUF EXCEPT AS INDICATED

ALL RESISTORS ARE 1,2 WO T, EXCEPT
AS INDICATED.

 INDICATES 52
PART 20* 21*

A RECEIVER RECEIVER
C103 ISO ISO
(110 t 800 moo
C110 I 1000 I /00
V203 IIL0111

18205  IIK9

Mgr MASTER
$103A CWA

.S5 2

r 1031
1197 10N TVA)
66f1.
10 M

iroSTANT PIC VARIATION
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

T301 - oucho output ',former (1915 15-F(1
1401 - vert osc eformer
T501 - power ',former
1601 hone osc xformer
1602 honz driver ',former
1603- hone output 'former
L101 RF choke
1202 - 41 25MHz trap
L203 47 25MHz trap
L206 1st IF 8 39 75MHz trap
L207 - 2nd IF 'dormer .

L208 - 3rd IF 'former
1209 - tweet cod
L212 - peaking cod 120uhy
1214 4 5MHz trap
1.301 sound take -off ',former
1302 - ratio detector ',former
1401 veil output choke
1502 fdter reactor
L601 - hone ringing coil
L602 - RI choke
1603 - supressor coil

deflection yoke
C223 - cer 240 5% NPO
(504 elect 70/150/100W 200v
C505 -elect 1000;1000/250µf 30v
(506 - elect 350;350µ1 100v 100µ1 75v
C6I5 - paper 8200p1 10% 2kv

O O o o
anT rant.
1411027-1
540000,
340004

ELECTRONIC Tr/7=i7TECHNICIAN /

SEPTEMBER  1968
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

MAGNAVOX PART NO

320330 4
320322 1
300233 2
320323.
361160-
361308-
361159-
361152-
360843.
361154-
361155-
361156-
361157-
360853-9
360851 1

361149.1
361150-1

..320319-2
.320321.1
361196.1

360676-10
361077-2
361162-3

250546-2405
270021-119
270021-125
270021-118
250290-17

12710C

VIP T71.0 34001-1

1:1301010:-I
.0 OP -1

1111.

24000rw.--1.AnT..< 3.1 O 0.

R417- thermistor NT( 230171. i
04I7 thermistor NT( I( production 230172-3
R505 82 5% 5w WW 240080-147
R506 - 120 10% 5w WW .240080.51
06I0 thermistor NT( . 230172-1
R219 - 600 contrast 1915-01. 03. 04, 07. 15 220208-37
0219 600 controst T915-02. 06. 14 220208.18
R2I9 - 600 contrast T915-05 220126-99
R228 200K brightness 1915-01, 03, 04. 07. 15 220208-27
R228 2008 brightness 1915.02. 05 220208.19
R228 - 400K brightness T9I 5.06, 14 220208-39
R236 1500 AG( AA & AB production only 220182-2
R236 1500 AGC .220217.5
R307 100K on -off vol 1915-01. 03. 04. 07, 15 220135-26
R307 100K on -off vol 1915.02 220135.19
R307 - 100K an -off v011915-05, 06 . 220126-98
R407 - 1208 vert hold 1915-01. 03. 04. 07. 15 220208.41
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8421 15 height 220167.8
R6I7 25M focus 220208-25
R618 - 10M LDR range adios! 220208-24
0601 dual selenium diode 530045.4
D602 hone AFC voncop 530112.1
Z404 lever diode 530117.1
2501 - lever diode 530073.13
LDR201 - light dependent resistor 230180-1
VDR201 - voltage dependent resistor 230173-1
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EFFECTIVE 8/1/67

MEM

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in-
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-
tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised, by the world's largest tuner manufacturer-
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made . . all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

TSC

-Prefer a replacement? Sarkes Tarzian universal re-
placements are only $10.45, customized replacements
$18.25. Universal replacements shipped same day
order received. On customized, we must have original
tuners for comparison purposes, also TV make, chas-
sis, and model number. Send orders for universal
and customized replacements to Indianapolis."

Intermediate AF Amp Ose. Mixer
Part # Frequency Tube Tube Heater

MFT-1

MFT-2

MFT-3

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

6GK5 61.18 Parallel 6.3V

3GK5 5118 Series 450 MA

2GK5 5CG8 Series 600 MA

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug in for 82 -channel sets-
Pre-set line tuning -13 -position detent-Hi gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER YIEAREST YOU

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

HOME OFFICE, MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT, EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730

SOUTH-EAST 938 GORDON ST., S. W. Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California TEL: 213-769-2720
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--and
for
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C INPUT -131M 14P1
INP111-14111i./111

FIELD EFFECT METER

+ AC v
5AT, CHIC

 100A -A

10MA

NEW FIELD EFFECT MULTIMETER
Here is the revolutionary new approach to circuit testing, the solid
sta:e Sencore FIELD EFFECT METER. This FE14 combines the
ach,antages of a VTVM and the portability and versatility Of a VOM
into a single low-cost instrument. This is all made possible by the
use of the new space age field effect transistor that is instant in
action but operates like a vacuum tube in loading characteristics.
Compare the features of the FIELD EFFECT METER to your VTVMor VOM.

Minimum circuit loading - 15 megohm input impedance on DC is better than a
VTVM and up to 750 times better than a 20,000 ohm per volt VOM - 10 megohm
input impedance on AC is 20 times better than a standard VTVM. The FIELD
EFFECT METER is constant on all ranges, not like a VOM that changes loadingwith each range.

Seven AC peak -to -peak ranges with frequency response to 10MHz. Seven zero
center scales down to 0.5 volt. Five ohmeter ranges to 1000 megohms. DC current
measurements to 1 ampere. Full meter and circuit protection. Mirrored scale.Low current drain on batteries - less than 2 milliamps. Built-in battery check.Unbreakable all -steel vinyl clad case. Optional Hi -Voltage probe adds 3KV,
10KV and 30KV ranges with minimum circuit loading for greatest accuracy in theindustry $9.95.

Only Sencore offers the FIELD EFFECT METER.
Ask for it by name at your distributor.

only $69.95

NCOR
(less batteries)

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE. ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

... for more details circle 136 on postcard

EDITOR'S MEMO

Non -Profit Dealers
If service -dealers continue to have

their profit margin on replacement
parts sliced to microscopic propor-
tions, they will undoubtedly have to
raise their service fees. That, or join
the ranks of dealers before them who
have dropped out of business.

As in any service business, the profit
on TV -radio replacement parts must
be maintained to balance labor costs
and make a profit.

The new warranty program on color
TV tubes may be a big inducement
for John Q. Public to buy color, but
it's looking like so much sand in the
dealer's cash drawer.

The new warranty means that a
dealer selling a color set can not ex-
pect a picture tube sale for the life
of the warranty. Of course, if the set
does need a picture tube replaced dur-
ing warranty, the dealer has no choice
but to charge a reasonable fee which
would include the profit he would
normally have made on the tube sale.

This creates a problem. The cus-
tomer didn't notice the fine print
which says that the installation fee is
not included as part of the warranty.
So, the $65 to $100 for tube installa-
tion and adjustment has now provided
the dealer with one very unhappy
customer. He can be a good Joe and
reduce the fee, thereby cutting his
profit needlessly. Or, he can try to ex-
plain why the service fee is somewhat
higher. In any case he will probably
lose the customer. And to make a bad
situation even worse, the dealer
often has to pay more for his mer-
chandise than the chain store on the
next block. The nasty truth is, the
chain stores can sell for less but the
service -dealer has to charge more to
repair it - and he has to face the
customer.

A warranty is used to compensate
for design problems which generally
show up within the first few months
of operation. Yet many of the TV
manufacturers claim that their sets are
built so well that they don't need a
warranty. And in the same breath they
extend the warranty period to sell
more sets - at the dealer's expense!

At this rate, the service -dealer will
have to cease his service operation and
concentrate on quantity sales. In
other words, customers will be buying
TV and radio sets like disposable
clothes - when it stops working
they just toss it into the junk because
there won't be anyone left who can
afford the parts or time to service it.

22 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN,DEALER



Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, offers the following services to
solve ALL your television tuner problems.

 OVERHAUL SERVICE - All makes and models.  UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS

Prefer to do it yourself?
Castle universal replacement tuners are available with the
following specifications.

VHF or UHF tuner $9.95

UHF -VHF combination (one piece chassis) $9.95

TRANSISTOR tuner $9.95

COLOR tuner $9.95
(Guaranteed color alignment ... no additional charge)

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.

Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit

STOCK
No. HEATERS

SHAFT
Min.* Max.*

I.F. OUTPUT
Snd. Pic. PRICE

CR6P Parallel 6.3v 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 8.95

CR1S Series 600mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50

CR9S Series 450mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50

CR6XL Parallel 6.3v 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 10.45

CR7XL Series 600mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00

CR9XL Series 450mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00

only. *Selector shaft length measured from tuner front apron
And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader to extreme tip of shaft.

in this specialized field . . . your assurance of the best in These Castle replacement tuners are all equipped with memory fine tun -
TV tuner overhauling. ing, UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner, rear shaft extension and

switch for remote control motor drive . . . they come complete with hard-

 CUSTOM REPLACEMENTS
ware and component kit to adapt for use in thousands of popular TV

Exact replacements are available for tuners that our inspec-
receivers.

tion reveals are unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 ex- Order universal replacements out of Main Plant (Chicago)

change. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.) only.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5713 N. Western AVE., Chicago, Illinois 60645

EAST: 41-92 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

SEPTEMBER 1968

for more details circle 111 on postcard
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

Sample Budget Can Ruin Us
In reference to your article "How

To Make More Money and Live
Better." ET/ D June 68. it certainly
doesn't help me to convince my stu-
dents that they should go into elec-
tronics when you show part-time office
help makes $4160 per year and two
technicians working full time make
only $12.480 per year split between
them.

At this rate, the office help would

make $8320 per year full time and
our electronic technicians are strug-
gling along at $6240 per year.

I hope electronic employers read-
ing this article do not take your sample
seriously. This kind of publicity can
ruin us.

DAVID H. MCNETT
Madera. Calif.

Mr. McNeil is correct. There was a
slight goof in the figures which appear-
ed in the sample budget column on
page 52. The article was submitted by
James Sarayiotes at JFD and he in-
formed us that the correct salaries
for the technicians should have
been $9240 each or $18,480, not

4011111P,k
POWERFUL

emit41%,"WRAP AROUND" 00
BITE

Curved jaws that wrap around and really grab
hold of round work such as pipe. Smooth, ma-
chined, undercut mating parts that can't slip
(the tighter YOU grip, the tighter THEY grip).
Long, slender handles that give you tremen-
dous leverage. Slim design that noses into
hard -to -reach spots. In short, all the "muscle"
of a pipe wrench PLUS the fast, easy handling

of a plier . . . YOURS with CHANNELLOCK
Curved Jaw Tongue and Groove Pliers.

Available in two sizes:
No. 422, 91/, inch, 11:," jaw capacity
No. 442, 12 inch, 21.1" jaw capacity

CAUTION: Make sure you're getting the
ORIGINAL, GENUINE CHANNELLOCK
look for the trade mark on the handle.

TOOLS BY

CHANNEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA.

$12,480. The owner's salary is just
that; it does not include his profit. The
correction could not be caught in
time. We are grateful to Mr. McNett's
sharp eye and can appreciate his
concern .... Ld

No Addresses
I read your "Letters" column every

month and you help a lot of techni-
cians. However, why don't you in-
clude their street address so we who
are interested in helping some of these
men can write directly to them without
bothering the ET/ D staff with letters.

HORACE D. WESTBROOKS
Griffin, Ga.

Mr. Westbrooks has a point, but we
don't list the complete address because
in many cases it would infringe on the
reader's privacy. It must also be recog-
nized that not all the letters the reader
might receive would be helpful, or
even related to the particular subject.
Therefore, to protect our readers we
gladly take the time to perform this
service unless the author of the letter
requests that we supply his address.

Iran Technician Views Antennas
For many years, I have been a per-

sistent reader of ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN / DEALER. And I must admit
that I have learned more from ETD
than from my over 15 years of reading
other material in the field.

In several past issues the VHF an-
tennas have been tackled in some de-
tail. What surprises me is not the sub-
ject of the antennas being discussed or
philosophies applied by a variety of
people, but the fact that despite the
long-term experiments that most tech-
nicians in America have been through,
most of them still seem to expect the
manufacturer to tell them what his an-
tenna is supposed to do, and how to in-
stall it!

It is, of course, true that the pickup
capability of an antenna is as impor-
tant to a receiver as the capability of
a CRT to display the information, and
the loudspeaker to produce the sound.
But how many times has it been prov-
en to technicians that it's not the an-
tenna elements alone that determine
the quality of signal. In fact, in most
cases of poor reception, proper orien-
tation of the same poor antenna ele-
ments and proper lead-in dressing
gives much better results than putting
up one of those expensive fringe -area
antennas.

There is, for example, little or no
attention directed to the characteris-
tics of lead-in wire itself except that
it is 300 Q. And in most cases it is
subjected to the severe influences of a
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fast. accurate. versatile.
what else would you want from

a tube tester?

money, of course.

We know that swift and sure tube testing makes se-vicing more profitable.
So we created the Dyna-Jet 606 Tube Tester, the professional portable
loaded with the most -wanted features. Multiple 13 -socket design means
only 4 test settings, yet it tests the latest miniature and color receiving
tubes as well as older types.

It tests for all snorts, grid emission, leakage, gas. Checks cathode emis-
sion the accurate way-under simulated load conditions. Checks each
section of multi -section tubes. And the 606's exclusive front panel adjust-
able grid emission test spots the "tough dogs" and the weak ones. With
the 606, good tubes aren't rejected, bad ones show up fast. That means
less callbacks, more tube sales, better profit . . . MORE MONEY!

Few test instruments pack the profit -per -square -inch as does the
Dyna-Jet 606. It's another product of B & K electronic innovation . . .

of B & K's policy to provide maximum value and maximum quality. And
the B & K Professional Servicing Equipment emblem assures you . . .

and your customers . . . that you use the finest equipment available.
Model 606 Net: $79.95

A DIVISION OF DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine, Chicago, Illinois 60613

WHERE ELECTRONIC INNOVATION IS A WAY OF LIFE

. . . for more details
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GC
Quality Leader

in ElectronicP.fr Chemicals
,

CATALOG NO. 5555
Suggested Net $2.29

A new aersosol, specifically formulated for cleaning sensi-
tive nuvistor and transistor tuners. NUVI-TRAN is non-
conductive, non-toxic, will not induce drift or detune
neutralizing circuit. Safe for all plastics used on TV tuners,
NUVI-TRAN leaves no residue, works in seconds. NUVI-
TRAN is an exclusive GC product ... another quality reason
for leadership in electronic chemicals for over 40 years.

Always insist on Ca

you'll get more for your money, every time!

GC ELECTRONICS

MAIN PLANT ROCKFORD 111.u.S.A.

iSION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

Giant new FREE tatalog!...
Only CC go es ).ou eserything on (qv( ItorliCS

. . has for almost 40 years. Match every
part and service need from over 10.000

quality items. Write for your copy today!
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GC
ELECTRONICS

GC
has

everything

in

CHEMICAliS

SPRA-LUB
Cleaner -lubricant far
all color TV tuners.
Cat. No. 8888
8 -oz. Aerosol Can
Suggested Net $1.95

13C -Z9 Silicone
Heat Sink Compound
Cat. No. 8109-S

-0z. Tubeesteenp

EPDXY GLUE
Super grip, fast set.
NASA approved.
Cat. No. 347
2 -Tube Kit
Suggested Net $2.50

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

variety of strong signals reaching it
from all directions. The enroute sig-
nals, if strong enough (and there are
always some strong ones around) can
cause real distortion in the desirable
ones. In this part of the world our an-
tennas don't suffer too much from
such problems. I did some experiments
on this and found out that I was right.

In one instance where reception
was very poor, the TV's front end had
been misaligned by a "screw -driver"
type technician without the use of
proper alignment equipment. The se-
lectivity of the receiver was so broad
that it received the same station on
3 or 4 different channels. I corrected
the reception by simply wrapping the
lead-in (the entire length) in aluminum
foil. In another case, I put the lead-in
through aluminum wire conduit, from
its connection at the antenna all the
way down to the receiver. The recep-
tion became so good that the owner
said it has never been this clear.

I wonder if it would not pay for
some manufacturers to think of mak-
ing cheap lead-ins with an aluminum
cover - some flexible type so it won't
break by bending?

VLADIMIR D. BET-EIVAZI
Tehron, Iran

 There is a product on the market
which approximates Mr. Bet-Eivazi's
aluminum covered lead-in. It is an
aluminum -shielded twin -lead which
has been on the market for some years
and made by several companies. The
aluminum -shielded twin -lead is low -
loss cable used for maximum signal
transfir. However, it is snore expensive
and harder to use than coax which
tends to offset the disadvantage of
having to install matching transfor-
mers with coax. And she advent of
low -loss coax has further limited the
use of aluminum -shielded twin -lead to
special applications. We concede that
Mr. Bet-Eivazi's area nifty he one of
those "special application" situations
- Ed.

Another Viewpoint
I would like to comment on the

letter to the editor, "Looking to the
Future" (ET/D-December 1967).

I do not agree with Mr. Neu -
man's viewpoint. I agree that there is
room for improvement. But I think
that it should be in the quality of
parts used and in the production line
inspection of the manufacturing end
of the business. I do not agree that
the "hand -wired" circuits are better or

26
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YOU AJD ME, GEORGE!
REGULAR TV HEROES,

WITH THIS NEW
BELDEN COAX!

IT'S LIKE WE DISCOVERED
THE MISSING LINK!

TV REPAIR
SERVICE

rfi

Jacket
Black all-weather PVC .030
nominal wall with a .242"
nominal 0.D.

Dielectric
Low loss cellular polyethy-
lene, .180" nominal O.D.

Drain Wires z
4-28 AWG solid tinned copperweld
conductors applied spirally and posi-
tioned uniformly around the circum-
ference of the shield.

Conductor
18 AWG solid, annealed,
bare copper.

Shield
\Belden DUOFOIL 100%

shield is a polyester film with
aluminum lamination on
both outside surfaces.

THE MISSING LINK TO PERFECT VHF AND UHF COLOR AND B/W RECEPTION

111.1.111.1 11228 1111017011;
15 OHM COAXIAL CABLE  100% SHIELDED  100% SWEEP TESTED

For MATV distribution systems, DUOFOIL is the
finest coax yet. Its low loss, 100% shielding keeps
B/W and color VHF and UHF signals pure. Apart-
ment dwellers, hotel and motel tenants, etc.-
even in congested areas-get sharp, clear recep-
tion. Its small diameter provides extra space
savings in conduit installations.

Is CATV coming into your area? DUOFOIL is the
perfect underground drop cable. Its exceptional
flexibility and moisture resistance assures extra -
long service life, and preserves the impedance
values of the cable design. 5.5-8

LOW, LOW ATTENUATION

Nom. Attenuation
per 100'

MC db
50 1.5

100 2.1
200 3.1
300 3.8
400 4.5
500 5.0
600 5.5
700 6.0
800 6.5
900 6.9

Available in 100, 500 and 1000 ft. spools. See
your local Belden Distributor for full details
or to order. For a copy of the reprint article,
"Electronic Cable," write: Belden Corporation,
P.O. Box 5370-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

Don't forget to ask them what else needs fixing?

BELDEN

SEPTEMBER 1968
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

any easier to service than the "printed
circuits."

It has been my viewpoint when
this subject comes up, that the service
technicians who do not agree that
"printed circuits" are easier to service
than the old-fashioned "hand -wired"
circuits, are the technicians who
can't trace a circuit unless they can
grab one end of a wire and trace it to
the other end.

I sell and service the No. I "print-
ed circuit" set and I have had very
few problems that were actually caus-
ed by the "printed circuit." I agree
that some manufacturers make a
cheap set that uses cheap "printed
circuits" and these give problems.
But these same manufacturers used
to make a cheap "hand -wired" set
that gave just as many headaches.

I can service most problems in the
"printed circuit" sets with the manu-
facturer's circuit diagram which comes
with the set. The schematic usually
has only the numbered parts and the
voltages shown.

I sincerely believe that the "printed

DISGRACEFUL
66 Isn't it? The way Mercury shamelessly offers top

quality test equipment at such low prices. Compare
the features with costlier models and see how Mercury
gives you top value for your dollar. It's Wonderful.,,

Model 2000-MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TUBE
TRANSISTOR TESTER

Tests all tube types, old and new, plus
transistors. Tests Magnovals, Nuvistors,
10 -pin Decals, Compactrons, Novars, 10 -
pin types, foreign and hi-fi tubes, thyra-
trons and industrial types. Tests for true
dynamic mutual conductance (GM). Spots
shorts, leakage and gas. Tests Color and
B/W picture tubes with use of MH-3A
Multi -Head Adapter (optional). Lever

$1 0995 switch test principal overcomes obsoles-
cence. Automatic line voltage regulation.

Model 1101-
DELUXE TUBE TESTER

For new Magnovals, Decals,
Nuvistors, All Popular Pic-
ture Tubes and most other
receiving tube types. Checks
tubes for dynamic cathode
emission, shorts, grid leak-
age and gas. Picture Tube
Adapter. Exclusive 2 -point

mairsateffmnow test principle safeguards
against obsolescence.

Kit- $3995/Wired-55995 $2495/Wired-53995

Model 1100B-
TUBE TESTER

Tests more tube types
than any other tester
in its price range.
Tests for dynamic
cathode emission.
shorts, grid leakage
and gas. Exclusive
meter bridge circuit
found only in more
expensive testers. Pro-
fessional quality at
an economical price.

ALL MERCURY TEST EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR!
UPDATED TUBE TEST DATA AVAILABLE ON ALL UNITS.

MERCURY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

/7fieizezazyi
PA

95

circuit" set is as far ahead of the
hand -wired set as the new automo-
biles are ahead of the model "T." I

would like to say that the particular
handwired set that this writer is speak-
ing of is a very good set, but the hand
wiring has very little to do with it.
If more rugged inspections were made
in the assembly lines at the factories
and higher quality parts were used, it
would eliminate a lot of the head-
aches for all of us.

RAYMOND M. RYALS
Atkins, Ark.

Au Revoir
I've been involved in practically all

phases of electronics since 1921 ex-
cluding computors. Now, after 47
years I have decided to shut the door
and go fishing.

Any young feller who is interested
in having his own complete TV -radio
shop can contact me for full particu-
lars. He can be the boss, manager,
janitor, bench man, antenna man, sec-
retary' and crying towel -holder for 16
hours a day. I'm going fishing.

My best to all and thanks a million
for all the fine information ET/ D has
given me. AuRevoir

C. R. WILLIAMS
5929 Marluth Ave.
Baltimore 6, Md.

Miscellaneous Schematics,
Manuals

Perhaps an El / D reader can help
me locate service information on an
old RCA communications receiver. It
is a Model AVR-11, drawing number
64A. It covers a frequency range of
200kHz to 60MHz.

EARL GOFF
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Would you please include in your
"Letters" column that I have two
volumes of TV -radio TEKFAX, No.
103? I'd like to swap them for volumes
102 and 104 to complete my files.

ALBERT TATRAULTS
Northport, N.Y.

I am in need of a schematic for a
Candle TV, Model MT -510 (made in
Japan). Can an ET/ D reader help me?

S. COMEAUX
San Francisco, Calif.

I have a Philco universal color bar
and dot generator Model 7100, serial
number 3490. I need an instruction
manual for this unit and would appre-
ciate any help your readers can offer.

ROB! RTO BERTRAN
Bronx, N .Y .
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ANNOUNCING NEW

CHANNEL MASTER

COLOR VECTOR
ANTENNAS

11110.1.0:".

41111Imumw

12 models. VHF and VHF/UHF
INNER METROPOLITAN TO DEEPEST FRINGE

Antennas as revolutionary in performance as they
are in appearance. And, to introduce them, your
Channel Master Distributor has an unprecedented
promotion and profit program . Call him today.

SEPTEMBER 1968

CHANNEL MASTER
DIVISION OF IIVNET, INC.

... for more details circle 113 on postcard
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

DELCO-RADIO
1968 Olds Radio- Loose Tone Control 681-2

Complaint: In the early production 1968 Olds radio, the
tone control shaft may feel like it is broken, or turns with
no effect on tone and possibly rattles. Cause: This problem
cannot be solved by removing the radio: therefore, make
your Olds dealer aware of this fact. The tone control inside

TONE CONTROL

TONE PLASTIC RING

FERRULE

diameter is too large. The detent does not fit properly in the
slot. This allows one or more of the symptoms described.
Control: Dealers are being made aware of a correction for
this particular problem. A short metal ferrule is being in-
serted between the plastic tone ring and the metal volume
control shaft, as shown. The dummy control is affected in
the same manner.

Tape Player Model T200 - Replacing Cartridge Plate

Problem: Some tape cartridges have an "out -of -round -
pinch roller that when played in early production 1967
T200 tape players. causes the tape to wow. This problem
can be recognized easily because a good tape will play

8 2

3 10

1

normally in the player. Remedy: If the cartridge plate is
coated with Teflon, the tape cartridge will slide easily, al-
lowing it to "breathe" with the variations in an "out -of-
round" pinch roller. Later production players come factory -
equipped with this coating. To allow an early production
player to play these bad tape cartridges, a new cartridge
plate (part No. 7305814) with a Teflon coating may be in-
stalled.

The procedure is as follows: I. Remove both covers and
escutcheon. 2. Remove the tape guide and automatic track
change switch. 3. Remove two mounting screws from input
choke mounting bracket. 4. Remove the rotary on/off
switch assembly. 5. Remove the mounting screw from the
capacitor mounting bracket. 6. Remove two screws at rear
of tape player and remove heat sink assembly (be careful of
attached wires). 7. Remove cam plate assembly (5 screws).
Be careful of attached wires. 8. Remove mounting screw on
upper left hand corner of preamp board. 9. Remove the two
flat head screws in the cartridge plate. 10. Exchange car-
tridge lock arms and spring, replace cartridge plate and re-
verse above procedure.

In extreme problem cases or on a player where a custom-
er insists on playing cartridges with high tape strand ten-
sion, a new cartridge lock spring (7307539) may be needed.

Tape Player Model T400-Circuit Change

The spike suppression diode, D3. has been removed from
the T400 tape players. In its place a high frequency noise
suppression capacitor - 330pf is being used. The capacitor

B+

GRN.

R9
27

.25V
WHT

011

DS 509
MOTOR

GOVERNOR

RED

BLUE
8.0V.

OV

YEL.

C10
330

PF

C8
250

I

is connected from the red lead of the motor to ground. The
capacitor part number is 7273840. A schematic of the re-
vised circuit is shown.
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We've done the
only thing possible
to improve the 860
Color Commander

Our 860 Color Commander already cuts alignment time
by 40% over comparable sets. It has nine test patterns
-five are exclusive Amphenol time-savers. A color pat-
tern eliminates all but the 3 bars used for color align-
ment. It has crystal control and silicon solid-state con-
struction. Small enough ( 5" x 9" x 4") to fit in a tube

Ask what else needs fixing.

caddy. Convenient battery power with optional AC
power supply. With all this, the only way we could
improve the 860 was to reduce the price. Nov only
$139.95. At your local distributor. Or write Amphenol
Distributor Division, Broadview, Illinois 60153. Makers
of a full line of timesaving test equipment. ET6-98

AMPHENOL DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

. . . for more details circle 103 on postcard
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"My shop's been loaded...
since I got my FCC License."

"And I could kick myself for not getting it sooner. I'm pulling in all
kinds of mobile, marine and CB business that I couldn't touch before;
have even had some calls to work on closed-circuit television. I've hired
two new men to help out and even with them, I'm two weeks behind."

And so it goes. Once you have that FCC ticket, you open the door to
all kinds of new business. And that's not all. The knowledge you need
to pass the FCC exam gives you a fundamental understanding of all
electronics. You'll find you can do more work in less time...work on
almost any kind of electronics gear.

What's the best way to get a Commercial FCC License...and still keep
up with your work? Thousands of men will tell you "Cleveland Institute
of Electronics." CIE has been preparing men for FCC License exams
since 1934. What's more, they back their Home Study Licensing Pro-
grams with this remarkable money -back offer:

A CIE FCC License course will quickly prepare you for a Com-
mercial FCC License. If you fail to pass the FCC examination
...on the very first try...after completing your course, CIE will
refund all your tuition. You get an FCC License...or your
money back!

And only CIE offers you new, up-to-the-minute lessons in all these sub-
jects: Logical Troubleshooting, Laser Theory and Application, Micro-
miniaturization, Single Sideband Technique, Pulse Theory and Applica-
tion, Boolean Algebra, and many more.

Send coupon today for CIE's FREE informative book "HOW TO GET
A COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE." Cleveland Institute of Electron-
ics, Dept. ET -45, 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL. All CIE courses are available un-

der the new 6.1. Bill. If you served on active duty since January 31,1955,

OR are in service now, check box in coupon for C.I. Bill information.

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK

43'

CIECleveland
Institute of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send FREE book, "How To Get
A Commercial FCC License."
Name

(please print)
Address

City State Zip

Occupation Age

rj Check here for G.I. Bill information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training...Since 1934 ET -45,

TECHNICAL DIGEST

ZENITH
FM Multiplex Receiver Chassis 25Z7120 - FM/AGC Circuit

Description
Under no signal conditions the Ist IF transistor receives

its base voltage of - I.3v through a parallel voltage divider
network. One leg consists of 120K resistor in series with a
15K resistor, in series with an X6 AGC diode and the
secondary of T7, 455kHz IF transformer to ground. The
other leg consists of 120K resistor in series with a IK resis-
tor that connects to the base of the Ist IF transistor through
T 1 and T8. The mixer transistor obtains its base voltage
from the emitter of the Ist IF. This feeds through a 220It
and a 2.2 K resistor in series applying approximately a

TR-4
F 14.11A11

1ST I.F

FM ACC

TR-5

T"
61  T

L_ _ --J

'I

- I.02v under no signal conditions at the base of the mixer.
In addition, the RF amplifier also obtains its base voltage
from the emitter of the Ist IF amplifier. The voltage at the
base of the AGC amplifier is a combination of the voltage
from the 1st IF emitter through the 220Ct , and 68K resistor
from B- resulting in approximately - I.4v at the AGC
amplifier base. The actual RF amplifier base voltage is
obtained from the collector of the AGC amplifier; the gain
of the AGC amplifier is adjusted by potentiometer R I.
This control is adjusted so that under no signal conditions
the voltage on the collector will be - I .0v.

When an FM signal is received, a I0.7MHz IF signal is
available in T3 2nd IF transformer. A portion of this sig-
nal is removed from the 2nd IF transistor collector through
C30 and 10 pf capacitor. This FM modulated signal is de-
tected by diode X6 and produces a voltage that reduces the
forward bias on X6. This reduces current flow which in
turn reduces the negative voltage at the junction of the I5K
and 120K resistors. With a power supply voltage of I 2.4v
and with no RF signal at the FM tuner, one could expect
a base voltage at the first IF of approximately - I .30v.
With 60µ v of RF signal, into the FM tuner, this would be
reduced to approximately - 1.2Iv and with 100kµv at the
input of the RF tuner, the voltage would be approximately
- .52v. Even with extremely strong signals the voltage on

`.!

j
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There's nothing wrong with the set.

You fixed the picture a week ago, now you're back repairing
your repair job. And paying for it.

Replacement parts are supposed to last longer than that.
Like electrolytic capacitors. If they're wound in computer -

grade, 99.99% pure aluminum foil, they'll hold up for a long
time at continuous temperatures of 85 C.

Like Arcolytic capacitors do.
Even though they cost the same as any other home enter-

tainment capacitor. And come in more than 2000 exact re-
placement values to maintain the set's stability.

Any Arcolytic distributor can fill you in on the whole line of

Arcolytic types-twist mounts, printed circuit twist mounts,
tubular electrolytics (including very high capacitance values)
and miniature tubulars in the smallest physical sizes. He can
also sell you Elmenco capacitors.

Then you won't have to do repair jobs twice. If the lady in
the set seems to be missing something, a week after you've
done a repair job, it's her problem. Not yours.

Loral Distributor Products
ON A DIVISION OF LORAL CORPORATION LLD -502
Pond Hill Industrial Park, Great Neck, New York 11022
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In -Circuit Transistor Testers

Used To Be Expensive...

The Heathkit® IT -18
Just Changed That ... $24.95

Tests transistors in or out of circuit for DC Beta
Tests transistors out of circuit for Iceo and lcbo leakage
Identifies unknown diode leads and NPN & PNP transistors
Big 4%", 200 uA meter reads DC Beta and leakage directly
Two DC Beta ranges, 2-100 and 20-1000
Expanded leakage current scale, 0-5000 uA, 1000 uA midscale,
5 uA first division
10 -turn planetary ball type calibrate control
Portable, battery powered from a single "D" cell
Handy, attached 3' test leads

Heath engineers have done it again - a major price breakthrough in the cost
of in -circuit transistor checkers. And this one has practically everything that
the more expensive ones have and a few things that they don't, like a scale
that reads DC Beta, not AC, from 2-1000, in or out of circuit. A big plus, because
all manufacturers' specs are DC Beta. Measures emitter to collector and base
to collector leakage current out of circuit, from 0-5000 uA, with 1000 uA
center scale for extra readability. Matches transistors of the same or opposite
types too. The ten -turn calibration control takes the frustration out of calibrating
the IT -18 and you don't have to worry about circuit damage from improperly
connecting it either. You'll like its small portable size, built-in test leads, front
panel socket for low power devices, long "D" cell battery life and the ease
of being able to check any bi-polar device. Order your IT -18 now, build in less
than 2 hours, and congratulate yourself on knowing an extra value when
you see it!
Kit IT -18, 4 lbs.... no money dn., S5 mo $24.95

IT -18 SPECIFICATIONS - D. C. Beta: x 1 range -2 to 100, x 10 range -
20 to 1 000. Out -of -Circuit Accuracy: t5%. In -Circuit Accuracy: Indicates
good or bad (accuracy depends upon circuit being tested). Leakage: Ice°,
lcbo, diodes forward or reverse (out -of -circuit only) 0-5000 uA. Power:
One standard "0" cell (not supplied). Dimensions: EVA" wide, 4'4," high, 7%"
deep (including handle). Net Weight: lbs.

FREE
1969

Heathkit
Catalog

World's largest selec-
tion of electronic kits

. over 300 to choose
from . . . for school,
home, and industry.
Send for your free
copy today.

WM I -I IC
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
o Rush my FREE Heathkit Catalog.

El Enclosed is S

Please send model(s)

Name

Address

including shipping.

City State
Prices 8 specifications subject to change
without notice.

Zip

TE-188j

TECHNICAL DIGEST

the Ist IF amplifier will always be negative. This voltage
can be considered as a positive going negative voltage. This
IF transistor can then be considered to be controlled by a
reverse AGC voltage. In other words. the forward bias of

,this transistor is being reduced. As the bias is reduced on
the base of a PNP transistor, the gain of the transistor is
also reduced and so is the magnitude of the IF signal at the
collector. IF amplifier overload with resulting distortion
will he eliminated. To prevent other sources of overload,
with resulting distortion, AGC must also be applied to both
the RF amplifier and mixer transistors. Since the mixer
transistor obtains its base voltage from the emitter of the
1st IF transistor, then as the gain of the 1st IF is reduced,
so will be the negative voltage available at the emitter of
the first IF. See illustration. As a result the - 1.02v at the
base of the mixer will he reduced to something less than
this. Again we have a positive going negative voltage being
controlled by the developed AGC. If we reduce the forward
bias of a transistor, we reduce its gain. The base of the AGC
amplifier receives its voltage from the 1st IF emitter and
since this now a positive going negative voltage, the - I.4v
on the base of the AGC amplifier will also be reduced.
When this occurs we are reverse biasing this AGC ampli-
fier. the gain of the amplifier is reduced and the current
in the collector circuit is also reduced. When the collector
current is reduced, the voltage at the collector rises to some-
thing greater than a - 1.0v and we now have a negative
going negative voltage applied to the base of the RF ampli-
fier. Since we now have a forward AGC bias on the RF
amplifier, we drive it into saturation causing its gain to be
reduced. Perhaps at this point an explanation of forward
bias will he in order.

The gain of a transistor can be reduced by forward bias-
ing it into saturation. If transistor gain is strongly depend-
ent on collector voltage, then gain may be reduced by
lowering the collector voltage. Usually this done by increas-
ing emitter current and including a large dropping resistor
in the collector. At high current, the IR drop across the
dropping resistor reduces the collector voltage, thus re-
ducing gain. Forward AGC on the RF amplifier accom-
plishes several purposes. First, the gain of the RF transistor
is reduced. As the current increases in the collector circuit.
its impedance becomes extremely low and there is a com-
plete mismatch between the collector and its tuned circuit.
As a direct result of this mismatch the gain of this circuit
is reduced. In the base the current has also become quite
high and its impedance becomes extremely low - in effect
it acts as a swamping device across the FM-RF input coil.
It would he the same as putting a short across this coil ex-
trernel reducing its "Q."

IF YOU

CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS

NOTIFY: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN DEALER

Ojibway Building

Duluth, Minnesota 55802

Please include the address label from a recent
issue and allow six weeks for the change.
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Introducing
the first

truly revolutionary
antenna rotor
in 15 years ...

THE JERROLD

DYNA ROTOR..



-



NEW JERROLD

DYNA 0 ROTOR
... a classically simple design that assures fast,
reliable, precise antenna control

Jerrold DYNA-ROTOR is the first antenna rotor to combine all solid-state
circuitry with a unique dynamic spline drive. The result: a speed of operation . . .

an accuracy of control . . . a freedom from maintenance never before achieved in
antenna rotors. At last . . a rotor for people who demand the best in Color TV

and FM quality !

DYNA-ROTOR's driftless, fully automatic rotor moves quickly, precisely to the
point where it is aimed by the control unit. Its rock -steady rotor stays absolutely
synchronized with the control unit-and completely independent of the windload.
Its exceedingly high torque drives through ice, snow, and high winds without a
hitch. And if that's not enough to sell the DYNA-ROTOR, here's more:

 Rotates 360° in less than 40 seconds-  Lightweight, easy -to -install rotor weighs
fastest rotor available ! only 5 pounds, yet handles largest antennas.

 Kitten -quiet control unit. No clacking. No  Consumes less than 1/10th the power of
whirring. No relays, switches, solenoids, or other rotors.

escapements.  Decorator -designed control unit.

 No lubrication required-operates reliably  In -line aluminum case streamlined for less
at -20°F ! windloading, more attractive appearance.

Here-at last-is an antenna rotor capable of getting the best reception out of
those superior Jerrold antennas-the Jerrold DYNA-ROTOR. Ask your Jerrold
representative about it today ! Or write for further information to : Jerrold Elec-
tronics Corporation, Distributor Sales Division, P.O. Box A, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

Focusing on one thing . .

better reception



Jerrold
DMA') ROTOR T.

In -line design

elrin thrust bearings

ynamic spline drive

Heavy-duty,
high torque motor

crew terminals
protected by sliding
Cycolac cover

Dial light lit while
rotor is turning

Decorator design

Absolutely noise free

Always synchronized with rotor

COMPACT, RELIABLE
SOLID-STATE DESIGN

Die-cast aluminum weather-proof housing

Focusing on one thing .

better reception
TM

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company
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New SK De ces
Sim Servi ng of TV
Deflect! Cir uits

More than a dozen solid-state TV sets-RCA and others-can use
these two new RCA SK -Series transistors-specifically designed for
replacement use in deflection circuits.

The RCA SK3034 is for replacement use in horizontal driver and in
vertical -deflection -output circuits; the SK3035 is for replacement
use in horizontal -deflection -output circuits.

Both units are germanium p -n -p devices in hermetically -sealed
TO -3 packages, and are for use in domestic and imported TV sets
with anode voltages to 18 KV and with picture tubes having deflec-
tion angles up to 114°.

Add both to your stock of RCA "Top -Of -The -Line" SK -Series re-
placement transistors. See your RCA Distributor today about your
supply of RCA SK -Series replacements . .. 33 individual units that
can replace approximately 11,800 solid-state devices.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N. J. 07029.

Get This Set of Screw-
drivers FREE with your
SK -Series solid-state
replacements.*
 6 separate screwdrivers with
graduated blade widths: 0.8 to
3.8 mm.
 Rust -proof, tempered, hardened
tungsten -steel blades.
 Chrome -plated brass handles.
 Work with one hand-screwdriver
pivots around the top.

*Ask your participating RCA Distributor for details.

. . for more details circle 134 on postcard
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Know why RCA's
color chassis
are so easy to
service?

Because service
men like you helped
us design them.

First we got their advice, then we designed the whole assembly for easy servicing.
For example, the chassis give you easy access. You don't have to pull out the chassis
to get at the high -line voltage connection. Circuits and components on the circuit
board are clearly marked so you can easily service them. The tuner assemblies are
simplified for your convenience. And, we set up more test points. They're the kind of
chassis we think you'd design yourself. Fact is, all our chassis designs are reviewed
by a representative group of servicemen. And we appreciate their advice. We think
you will, too-every time you service sets by RCA. RCA
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SERVICING THE COLOR 'TIGERS'

Use a scope to tame your color TV tiger

 Unusual color TV problems can often be tough to isolate. Efficient use of a scope
is one way to tame this tiger. We'll see how this works out in the following case
histories.

Burning 6JS6
A Zenith color set was brought in with a past

history of burning 6JS6 tubes. (See schematic,
Fig. 1). The same unit had been in the shop with
a similar problem before, but no circuit defects
were found.

The control grid drive to the 6JS6 horizontal
output tube was checked with a scope for the prop-
er drive pulse and a VTVM measured proper
drive voltage at negative 60dc. Screen voltage
checked out normal. The pulse voltage at plate of
the horizontal output tube also looked normal
when checked with a scope and voltage divider
capacitance probe.

The probe was moved to the screen grid - pin
3 or 11 of V19, and revealed the presence of ver-
tical pulses. A few more scope checks in this area
showed that C123, a 40Af electrolytic capacitor,
had opened up. It could be that this capacitor may
have been intermittently shorting and then final -

Fig. 1 - Partial schematic of Zenith 20X1C38 chassis
schematic.

ly opened. Possibly the screen grid had actually
burned from excessive current. With a new ca-
pacitor installed in the screen grid circuit, current
checked out at 15ma. However, with the ca-
pacitor open, the screen current rose to over 25 -

ma. One quick way to check this current is to read
the voltage drop across the 100 S/ resistor in the
screen circuit. Then use Ohm's Law to determine
the current (I = E/ R).

After replacing this capacitor, be sure to reset the
CRT anode HV and the horizontal sweep output
tube current to the proper level.

Horizontal Modulation
A color TV set uses high level modulation-but

not in the screen grid of the horizontal output
tube. However, that's what was happening in an
RCA CTC- I 7X color chassis. Fig. 2 shows a
partial schematic of the horizontal sweep stage.
The picture on the screen looked a little keyston-

Fig. 2 - RCA CTC17X chassis schematic.
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Fig. 3 - Scope waveform at grid of horizontal output
tube taken at vertical rate.

ed, but a new yoke didn't cure the problem. We
rolled the scope up to the chassis. It was noted that
the raster was smaller at the bottom than at the
top. This called for a look at the 15.75kHz wave-
form in the horizontal sweep section, but the scope
was set for a vertical scan rate. Because the hori-
zontal scan lines were shorter as the sweep went
to the bottom of the CRT, it was necessary to see
these waveforms at a vertical rate.

The scope probe was connected to the grid of
the horizontal output tube and the pattern was
straight at the top and bottom which is normal
(Fig. 3). We needed to see the waveform on the
plate of the horizontal tube. Caution - there is
a 5kv pulse on the plate cap which can damage
test instruments or probes. Use either a HV ca-
pacitance divider probe or clip the scope probe in-
to the plate cap lead insulation. This will give you
the waveform, but not the correct amplitude.

When the probe was clipped to the plate cap
lead, we observed an hour -glass or wedge-shaped
waveform (Fig. 4). The cathode of the HOT is
grounded; all that is left to check is the screen grid.
And remembering to scope places where we are
not suppose to see a signal, the probe was con-
nected to the screen grid. The scope pattern at this
point looked somewhat like a sawtooth (Fig. 5)
voltage and was in effect modulating the sweep
output tube.

The problem was traced to a defective dual sec-
tion filter in the 405 volt B+ line. They are
designated C118A and CI I 8B in the schematic
(Fig. 2).

Zenith Blanking Diode and Video Transistor
Failure

An electronics designer found that semiconductor
devices were being destroyed in a power -supply
regulating circuit. When he inspected the wave-
forms in this circuit by a limited bandwidth scope
he found no reason for the semiconductor failures.
He then investigated the waveforms with a fast
"rise -time" wideband and found that brief tran-
sients of high amplitude and energy were the cause
of this destruction. This example serves to illus-
trate the capability of the wideband triggered pro-
fessional oscilloscope.

Fig. 4 - Hour -glass waveform at plate of horizontal
output tube at vertical rate.

We used a wideband scope to check out a semi-
conductor failure problem in the video "Y" am-
plifier stage of a Zenith 20Y IC38 color chassis
(see Fig. 6). The video driver transistor, TR 1, and
blanking diodes, X2 and X3, had a very high
failure rate. When TR1 fails, the screen goes
blank and most set owners - when questioned -
noted that a crack, snap or high voltage arc was
heard before the picture went out. In some sets
the transistor would be found defective. It was
noted that in most of these sets, a HV arc would
occur through a pin -size hole in the filament leads
of the HV rectifier to the 3A3A plate cap or to the
chassis HV cage ground. To prevent this arc, new
filament leads with thicker insulation should be
installed. Dress the leads away from the cap of
the HV rectifier. This HV discharge (arc) induces
a high transient spike pulse back into the blanking
winding of the sweep transformer (yellow lead)
and then on to blanking diode, X3, sometimes
shorting it out, then feeds this spike pulse to the
emitter of the video transistor, TR I , destroying it.

Transistor, TR 1, was pulled from its socket and
a wideband triggered scope connected to the emit-
ter pin. With the HV popping and arcing, the high
energy spike pulses were viewed on the scope CRT
as shown in (Fig. 7). Of course, the first procedure
is to stop the HV from arcing and it may be that
in later set productions VDR varistors or other
protective devices may be installed in the emitter
circuit. Some of these sets with diode and TR1
failure had been hit by lightning at the antenna
(balun coil burned) and possibly damaged by a
high transient spike.

`Spooks' in the Burst Amplifier
The burst amplifier stage picks off the burst

pulse, amplifies it and delivers a burst signal on
the order of 100 volts P -P to the burst amplifier
plate coil - see Fig. 8. The signal is then fed
through dual capacitors to the 6JU8 diodes to de-
velop operational dc control voltages. See simplifi-
ed burst amplifier circuit Fig. 9. To be sure you
are receiving color burst through the tuner and
video IF amplifiers, make a scope check at the
video detector.
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Fig. 5 - Sawtooth voltage on screen grid of hori-
zontal output tube.

The burst amplifier tube is driven into conduc-
tion 15,750 times per second whether or not burst
is present. The fact that burst is there is merely
coincident with color programing. However, the
stage is pushed into conduction at regular intervals
by a horizontal keying pulse. By using a dual -trace
triggered scope, the horizontal keying and color
burst pulse can be accurately checked for correct
coincident. Should no burst be present, the
stage merely amplifies the random circuit noise
and produces a "spook" whose amplitude is on the
order of 25 percent of the burst pulse amplitude.
Since "spook" noise is the residual operating con-
dition of the circuit, it has no influence on either
color killer action or control of the 3.58MHz os-
cillator.

This "spook" condition, however, takes on the
appearance of "burst" if scope gain is turned up.
Be sure the scope is accurately calibrated to recog-
nize the "spook" in comparison to the useful burst
signal.

Burst Amplifier Problems
7 he use of a vaide-band triggered oscilloscope

can be helpful for testing many circuits of the col-
or system.

Chroma information that appears on the plate
of the first chroma amplifier is the burst pulses
followed by color bar information of one hori-
zontal scan line with the scope set at a horizontal
rate.

The 15,750 flyback "keying" pulse, with
chroma information added, is shown in Fig. 10 on
the grid of the burst amplifier tube. Bias on the
burst amplifier grid is such that at 40v only the
tip of the keying pulse contains burst information,
allowing the tube to conduct. The amount of
"chroma" information displayed may depend upon
the sensitivity of the scope being used.

Burst Amplifier Output
Fig. 11 shows the "burst" pulse as it appears in

the plate circuit of the burst amplifier. If you have
trouble observing the narrow burst pulse, you
might try taking a lead from the "external sync"
binding post and dressing it over the yoke area of

V6A
W2 6878
CATHODE
FOLLOWER

TR1
121-687
VIDEO
DRIVER

11

Z5OV

128E7
.,,"T' AMP

T

Fig. 6 - A partial schematic showing the video "V"
amplifier stage of a Zenith 20Y1C38 color chassis.

nag 46 ',Milli IN
IBIS. III In 1111111SM

Fig. 7 - High Energy "spikes" at the emitter socket
of TR1.

Fig. 8 - Color burst signal (5x expansion) taken at
burst amplifier.

the TV set to "pick off' horizontal pulse informa-
tion. Switch the scope sync to the "external" posi-
tion for added stability.

Zenith AFC 3.58MHz Description
Burst pulses from the burst amplifier plate coil

are fed through the dual .001p.f capacitors, with
one side of each burst pulse passing to the ACC
color killer function of the 6JU8 - refer to the
schematic, Fig. 12.

The other side of each dual capacitor passes
burst pulses to pins 7 and 9 of the 6JU8 AFC col-
or section - again the old faithful horizontal
phase comparison action with burst on each end of
the diodes and the 3.58MHz CW signal inserted
in the middle. The phase relationship is compared
and detected as a dc voltage.

There is one important difference between this
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Fig. 9 - Simplified Zenith burst amplifier schematic.

diode pair and the ones used for color killer opera-
tion. In the killer circuit, 3.58MHz and the burst
signals are in phase. As a result, the output voltage
is always negative, becoming more or less negative
depending upon the presence, or absence, of burst
signal.

The 3.58MHz signal is inserted in quadrature,
or with a 90deg phase shift compared to the color
burst. The 90deg shift causes a dc voltage which
can be either plus or minus and acts to cancel any
"on" frequency signals, thus permitting control of
the 3.58MHz oscillator.

The dc output at the diode junction, pin 8, (test
point W, Fig. 12) has a range of approximately 5v
which is applied to the 3.58MHz oscillator circuit
as variations in grid bias on the reactance control
triode section of the 6GH8A tube.

Pin 9 of the 6JU8 has been identified as test
point "V." A scope or VTVM connected to point
"V" to set up the injection transformer maximum
and minimum voltage split for proper operation
of the color demodulators. The circuit acts as a
"peak detector." The injection or demodulation
transformer must feed back at the correct phase
and 3.58MHz CW signal amplitude to the 6JU8
AFC circuit to properly control color sync.

Double Trouble
A Zenith 23XC38 color TV chassis was found

to have poor color sync and finally lost all color.
The schematic for this chassis is shown in Fig. 13.
The chassis was pulled and the first bench check
was to disable the color killer circuit by grounding
test point K. Test point W (color AFC control
voltage) was grounded and the 3.58MHz oscillator
was tuned for a zero beat. The color looked good
and strong. The test point W ground lead was un-
clipped and the 3.5MHz color oscillator went way
off frequency.

Pin 9 of V 17A, the reactance control tube, should
read about zero volts with a VTVM. As the 3.58 -
MHz oscillator drifts, it will swing from a few volts
positive to a few volts negative. Pin 9 of V I7A in

NE11111V111111111P1
4 111111111111 11111111111111 A

4.64aviimo

IL.

Fig. 10 - Color burst signal.

this unit measured 6v positive. It seemed logical
that there was a defective component in the AFC
phase detector circuit. The color burst amplifier
was checked with a scope and appeared to have a
normal waveform. Color burst was then checked at
pins 7 and 9 of the AFC phase detector, V15B.
Normally, the waveform should contain a 3.58
MHz burst pulse of the same P -P amplitude -
but not so in this unit. All components in the AFC
circuit tested normal. The burst and phase detector
transformer seemed to be the culprit. Pin 8 of
V15B must have a proper 3.58MHz CW signal
for phase comparison and this signal is tapped off
the injection transformer, T12. The CW signal
on this set was found to be low and the oscillator
signal at pin 6 of V17B was scoped at 80v P -P -
about 60v low - which could indicate a defective
detector transformer (L38) and/or injection trans-
former. Both components were replaced in hopes
this would solve the problem and satisfy an im-
patient color set owner. The transformer was in-
stalled and tuned but did not solve the problem-
in fact the color picture appeared worse.

The replacement coil, L38, was also installed-
still no color sync and about 8v positive found at
pin 9 of V17A.

However, the scope now displayed a balanced
3.58MHz burst pulse at pins 7 and 9 of Vl5B, but
the 3.58MHz CW signal at pin 8 was almost un-
readable. The replacement demodulator trans-
former was obviously defective. Another new one
was installed and after complete alignment the
color set was operating normally. Note: A 2.2 M
resistor will be found at pin 8 of the 6JU8A AFC
color phase detector. For a faster and more stable
color "lock in" this resistor can be changed to
100K. The cause of the problem in this particular
set was a defective L38 color phase detector coil.
Replacement of the injection transformer first,
which happened to be defective, simply compli-
cated the original problem.

New part substitution, or the old process of
elimination, will not always work. 
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Fig. 11 - "Spook" burst signal.
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Fig. 13 - Zenith 20XC38 color section schematic.
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1.1w 2401 article in a continuing series

SEMICONDUCTORS

FROM

A TO Z
Effective servicing requires an understanding of ac
circuits used to power solid-state electronic products

 Electronic products serviced by
electronic technicians contain a pow-
er supply of some kind, whether
powered by batteries or an external
ac voltage source. And whatever
their application, these power sup-
plies contain basic circuits designed
to perform one or more of the fol-
lowing functions: ac voltage regula-
tion, ac current regulation, ac -to -dc
power conversion, dc -to -ac power
conversion, dc voltage regulation,
dc current regulation or filtering.

AC Voltage Regulation
A component most frequently

used for obtaining desired ac volt-
ages is the transformer. It contains
one or more coils that function on
the same basic principles as the coils
shown in Fig. 10, 11 and 12 in the
October 1967 article. When cur-
rent flows through a coil, a mag-
netic field is produced (Fig. I A).
This field can be concentrated (Fig.
IB) with a soft iron core.

Each cubic inch of soft iron
contains millions of microscopic
permanent magnets (called do-
mains) formed by iron molecules.
When the core is not magnetized,
these domains are orientated in ran-
dom directions, each canceling out
the other's magnetic field (Fig. 2A).
An external magnetic field mag-
netizes the soft iron by lining up
these domains (Fig. 2B). [With
appropriate equipment, one can
hear the flopping of these domains
as they line up.] These domains
will remain aligned (the metal will
remain magnetized) until they are
disarranged by thermomolecular

motion (heated molecules bouncing
around and knocking the domains
out of alignment), physical blows
(such as a hammer tapping the iron)
or an external magnetic field of al-
ternating polarity that is drawn
away from the magnetized iron.

When the domains are aligned
(Fig. 2B), the north magnetic pole
of each domain faces the south mag-
netic pole of an adjacent domain.
When two magnetized rods are bent
into a shape somewhat resembling a
horseshoe (Fig. 3), the alignment
of north and south magnetic poles
will still remain the same - north
magnetic poles facing south mag-
netic poles. The two vertical por-
tions of the transformer core are
shown split merely to demonstrate
that although the domains remain
aligned, the direction of alignment
in the vertical left portion of the
core is opposite that in the vertical
right portion.

Two iron -core coils, like the one
shown in Fig. I B, are used in the
transformer shown in Fig. 4.
(Terminal I on the left coil corre-
sponds to terminal 3 on the right
coil, and terminal 2 corresponds to
terminal 4 - one coil being an
upsidedown version of the other.)
When a negative potential is con-
nected to terminal 1 and a positive
potential is connected to terminal
2, a current flows through the coil
producing a north magnetic pole at
the upper portion of its core and the
lower portion of the right core.

As had been indicated in the Oc-
tober 1967 article, when the ap-
plied current increases the strength

Fig. 1 - Current flowing through a coil
produces a magnetic field that can be
concentrated by placing a soft iron core
withir the coil.

of a magnetic field, the magnetic
field induces a current that flows
through the coil in a direction (from
terminal 2 to terminal 1) opposing
that of the applied current (from
terminal 1 to terminal 2). The in-
creasing magnetic field also induces
a current in the same direction (from
terminal 4 to terminal 3) through the
secondary coil.

When there is a reduction in the
amount of applied current, the
strength of the magnetic field de-
creases and a current is induced in
the opposite direction (from termi-
nal 3 to terminal 4 in Fig. 4) through
the secondary coil (refer to Fig. 10
in the October 1967 article).

By reversing the direction of the
applied current (from terminal 2
to terminal 1 in Fig. 4), the polarity
of the magnetic field produced is al-
so reversed. However, as the applied
current increases the strength of the
reversed magnetic field also in-
creases. The induced current still
flows through the coil in the same
direction (from terminal 3 to termi-
nal 4) as before (refer to Fig. 11
in the October 1967 article).

Fig. 16 in the October 1967
article showed that when an ac
voltage is applied across a coil, the
current lags 90deg behind the volt-
age. The same relationship exists
(Fig. 5) between the voltage applied
across the transformer's primary
coil (top curve) and the resulting
applied current (middle curve)
through that coil. The directions
that the induced current (bottom
curve) flows through the secondary
coil as a result of these changes in
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the applied current (middle curve)
are also shown in Fig. 5.

The October 1967 article also
indicated that sinewave voltages
(and currents, too) change more
rapidly at 0 and 180deg than they
do at 90 and 270deg. During the
intervals that there are more rapid
changes in the applied current, there
are also more rapid changes in the
magnetic fields produced - result-
ing in a larger induced current. The
induced current (bottom curve in
Fig. 5) is the greatest when the
phase angle of the applied current
(middle curve) is around 180deg
and 360 or Odeg.

No current, of course, will actual-
ly flow between the terminals (3
and 4 in Fig. 4) of the transformer's
secondary coil unless some circuit
(or load) is connected to it. Other-
wise, only a potential voltage would
exist between the two terminals.
When a resistor (R) is connected be-
tween these terminals, the amount
of current (I) flowing through the
resistor will depend on the familiar
equation:

I =T:t

Since there is no difference in phase
angles between the current through
a noninductive resistor (a carbon
resistor or other resistor that is not
made from a coil of wire) and the
voltage drop across it, the second-
ary voltage across the terminals (3
and 4) and the resistor (R) is in
phase with the induced current (bot-
tom curve in Fig. 5) and 180deg out
of phase with the applied primary
voltage (top curve).

Fig. 2 - Soft iron
contains magnetic
domains that are
aligned only when
the object is
magnetized.

143 4.

3

Fig. 4 - Changes in current through the
primary winding of a transformer induce
current through the secondary winding.

Measurements indicate that the
ratio of primary coil turns (Na) to
secondary coil turns (Ns) is the same
as the ratio of the ac primary volt-
age (Er) to the ac secondary volt-
age (Es).

-_Ea
N, E,

If there are twice as many turns in
the secondary coil as there are in the
primary coil, the ac secondary volt-
age will be twice the ac primary
voltage. (Since dc primary volt-
ages do not produce changes in a
magnetic field that could induce a
secondary current, dc primary volt-
ages do not produce secondary volt-
ages.)

When a relatively stable ac line
voltage is available, a transformer
can be used to provide a relatively
stable ac voltage - the desired ac
voltage being obtained with a trans-
former having the required ratio
of turns in its primary and second-
ary coils. And if the transformer is
rated at an adequate wattage, mod-
erate changes in the ac secondary
current will have little effect on the
ac secondary voltage delivered by
the transformer.

There are, however, occasions
when the ac line voltage is not suf-
ficiently stable. "Constant -voltage"
transformers can then be used ef-
fectively to reduce these changes to
less than 1 percent. These trans-
formers are particularly useful in
solid-state power supplies since
semiconductors need not then ab-
sorb excess power whenever the line
voltage becomes greater than nor-
mal. "Constant -voltage" transform -

Fig. 3 - Magnetic fields in the primary
and secondary portion of a transformer
core are aligned in opposite directions.

t
40' TO.

Fig. 5 - There is a relationship be-
tween the phase angles of an ac voltage
applied to a transformer's primary wind-
ing, the ac current through that winding
and the current induced in the second-
ary winding.

ers generally use a capacitor to help
improve their ac secondary voltage
stability.

When a capacitor is substituted
for the resistor (R) shown in Fig. 4,
it will absorb electrons at terminal
3 during one-half cycle and then re-
turn them to terminal 3 during the
following half cycle. Electrons are
thus able to flow through the coil
between terminals 3 and 4 without
actually being conducted through
some external circuit. Virtually no
electrons pass through the capacitor
from one terminal to the other, and
the capacitor, therefore, does not
consume a significant amount of the
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induced energy. The induced energy
is used only to increase the strength
of the magnetic field of the coil's
core - aligning more domains.

When the transformer core's do-
mains are all aligned in one direc-
tion and the applied ac primary volt-
age alternates, causing the domains
to all become aligned in the opposite
direction, the electrical energy in-
duced is absorbed by the capacitor
(C). When the capacitor discharges
this energy through the secondary
coil, a magnetic field is produced
that is strong enough to align most
of the domains again in the first
direction - the capacitor and coil
consuming only a small portion of
the induced energy, the balance of
the energy remaining to realign the
domains.

As the applied ac primary voltage
again alternates and provides a mag-
netic field to align all the domains
in the first direction, the capacitor
across the secondary coil also sup-
plies energy for producing a mag-
netic field capable of alinging most
of the domains in the first direction.
The total magnetic field produced
by the primary and secondary coils
is stronger than the field required
for aligning all of the domains. It is
this magnetic "saturation" of the
core that is used for controlling
"constant -voltage" transformers.

Although we wish to saturate the
secondary portion of a "constant -
voltage" transformer, we do not
wish to saturate the core in the pri-
mary portion of the transformer
since that would in turn reduce the
impedance of the transformer's pri-
mary coil. (This effect will be shown
in our description of reactors for
current regulation in a following
article.) For this reason, the core of
a "constant -voltage" transformer
(Fig. 6) differs slightly from that of
a regulator transformer (Fig. 3).
It contains two rods of soft iron
separated by a small gap located
between the primary and secondary
portions of the transformer core.
The magnetic attraction between
these two rods, in effect, shorts part
of the magnetic field produced in
the primary portion of the core from
the secondary portion of the core
and part of the magnetic field pro-
duced in the secondary portion of
the core from the primary portion

FLUX IN PRIMARY FLUX IN SECONDARY
PORTION OF CORE-% PORTION OF CORE

MAGNETIC
SHUNT

Fig. 6 - "Constant -voltage" transform-
ers contain a magnetic shunt designed
to restrict magnetic saturation to their
secondary core.

of the core. With this shunt, the
magnetic field in the secondary por-
tion of the core can be saturated
without saturating the magnetic
field in the primary portion of the
core.

The primary and secondary coils
in the "constant -voltage" transform-
er (Fig. 7) are basically the same
as those in the regular transformer
(Fig. 4). With each half cycle of
applied ac primary voltage, the al-
ternating magnetic field that is pro-
duced realigns the iron domains in
the opposite direction - the change
in their alignment inducing nearly
enough energy across the capacitor
to align all of the domains in the op-
posite direction on the following
half cycle. The magnetic field pro-
duced by the applied ac primary
voltage is greater than that required
to align the balance of the domains,
even when this applied ac voltage
is less than the normal line voltage.
When the ac line voltage is normal,
or becomes even greater than nor-
mal, the resulting primary mag-
netic field produced is even greater
than what is required on the follow-
ing half cycle to align all of the do-
mains in the secondary portion of
the soft iron core.

Most of the magnetic field produc-
ed by the transformer's primary coil
travels through the soft iron core to
the secondary coil - only a relative-
ly small portion traveling through
the air. Since increases in the ac
voltage across the primary winding
will only increase the small portion
of the magnetic field traveling
through the air (the secondary por-
tion of the core already being sat-
urated), the voltage developed at
the secondary winding is nearly in-
dependent of any changes in the
ac voltage applied at the primary.

A schematic of the "constant -volt -

Fig. 7 - Primary and secondary coils
in a "constant -voltage" transformer
are basically the same as those in a
regular transformer.

age" transformer is shown in Fig.
8A. If a second coil is wound in the
secondary portion of the transform-
er coil (Fig. 8B), the voltage induc-
ed across it will also be affected by
the saturation of the magnetic
field in the secondary portion of the
core. The output voltage across this
coil will also remain relatively stable
as the ac line voltage at the primary
winding changes.

A taped secondary coil (Fig. 8C)
will function in the same basic man-
ner as the two secondary coils (Fig.
8B). Measurements indicate that the
energy absorbed by a capacitor
across this coil is also able to satu-
rate the secondary portion of the
"constant -voltage" transformer core,
even when a moderate load is
applied across the taped portion
of the secondary coil.

Another ac voltage regulating
component used in solid-state pow-
er supplies is the thyrector (Fig. 9).
Whenever an applied ac voltage
excedes its zener breakdown volt-
age (Fig. 13 in the June 1968 arti-
cle), the semiconductor's internal
resistance drops and it conducts suf-
ficient current to load down the ap-
plied ac voltage, reducing to normal
the voltage across any circuit con-
nected in parallel with the thyrector.
The zener breakdown voltage varies
according to the particular thyrector
type selected.

AC Current Regulation
Early circuits, designed to control

the amount of ac current flowing
through a circuit to regulate the
amount of applied power, merely
contained a large variable resistor
(Fig. 10). Some of the electrical
power was absorbed by the resistor
and converted to heat, thereby re-
ducing the amount of power applied
to the load.
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Fig. 8 - Schematic equivalents of three
"constant -voltage" transformers.

There were two major disadvan-
tages of such a circuit. Useful ener-
gy was lost in the power -regulating
resistor, and the resulting heat had
to be removed before it damaged
neighboring components.

Solid-state ac current regulators
have eliminated these problems.
They control the amount of power
applied to an ac circuit (motors,
lamps, heaters, etc.) with the use of
switching diodes, which regulate the
average ac current applied. One such
ac current regulating circuit is shown
in Fig. I 1 .

The average ac current flowing
through this circuit is controlled
through the use of capacitor time
constants. (Capacitor time constants
are described in the September
1967 article of this series.) The ap-
plication of these time constants
can be more readily understood
with the use of a simplified diagram
(Fig. 12) showing a portion of the
power regulating circuit.

When terminal 1 is more positive
than terminal 2 (Fig. 12), electrons
flow from one plate of the capacitor
(C1) through the variable resistor
(R1) and to the positive terminal (1).
The rate of electron flow (amount
of current) through the resistor (R1)
determines the rate that a voltage is
developed across the capacitor. Since
the resistor (R1) restricts the amount
of current into or out of the capaci-
tor (C1), it (R1) can be varied to
change the rate at which a voltage
will be developed across the capaci-
tor. After a sufficient period of time,
the voltage across the capacitor (Va)
will equal the applied ac voltage
(Vs).

If the resistance (R1) in series with
the capacitor (C1) is reduced to zero,
the voltage developed across the ca-
pacitor (VA) is the same as the ap-
plied ac voltage (Vs). (The Vao

Fig. 9 - Excess ac voltages are shuit-
ed from the load circuit by the thyrector.

curve would then be the same as the
Vs curve in Fig. 13.)

When there is some resistance be-
tween the applied ac voltage and the
capacitor (C1), the resistor (R1) re-
stricts the current to the capacitor
(Fig. 12), and the voltage across the
capacitor (V1 in Fig. 13) does not
increase as rapidly as the applied ac
voltage (V,). The applied ac voltage
has already passed its peak by the
time the capacitor voltage (VA) has
reached its peak - the instant
the two voltages are equal.

By increasing the resistance (R1),
there is a further delay in the voltage
developed across the capacitor
(V12), and the applied voltage (Vs)
is even further past its peak when
the two voltages become equal -
resulting in a smaller capacitor volt-
age than before.

A further increase in the resist-
ance (R1) results in even a greater
time lag in the voltage developed
across the capacitor (VA), and this
voltage is even less than before.

Triacs were described in the July
1968 article of this series. From
their equivalent circuit, shown in
Fig. 12 of that article, we can see
that any voltage at the gate, result-
ing from leakage current, is not as
great as the voltage applied across a
triac. Two equal resistors can
be used as a voltage divider to sup-
ply a voltage corresponding to the
voltage present at the gate of some
triacs. (Voltage dividers are describ-
ed with Fig. 3 in the April 1968
article of this series.) To simplify
our explanation of how the thyrec-
tor functions in the ac current regu-
lating circuit (Fig. 1 1 ), voltage di-
vider resistors (R2 and R3) were
substituted for the triac (Fig. 12).
These resistors, of course, do not
function like a triac, but do supply

Continued on page 86

Fig. 10 - High -wattage variable resis-
tors can be used for controling ac cur-
rents applied to a load circuit.

Fig. 11 -A solid-state circuit for con-
troling the ac current applied to a load.

Fig. 12 - The basic capacitor -time -
constant circuit in an ac current regu-
lator.

Fig. 13 - The relationship between the
supply voltage (V,) and capacitor volt-
age (V) varies with changes in the se-
ries resistance.

Fig. 14 - The voltage across the thy -
rector (V - VI)) varies with changes in
the series resistance.
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TEST LAB REPORT

TEKLAB REPORT ON TEST
Eliminate guesswork in color servicing by employing accurate and proper test

Amphenol Model 857 CRT Commander
 Amphenol's new CRT tester meets the de-

mands of the technician by testing every perform-
ance characteristic of a B /W or color CRT. The
tester and rejuvenator is capable of checking
practically all of the B/W and color tubes you may
encounter. There are a number of new features
in the tester, that should keep the unit from be-
coming obsolete in a few years.

The instrument features a continuously variable
heater voltage which enables setting to the correct
valve regardless of line voltage conditions.

The biases for GI and G2 are continuously vari-
able. G I voltages up to 100v are available and G2
voltages to 300v, effectively duplicating operating
conditions of the CRT.

Another valuable new feature is the second anode
leakage test which will enable the technician to
detect leakage and breakdowns occurring in the
CRT when HV is present.

Because of the need for closer HV adjustments
(to prevent the X-radiation) the tester includes a
voltmeter to aid in the troubleshooting and adjust-
ment of HV circuits.

When used with a 10X high voltage probe,
measurements of potentials up to 50kvdc are

possible. Without the probe, full scale ranges of
I and 5kvdc are available.

f measurement of the TV 2nd anode voltage is
planned, use a HV probe such as the RCA WG297
with a 900M multiplier resistor, such as RCA
WG2 10.

Various other functions can be performed such
as rejuvenation, welding open elements and re-
moving shorts. Also included are tests for emis-
sion, shorts, tube life and gas.

The instrument comes in a durable luggage type
case and is priced at $99.95.

Amphenol Model 865 Color Commander
Amplienols color commander incorporates

features for the professional in a compact, light-
weight, luggage -type case. The generator is a
solid-state portable unit powered by batteries or
ac to provide all the signals needed for color align-
ment.

A single crossbar pattern is available for raster
centering before starting convergence and other
adjustments. This is done by generating a signal
containing the necessary horizontal and vertical
sync pulses with video modulation of one hori-
zontal and one vertical bar. The single crossbar

Amphenol Model 857 CRT Commander.
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pattern is generated in the proper time placement
so as to appear in the electrical center of the screen.

For a better all-around job of setting static or
center convergence, a single dot pattern is avail-
able and can be adjusted to any part of the TV
screen.

The color commander generates three different
color patterns to simplify alignment of color re-
ceiver demodulators. These patterns are the con-
ventional 10 -bar rainbow, a 3 -bar pattern and a
single calibrated bar continuously adjustable
through 270deg of color phase.

The generator is said to be the only unit available
with a pattern permitting precise adjustment of
this type of demodulator using the null technique.
This is the single -color bar pattern which may be
set for any phase between 30 and 300deg.

Silicon transistors are employed, powered by a
series -regulated supply. Both the timer and
chroma oscillators are crystal -controlled and all
timer frequencies are derived by a division from
the timer oscillator.

Other features include a color -coded control
panel, two preset channels, built-in killers with
lead piecing clips, laminated glass -epoxy circuit
boards and automatic shut-off. 

-
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Block diagram Model 865 color Commander.

Amphenol Model 865 color Commander.
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SOLID-STATE
GARAGE DOOR
OPENERS

Fig. 1 - Typical VHF solid-state garage
door opener transmitter and receiver.

Dealers cash in on home construction boom through electronic garage door systems
 Garage door opener sales and

service are profitable and ideally
suited to servicing by the electronic
technician. With the boom in home
construction, GDO systems have be-
come a big, wide-open business.
Since most GDO units are now
solid-state devices, they must be
serviced by a qualified electronic
technician.

These systems consist of a trans-
mitter, receiver and a motor assem-
bly. The transmitter is a portable
hand -operated unit. Both the re-
ceiver and motor control assembly
are ac operated and located near
the garage door.

System Operation
The GDO transmitter is compact

enough to be clipped to the sun
visor, located in glove compartment
or clipped under the auto dash.
When the transmit push button is
depressed, the transmitted signal is
picked up by the receiver to operate
the motor control assembly. Effec-
tive range is from 20 to 100ft.

The operating frequency of GDO
units is from 5kHz to 465MHz.
Within this range, some systems
operate in the CB band of 26.97 to
27.255MHz, some in the 200 to
260MHz band (Fig. I) and others
in the 465MHz VHF band. The
main advantage of operating in the
VHF range is freedom from man-
made noise such as neon signs, auto
ignition, lightning and other un-
desirable signals that might ac-
cidently trigger the GDO receiver.

Transmitter Circuits
A circuit diagram of a one transis-

tor, 210 to 260MHz transmitter, is
shown in Fig. 2. The circuit of Fig. 3
shows a three -transistor unit which
has greater range. Transistor 03
is the RF stage while 01 and 02
provide audio modulation.

Transmitters are normally pre-
tuned at the factory with their cor-
responding receiving unit, however,
it may be necessary to touch up the
transmitter frequency adjustment for
greater operating range. Some GDO
transmitters are crystal -controlled.
Often, these same units have plug-
in type channel frequencies for
audio modulation. By inserting dif-
ferent audio channels the transmitter
can be operated on several audio
channels on the same carrier fre-
quency.

Transmitter Service
The first test on a defective trans-

mitter should be for weak batteries.
Use a regular battery tester or check
the battery in the circuit with a volt -

Fig. 6 - Interior
view of VHF re-
ceiver showing
audio channel
plug-in. relay and
components.

OWER
'RANSFOR MER

RECEIVER
CONNECTOR
PLUG

RELAY SOLENOID WITH
GLASS REED CONTACTS

meter. Depress the transmit button
and if the voltage drops from 1 to 2
v., the battery should be replaced.
In case of short transmitting range,
suspect a weak battery or corroded
battery terminals. Most transmitters
operate from 9 and 22.5v batteries.

To quickly check the perform-
ance of the transmitter use an RF
field -strength meter. One can be
made by forming a coil from several
loops of hookup wire with a 1N34
crystal diode connected in series to
a VOM as an RF indicator (Fig. 4).
A coil of only three to six turns of
hookup wire should be sufficient to
check the RF output of a VHF trans-
mitter. Use from 10 to 20 turns of
hookup wire to check out a trans-
mitter operating in the CB band.

Place the coil of the field strength
meter near the transmitter. Depress
the transmit button and notice the
reading on VOM. If the meter
gives no indication, the transmitter
is probably not operating.

FILTER CAPACITOR

AUDIO CHANNEL
COIL !I ASSEMBLY

VHF TUNING UNIT

VHF RP TRANSISTOR
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Fig. 2 - Single transistor transmitter for
210 to 260MHz.

Make voltage and resistance checks
of components within transmitter.
Transistors can be checked with an
in -circuit beta transistor tester. If
the RF transistor shows a very high
leakage, simply unsolder the collec-
tor terminal from PC board and
take another check.

Most troubles found in these trans-
mitters are the result of weak bat-
teries, poor push-button contacts,
transistors and tuning adjustments.
Do not overlook the possibility of
a broken or cracked PC board and
corroded battery terminals.

Receiver Circuits
The solid-state GDO receiver

may consist of from 5 to 12 transis-
tors and several diodes. A typical
GDO receiver circuit for 210 to
260MHz is shown in Fig. 5.

In the VHF receiver a short di-
pole antenna picks up the trans-
mitter signal. Most CB band re-
ceivers use a piece of wire

Fig. 3 - Three -transistor transmitter
provides greater range and optioial
audio channel frequency.

approximately 8ft long as receiving
antenna. Be sure all antennas are in-
stalled away from large metal
objects. With long wire antennas
do not cut off or add to the antenna
length. Run the full length of wire
out toward the overhead door and
mount with TV stand off insulators.

The transmitted signal is picked
up by the antenna and fed to the
RF stage of the receiver. This par-
ticular receiver utilizes II transis-
tors in a superhetrodyne circuit. The
convertor stage is crystal -controlled
and feeds a 455kHz IF amplifier. A
detector and tone limiter stage pre-
cede a plug-in channel selector
coil. The following stages are AF
amp, pulse detector, pulse counter,
DC amp, voltage clamp and relay
driver. A glass -enclosed relay -reed
switch is located inside the solenoid
coil (Fig. 6.).

The ac power supply consists of
one or two silicon diodes with an
RC filter network. Some power sup -

Fig. 5 - Schematic of 210 to 260MHz GDO superhetrodyne receiver.

RF PICKUP
COIL FROM
HOOK UP WIRE

1N34

CB BAND.10- 2 0
TURNS OF WIRE
VHF 134ND. 3-6
TURNS OF WIRE

VOM

obt

Fig. 4 - Simple RF field strength meter
for transmitter output tests.

plies are zener regulated, while
other models contain a bridge -recti-
fier circuit with large input filtering
capacitors.

Receiver Troubleshooting
There are various tests points

found throughout the receiver to
check operation. Follow the manu-
facturer's testing procedures. When
the transmitter is "keyed," the re-
ceiver relay should close to operate
the garage door mechanism. The re-
ceiver relay can be heard as a

"click" when it operates. If the
receiver relay closes and the motor
control does not operate, check the
relay contacts and motor wiring.

Transistor Voltage Checks
Shorted or leaky transistors are

best checked with an in -circuit beta
transistor tester. Clip the small
test leads to the transistor and take
both beta and leakage checks. If you
get a normal beta reading, the tran-
sistor is not open or shorted. Take
leakage tests and watch for high
leakage valves in transistors with
coils or directly coupled circuits.
Remove the collector lead from PC
board and take another reading.

For low resistance or voltage
checks, use either a VTVM or FET
VOM. Emitter, base and forward
bias voltages are very low and ac-
curate low voltage measurement is
necessary. Collector voltages are
quite high relative to base and emit-
ter voltages.

Be sure to check the low voltage
power supply. If there is no output
voltage, suspect a silicon diode, open
dropping resistor or leaky filter
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Fig. 8 - Typical motor control assembly wiring diagram.

Fig. 7 - Complete GDO assembly with
motor assembly and indicator light.

capacitor. Check the silicon diode
with an ohmmeter. You should
measure 10 it in one direction and a
very high resistance with the leads
reversed. The front -to -back resis-
tance ratio is usually 10:1. Check
each diode separately in a bridge
rectifying circuit.

Motor Control Circuits
A complete motor control unit is

shown in Fig. 7. When the motor is
in operation, the light bulb comes
on. It shuts off after door stops in
either the up or down positions.

A typical motor control schematic
is shown in Fig. 8. When manual
push button is depressed, or the re-
ceiver relay contacts close, the latch-
ing relay will send I I5vac through
the reversing switch to one field of
the motor. When the door is full
open, the reversing switch is thrown
to the opposite position to route the
ac to the other field winding of
motor. When the manual button or
receiver relay contacts again ener-
gize the latching relay, the motor's
reversed field will close the garage
door. The latching relay, manual
button and receiver solenoid con-
tacts operate in a 24vac circuit.

Fig. 9, shows a motor control unit
with an electronic clutch system to
provide smoother and quieter door
operation. An, electronic device
senses the speed of the motor's out-
put shaft so that clutch slippage is
synchronized with door motion. The
door accelerates smoothly from a

dead stop without jerking or bounc-
ing.
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Most manual switches are conven-
iently located on the garage wall.
The manual button is used to oper-
ate the doors from within the gar-
age or for emergency use should the
transmitter or receiver become in-
operative. Two or more manual
buttons can be install. d on any
motor control unit by paralleling
the manual switch terminals (Fig.
I0).

If the receiver relay contacts or
manual switch will not start control
motor, check reversing the switch
and latching relay circuits. Check
for dirty or broken contacts in relays
and switches. Seldom does a control
motor burn out. Be sure and
check lubrication of track and con-
trol motor when servicing a GDO
unit. Do not make any adjustments
on the receiver until the receiver is
completely checked out.

Alignment
When a new receiver or trans-

mitter has been added to a system,
alignment may be necessary. Also,
touch up alignment may be needed
after replacing coils, IF transformers
or RF transistors. Always follow the
manufacturer's recommended pro-
cedures.

Most receivers can be aligned with
an RF signal generator loosely
coupled to the receiving antenna.
Set the signal generator to the re-
ceiver frequency and align the RF,
converter and IF stages with meter
connected to the proper test point.
The RF signal generator can also be
used as a signal tracer.

You can also check signals from the
detector to the relay circuit with a
coupling capacitor and earphones.
Clip one earphone terminal to
chassis ground and go from stage to
stage with the capacitor in series
with the remaining earphone lead.
Simply place the transmitter near
the receiving antenna, press button
and listen for an audio tone in ear-
phone. A regular audio type signal
tracer is ideal for making stage -to -
stage signal tests. Once the defective
stage is located, make voltage meas-
urements and transistor tests to iso-
late the defective component.

Short range operation may be due
to poor RF and audio transmitter
alignment. This is especially true if
the transmitter has been dropped.
As previously indicated, make sure
the battery in the transmitter is up
to par. Aligning the transmitter to
the receiver may be accomplished
with the receiver on the bench or
mounted in its permanent location.

Connect a VOM to the receiver
test jack. In some portable trans-
mitters it may be necessary to only
touch up the RF adjustment. Insert
alignment tool and adjust for highest
reading on RF meter (Fig. I I ).

For correct audio alignment in
some models, it may be necessary
to detune the audio frequency be-
fore RF alignment. After RF align-
ment, with the transmit button de-
pressed, adjust the audio frequency
core until a sharp dip is noted in the
voltmeter reading. Carefully adjust
the core back and forth until the
lowest meter reading is obtained.
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Fig. 9 - Motor contol unit with an elec-
tronic clutch system.

Then check transmitter at distances
from 25 to 50ft.

Case Histories
Vs c had replaced the battery in a

G-370 transmitter but the radiated
signal on the RF meter read zero.
Removing the back cover on the
transmitter, we found a defective
push-button switch. The switch had
been pushed so hard that the con-
tacts did not meet. Alignment of
the switch contacts put the GDO
transmitter back into operation.

In another GDO transmitter we
found that the transmitter would
work only when turned on end. It

just wouldn't perform in upright
position. Inside we found a poor
clip connection between the audio
plug-in channel coils and the PC
board - possibly because the clip

RECEIVER

REED
SWITCH

I I

I

I I

ADDING ANOTHER
WALL PUSH-BUTTON ; 0

MOTOR
CONTROL

OPERATOR

O
WALL
PUSH-BUTTON

Fig. 10 - Wiring diagram showilg
addition of manual push buttons.

unit was dropped (Fig. 12). Bend-
ing the clip holders together restored
operation.

Each spring we received a call
from one particular customer com-
plaining of short distance operation.
A car -top fishing boat was stored in
the garage hung from the ceiling.
When the boat was removed in the
spring, the GDO receiving antenna
was torn or cut.

In another system the complaint
was an intermittent receiver. The
power supply voltages were checked
and found good. Using the signal
tracer method we traced the audio
signal from detector to pulse counter
and checked voltages on the dc am-
plifier, voltage clamp and relay
driver.

The receiver operated normal at
first with all voltages checked. How -

Fig. 12 - Audio plug-in channels must make proper connec-
tion to PC board.

Fig. 11 - Transmitter power output is
aligned with tuning tool inserted
through access hole in case.

ever, after several hours on the serv-
ice bench the collector voltage of the
dc amp went up to 16vdc. Since the
emitter voltage is normally I5vdc
and base a I9vdc, the collector vol-
tage should have been close to zero.
We suspected a leaky dc amp tran-
sistor (Fig. 13).

The transistor was removed from
circuit and checked on the beta test-
er. The transistor checked normal.
We sprayed the transistor with a
cooling solution; it still held its
own. But after several hours on the
transistor tester it became inter-
mittent.

We had a receiver brought in to
be checked which appeared to be
completely dead. Upon checking
the power supply circuits we found
a leaky 90Af electrolytic capacitor
which had a leakage valve of 40 it. 
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Fig. 13 - Partial schematic diagram of GDO receiver show-
ing intermittent dc amp.
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Selling by Service Reputation
Good customer relationship and service policies pay
off for this rapidly expanding service/dealer

 Most service/dealers feel the service depart-
ment should be a money maker along with sales.
But our ET/ D reporter interviewed a very inter-
esting gentleman who feels the service department
can operate at a break-even point to promote sales.

Gerard Kiwus is the proprietor of one of the
largest home entertainment service/dealer bus-
inesses in northern Minnesota.

His interest in electronics started as a hobby in
Germany when he was 9 years old. Most of his
education was obtained in Germany and he work-
ed in various electronic plants before coming to
the United States. He opened the door to his
first shop in Kalamazoo, Michigan, later moved to
Denver, Colorado and came to Minnesota in
1952. In Virginia, Minnesota he opened a shop
on 81/2 St. and named the shop Brownie TV. After
a few years he outgrew the location and selected a
larger building on Chestnut Street in the heart of
the city. Virginia is centrally located among a num-
ber of iron range cities, with a total population of
about 40 thousand people.

Salesman Don Israelson explains the features of a
color set to a customer and our ET D reporter.

One of the attractive color TV viewing rooms where a
great number of sets are in constant supply.
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At this point Mr. Kiwus was asked about the
secrets of his rapidly expanding business. "The
days of a hole -in -a -wall type showroom with one
or two sets are gone. When people make up their
minds to purchase a set they want to have several
to choose from and if you don't, they will buy
some place else. Also, the showrooms have to be
neat, attractive and comfortable. A business is
built mainly by good reputation and service after
the set is sold.

"We have customers coming in from about a 40 -
mile radius because of our large selection of sets.

"1 started by doing just service for about 15 years
and five years ago started selling home entertain-
ment and white goods as a service -dealer," he
adds.

Adequate Floor Space
L ha\ c about 3600 sq ft of floor space on

three levels. In our main showroom on the ground
level we display Sylvania, Magnavox and other
brands of home entertainment equipment so cus-



Jay Kiwus. proprietor of Brownie TV.
wri'es up a service call.

tomers get an idea of what we stock. During the
summer months when television sales are down,
we move white goods up to a portion of the main
floor along with the entertainment pieces. Often a
customer shopping for a refrigerator ends up buy-
ing a TV set.

The office is located to the right of the floor and
the service center and warehouse at the rear of the
building making loading and unloading of mer-
chandise easier," Mr. Kiwus explains.

Once the customer decides on the brand of set he
wants, he is led to one of three separate show-
rooms each displaying a particular brand with
most of the models available to choose from.

Stereos are separated from the television sets in
another display room because, as Mr. Kiwus ex-
plains, "you can't demonstrate a stereo with TV
sound blaring out."

Our ET/ D reporter was greatly impressed
with the attractively decorated showrooms with
their colored lights, imitation trees and flower ar-
rangements. Mr. Kiwus smiles and says, "We
sell the decorations, too, and often throw them in
as a part of the deal."

The showrooms are paneled and carpeted, and
chairs and tables are provided so the customer can
relax while viewing and shopping for a particular
set.

About 250 home entertainment units are dis-
played on the three different floors.

Word -of Mouth Advertising
Gerard Kiwus helloes that his service policies

have resulted in a generous supply of word-of-
mouth advertising which brings in a continuous
stream of customers. "Our advertising is modest.
We spend about 2 percent of our gross income ad-
vertising in the local newspaper and very little on
radio or television.

"Being right in the shopping area, the traffic
created by the other stores helps our business a
great deal," he explains. "When approaching our
store from almost any direction you will see large
billboard signs promoting our business in a co-op
advertising plan with the manufacturer.

"1 would say word-of-mouth advertising and
our service reputation make up about 75 percent
of the advertising," Mr. Kiwus states.

No Home Demonstration Selling
Our EliD reporter asked Mr. Kiwus if he be-

lieved in home demonstration type selling, to

which he quickly replies, "Definitely not. It
involves a lot of time and money for the percen-
tage of sales closed. Our average was about one
sale for every ten sets in the home. When a cus-
tomer comes in for a color TV, for instance, we
can show him a selection in almost any cabinet
style or price. If you have a good reputation, you
can sell a set without even turning the set on be-
cause the customer knows you have good service
and will maintain the set properly. It takes proper
service along with set quality to have a good pic-
ture. If the sale is closed without a demonstration,
we don't have a price shopping situation. Nor-
mally, for the first couple of weeks the customer
has a hard time adjusting the TV or he may view a
poor color program and blame the set. Then the set
has to be picked up and we end up with a number
of used sets," he concludes.

Donald Israelson, a full-time salesman at Brownie
TV, has all of the essentials for selling. He has a
pleasing personality and uses a soft approach. He

Brownie TV storefront as viewed from Chestnut Street.

Secretary Lee Bidle
does the bookkeeping
anc all-around dealer
service store duties.
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also keeps up on his knowledge of home enter-
tainment to explain all features of the equipment.
Mr. Israelson was asked about his sales approach.
He explains, "With a large selection of sets to
choose from and the service we can offer after the
sale, I don't find selling our equipment too dif-
ficult. About half of our customers come here be-
cause we were recommended by previous cus-
tomers. Actually, when we are busy, all of our
employees are salesmen. They have enough train-
ing and experience to do a good job of selling."

Service
The service department, with a three-man crew,

operates at a break-even point. But as Mr. Kiwus
explains, "If our service promotes sales and keeps
the customer happy, I am happy."

Like most other service/dealers, Mr. Kiwus
notes that the big push for color production has
apparently resulted in lowering the quality of the
set. "We spend a lot of money and time repairing
minor problems on a new set. Now we operate the
set for awhile before delivering it, to catch any
minor service problems so the customer doesn't
get the wrong opinion of the set."

Brownie TV employs an unusual unique method
of receiving service calls. As the calls are received
they are placed on a large board filled with clips.
The board is divided by city or location, kind of
call and time service is desired. This system elim-
inates the troublesome chore of sorting calls when
routing the service technician each day. Also, if
additional calls can be made, the technician has no
trouble locating the urgent ones.

Three service vehicles are used, each stocked
with the essential parts for a normal service call. If
an outside call some distance away is received, the
technician tries to anticipate the trouble and takes
additional parts and test equipment along to
eliminate unnecessary travel and time.

When asked if the trucks were radio dispatched,
Mr. Kiwus explains, "We do not feel radio -equip-
ped trucks would be of a great advantage to us.
Most of our calls are only a five- or ten-minute
drive from the service center. We try to group our
calls to a specific area and if they are completed
early, the service technician will check in by phone
for more calls in his general location.

"Calls which are a long distance away are also
grouped, and we make them once a week," he ex-
plains.

"Most of the service work we do is on home en-
tertainment equipment," Mr. Kiwus continues.
"Awhile back we serviced two-way radio equip-
ment, but this type of service is a specialized field
and we could not find enough work to merit the
cost of specialized equipment, so we dropped it.

"We do enough antenna work to keep a man
busy full time - sometimes two men on bigger
jobs. An antenna installation is a must with color
TV here since we are located in a valley with high
terrain around us. We strongly encourage a new

antenna and lead-in wire on old installations for
best picture results. UHF translator stations used
in Virginia are working out very well and we en-
courage the use of more of them."

"We do not have a fixed bench rate. We work on
so many kinds of equipment, mostly tube types.
But we are getting into more hybrid and transistor-
ized types. On some of the transistorized and
hybrid equipment we have to charge more than
our normal rate and less on simple bench jobs,
depending on the service requirements.

Mr. Kiwus went on to explain, "The biggest prob-
lem here, as in other service shops, is acquiring
personnel. Our starting salary for a good bench
technician is about $150 per week. Even if the
living costs are less here, it seems that nobody
likes to move to a smaller city."

Credit Policies
Our ET/ D reporter asked Mr. Kiwus how he

collected his delinquent bills. "That's always a
problem in business," he replies. "We sell mostly
big ticket items which are handled through the
bank or finance company, that is, items over
$75. Anything under this we carry ourselves after
the customer is checked out with the credit bureau.
He went on to explain that "the bank has better
ways of collecting bills without creating hard feel-
ings toward my business and we keep the customer
happy. If we try to collect, we might lose a cus-
tomer, and adding a fee for past due accounts just
doesn't work with us.

Trade -In Policy
" I rade-in allowances are tough. We don't en-

courage them, but sometimes we allow a small
amount to swing the sale.

In most cases, when a shopper asks about trade-in
sets, he is told frankly there is little market for
used B/W sets and the small amount of money
we can offer most of them makes him decide to keep
his old set.

"Many of the trade-ins we accept are not worth
fixing but a few good parts can be salvaged to re-
build the better sets, keeping the repair costs
down. In this way we break even or better. After
the sets are rebuilt we put them in a display room
on the third floor reserved for used sets, "Mr. Ki-
wus explains.

Essential Instruments
"We may not have the fanciest test instruments,

but we do have all the essential ones which al-
low us to handle any service problem we may en-
counter. With all the instruments advertised, a
service/dealer can become confused and equip-
ment poor unless he knows what to buy and
whether its uses will make it practical.

"We assemble test instruments in kit form to
obtain certain features sometimes not found in the
higher price range commercial unit. We remodel-
ed a color bar generator to get a smaller dot."
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-A PROFITABLE DIVERSIFICATION
Small-town operator makes local thievery pay

 Jack Large and his father, Jack, Sr., run Large's TV in New Ringgold
- deep in the hills of Pennsylvania. And Jack, Jr., recently discovered
that selling electronic intrusion alarms is highly profitable. This came
about almost by accident.

Jack was having lunch in the nearby "White Diner," when the owner,
Earl Wester, called him aside.

Earl Wester's White Diner had been burgled - broken into, robbed
and vandalized - three times. And the insurance company had advised
Mr. Wester to get a burglar -alarm system to avoid an insurance rate in-
crease. And, of course, the insurance he collected never covered losses
100 percent.

In a small town like New Ringgold (it's not even on the map), you must
be all things to all customers. Jack had installed an MATV system in Earl's
home, set it up for Hi Fi stereo, put in air conditioning and serviced his
washer and dryer. Mr. Wester is obviously a valued customer.

So Earl turned to Jack Large because he knew Jack's father had in-
stalled an ingenious alarm system to protect their store. Earl's inquiry
actually started Jack off in a new business.

Getting into the Business
Jack Large, J r., decided to investigate the various types of alarm systems

available. He decided on one electronic system, ordered a unit, tried it
out and was impressed by its performance. Then he showed it to Earl
Wester. In the meantime, Mr. Wester had been approached by a com-
petitive burglar alarm manufacturer who offered to wire up all his doors
and windows for $600.

Remote detector mounted on ceilinc
near the center of the White Diner.

Control unit mounted on a shelf in the
White Diner kitchen.
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Fire sensor installed on rafter in Heis-
ler's Dairy Bar Warehouse.

-
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Jack Large, Sr., prepares to make house
call in one of two service trucks op-
erated by the company.

Jack Large, Jr. demonstrates burglar alarm in TV showroom.

The system Jack Large decided to sell cost $695 installed. But he ig-
nored the difference in price and pointed out to his customer that the unit
he was promoting protected the entire diner, no matter where a burglar
attempted to enter the building. He also reminded his prospective custom-
er that some competitive systems could be defeated with a juniper wire.
But his system was foolproof.

When Mr. Wester had bought the system and it was installed, he was
delighted with the protection it gave him. He told people who came into
the diner about it and Mr. Large began to get more inquiries. Jack decid-
ed to visit the manufacturer's plant that made the system he was using.

He obtained valuable sales and business training from the manufac-
turer. More enthusiastic than ever, he decided to get an exclusive fran-
chise for the equipment in his area. With the help of a loan from his local
bank, he got the franchise for the counties he wanted. Since then, Jack
Large has been happy with burglar alarms and they have become an im-
portant part of his business.

Promoting the Equipment
His first aggressive promotional effort was a demonstration of the unit

before the Tamaqua Rotary Club whose members are primarily business
people, doctors and lawyers.

"The reaction was great,- Jack smiles. "The members knew our alarm
system was going to be demonstrated and it was one of the few Tamaqua
Rotary Club meetings ever held which was 100 percent attended.

"I'm not a public speaker. In fact, I had never spoken in public, but my
nervousness was overcome by the interest my audience demonstrated.

"I showed them the fail-safe features of my equipment. For example,
if you pull the ac plug from the wall or any component in the equipment
becomes defective, the alarm goes off. That fascinated them.

"I heard that this was the first time in the Rotary Club's history that the
members stayed on after 7:30 p.m. Interest was so keen that most mem-
bers stayed until 9:00 p.m. that night. My confidence in the unit mounted.

"When the demonstration was over, many of the observers came up to
set off the alarm. We had two lights rigged up. The green light was the
first alarm and the red light was the second alarm. Then we set the siren
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Jack Large. Sr., works at well -instrumented service bench. Service is about forty
percent of gross intake.

off, this really "capped" the demonstration. The observers couldn't be-
lieve that the unit would generate that kind of noise."

This demonstration was so successful that Mr. Large is planning subse-
quent speaking arrangements before the Lions and Kiwanis Clubs. A
demonstration before the Catholic War Veterans brought additional
leads. Even the war veterans bought a unit.

Making the Business Grow
Because he had no prior experience in the alarm business, Jack Large is

following the manufacturer's sales plan closely.
"I used to pick up my newspaper just for relaxation," Mr. Large says.

"Now, I read it carefully every day to find new leads."
One of Jack Larges' showcase alarm installations is at Heislers Goltland

and Dairy Bar, an establishment which attracts 3000 to 5000 visitors on
a summer Sunday. Heisler's is currently protected by two remote de-
tectors and several fire sensors, but is planning to add coverage in some
of the outlying buildings. The Heisler installation has also given Mr.
Large some leads and he hopes tin many more once the summer season
begins.

So far, Jack Large has done all the selling, but he recently employed a
commissioned salesman and expects to add two or three more in the corn-
ing months.

Jack expects his new business to mushroom rapidly. He has had no
trouble getting leads and adding accessories like tire sensors to his sales.
He presently offers a complete line of accessories including telephone
dialers, direct -to -police station alarms, hold-up alarms, prowler alarms
and outside bells and sirens.

Jack's immediate sales goal is 8 to 12 installations per month. With the
direct mail, telephone tollow-up campaign he plans to launch, he feels
he can keep his salesmen supplied with plenty of leads.

He is even more optimistic about the future of his burglar alarm business,
pointing out that the crime rate is growing so rapidly, the police are hard
pressed to cope with it.

"I feel that this is not only a very profitable business," he says, "but a
way to make a meaningful contribution to the community welfare." 

Jack Large. Jr.. replaces module in
solid-state burglar alarm unit. No
repairs are made on modules. They
are replaced and returned to the
factory for repair.
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MAKING
A 'ONE-MAN'
GO OF IT

Small TV -radio business thrives on advertising,

The customer will usually give Jim Stutes (left) a
friendly hand with carrying in a set.

Owner Stutes' daughter Teresa answers
the phone part-time and tackles minor in -
shop repairs.

 Except in a few thinly populated rural areas
out in the wide open spaces, you don't see many
successful one-man TV -radio shops any more.
But we ran into one recently in Overland, Mo., a
suburb of St. Louis. And our field reporter wanted
to know how Jim Stutes, owner of Vinita Tower
View TV, managed after almost 20 years in the
business.

How It's Done
" I oo many small TV repair shops limp along

with the bare minimum in parts and tubes so a
lot of valuable time is wasted running back and
forth to the distributor," Mr. Stutes says.

But not so at Vinita Tower View TV. It keeps
$4000 in parts and tubes in the store and another
$2500 worth in the service truck.

"Last year was my most profitable year," Mr.
Stutes smiles. "I did $35,000 gross in repair work
with a very low overhead. Of course, my wife or
daughter takes care of the paper work and my son
or another young, part-time apprentice answers
the phone occasionally and does simple repairs.

Mr. Stutes' shop is in a fairly low rent area, at
2901 Ashby Road, in Overland.

"But keeping overhead low is only part of a
one-man shop's effort toward success," Mr. Stutes
continues. "Besides being a good technician, you
have to adopt some techniques used by larger
operators. For example, you have to advertise,
have a full supply of service data and a complete
stock of tubes and parts.

"If a set conies into the shop that has a tube I
don't have in stock, I order a supply of them even
though this particular set does not require the tube.
This way, I almost always have the very latest
tubes on hand," Mr. Stutes says.

Popular with DIY'ers
Besides expediting repair service, his large tube

stock builds his reputation and business with
"do-it-yourselfers." An occasional DIY'er will
come in after taking his tubes to a large discount
house for testing. But the DIY'er often finds that
the discount house does not stock the particular
tube he needs, so he comes to Vinita Tower View
TV, which usually has the tube.
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know-how big tube and parts inventory

"But when the DIY'er wants to buy the tube at
a discount price," Mr. Stutes emphasizes, "I just
point to one of the two tube lists I have posted
in the shop and tell him that's the established price
and I'm not in the wholesale business. The D1Y'er
seldom walks out without buying the tube."

By getting list price for tubes, Mr. Stutes can justi-
fy the time necessary to serve DIY'ers and also to
carry the big inventory he has in tubes and parts.

"Besides, by being helpful to the DIY'er,
chances are I'll get him as a customer when he gets
stuck," Jim Stutes adds. Do-it-yourselfer repair
is increasing, Mr. Stutes believes, because there
are more sets around and owners are getting
bolder. "But I don't let it bother me. Instead I
give them help and try to make future repair
customers of them," Jum Stutes says.

One -Man Problems
One disadvantage of running a "one-horse" shop

is handling house calls. Mr. Stutes manages this
handily, repairing eight out of ten sets in the home.

One reason Mr. Stutes does everything possible
to fix the set in the home is the inconvenience of
bringing it in. To bring in a color set requires
getting a part-timer to help him.

"I can usually solve the color set bring -in prob-
lem by taking only the chassis," he says. "But
there's a problem in the shop of having a color
jig (tube and yoke) to fit the color chassis - the
setup varying from set to set. I've solved this in
part by using a universal B/W jig which is OK for
checking anything except color convergence."

Of course, there are other one-man shop prob-
lems. How does one man install a large antenna,
for example? He doesn't. Mr. Stutes farms out all
antenna work.

Jim Stutes has tried to operate with help. "I let
my last man go because he wouldn't keep up
with changes and he just wouldn't touch a color set.
At least, when you're a one-man shop you have
nobody but yourself to blame. And you don't
have to worry about what the hired help is doing,
whether they are losing money for you or even
losing a customer, too," Mr. Stutes smiles.

Promotion
\1 r. Stutes has locally competitive repair charges:

Jim Stutes is popular with DIY'ers and gets list
price for all tubes sold over the counter.

Color home calls. $8.95; B/W service calls, $6.95.
Although Vinita TV keeps overhead low by

establishing a minimum payroll and low rent, it
doesn't skimp on the advertising budget.

"I spend $100 a month on Yellow Pages ad-
vertising, giving me more impact than many larger
shops," Mr. Stutes emphasizes. "And it really pays
off," he concludes.

As Vinita TV's ad in Yellow Pages declares, it
offers about any electronic service: auto and home
radio, phonographs, amplifiers, Hi Fi, color TV.
And the type of customer is varied. It gets all the
electronic work of a local school district. Another
big customer is a local TV distributor (Admiral)
for whom Mr. Stutes does warranty work, han-
dling sets from a wide area - from southern
Illinois and as far as Columbia, Mo., 125 miles
away.

"If it's electronic, we'll take a shot at it," Mr.
Stutes says. And when he says "We," he means
just himself along with $6500 in parts and tubes,
18 years of schematics, a wealth of experience and
the aggressive spirit to keep up on everything
new. 

There's a musc school nearby and one-man shop
operator Jim Stutes tackles anything electronic, in-
cluding guitar amplifiers.
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products described in this section. circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Dealer Signs 700
Three illuminated indoor signs are

introduced. Heading the list is the 12 -
in. x 20in. sign with a built-in clock
which is designed for wall mounting.
Also, for window display is a 10in.

50in. sign and its companion. a I 0111.

X 3I in. motion sign may be set on a
counter, mounted to the wall or sus-
pended from a window with letters
that constantly change color. Admiral.

Auto Tape Player 701
A combination package. consisting

of a tape player and a pair of stereo
speakers designed for fast installation
is introduced. The manufacturer
claims an experienced employee can
install the complete unit in less than
20 min. and the only tools needed are
an electric drill and a screw driver.
This all -in -one package also is design-
ed to eliminate the problem of where
to place the speakers. The player fea-
tures all controls grouped on the left
so that the driver can change tracks,
adjust volume. tone and balance, even

change a cartridge album without tak-
ing his eyes off the road. An illum-
inated program indicator in the track
selector bar aids album selection. The
unit also features double tape guides
to prevent program mixing. Head
movement for the track selector is
parallel to the tape to insure alignment
on all tracks. A three-point floating
roller suspension is said to assure qual-
ity cartridge performance and ease of
loading and unloading. The playback
speed is 33/4 ips. Orrtronics.

Stereo Phono 702
Announced is a model 1020 port-

able stereo phonograph. The stereo
features a Miracord auto manual turn-
table equipped with push-button con-
trols, and has an Elac STS 244 magne-
tic cartridge, matched two-way EMI
speaker systems. a special jack for
headphones and an auxiliary input

jack. The complete unit measures 15
by 26in. and is 73/sin. high weighing
30 lb. Retail over $200. Benjamin.

UHF Convertor and Amplifier 703
Introduced is the model CR880

UHF convertor and amplifier. The
solid-state convertor features three
transistors, two diodes and a high gain
amplifier. Another feature is a Local/
Distant switch enabling the user to
switch from local to long distance
which is said to boost signal gain to a
full 30db. The CR880 convertor up-
dates any standard VHF TV set to re-
ceive any of the 83 UHF and VHF
channels. Screw terminals at the rear
of the convertor provide easy hook-up
of antenna and set leads to the conver-
tor. There arc three push-button
controls for switching on the convertor
and to select either UHF or VHF sig-
nal. A pilot light lights up when the
convertor is in UHF operation. Selec-
tion of UHF channels is made by a
single tuning control and calibrated

dial panel. Conversion is made by a
single tuning control and calibrated
dial panel. Conversion to UHF is
made by using channel five or six,
whichever is not used in the area. The
convertor features a charcoal gray
high -impact plastic housing with
silver -matte front panel and tuning
control. Retail price $49.95. RMS.

TV Antenna Rotator 704
Announced is a rotator for home

television antennas. The Dyna-Rotor
combines an all -solid-state control
unit with a light, fast, accurate home
TV antenna rotor. Powered through a
spline drive it is said to have fewer
parts, higher reliability then conven-
tional or planetary gear drives and
develops high starting torque. The unit
is designed to so that the
rotor and the sections of the mast
below and above it are in a straight
line. Housed in a cast aluminum case,
the rotor assembly weighs 5 lb. The
drive reduces the 6(X)Orpm of the
motor to 2 rpm at the antenna, rotat-
ing the antennas at the rate of 360deg
in less than 40s. The solid-state con-

trol unit is said to have no potentially
troublesome mechanical switches,
solenoids, relays or motors to cause
interference with reception and is
silent in operation. A pilot light inside
the unit illuminates when the antenna
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is in motion. The light turns off when
the antenna reaches its aimed posi-
tion. Suggested retail price $54.95.
Jerrold.

Transistor Radio 707
A new solid-state l NI AM transis-

tor portable radio is introduced. The
Century (Y851 RI is a I'M / A NI porta-
able featuring a 13 transistor chassis.
roto tune hand selector Ifor FM and

.4"

k
AM). tone control. dial light. slide rule
tuning. AR'. built-in A/C charger.
telescopic I NI antenna and ferrite rod
AM antenna. It is offered in a black
cabinet with a walnut -grained alumi-
num grill. complete with batteries.
earphone and pull-up handle. Suggest-
ed list price $59.95. Admiral.

Microphone Mixer 708
Announced is an ac -operated studio

mixer, designed specifically for studio,
remote and home Hi Fi applications.
The model 308TR is a solid-state.
stereo -monaural audio frequency mix-
er amplifier that operates on standard
I I 7 at:. 60Hz house current. It can be
used with phonographs. microphones.
electronic instruments and/or tape
recorders to permit recording sound
on sound, music and voice fades.
recording voice over music or mixing
voice and program sources from sever-
al locations. The mixer is said to
accept from one to four monaural in-
put signals or up to two stereo input
signals. from any combination or type
of program source, such as: micro-
phones, tape recorders, stereo or mon-
aural phono pickups. tuners. pream-
plifiers and musical instruments. It is
also equalized for magnetic phono
cartridges. Distortion is I percent
maximum (0.5 percent typical) at 4v
output. Frequency response is 20Hz
to 20kHz with a minimum signal to
noise ratio of 60db. referred to I my in-
put. Each program input level is con -

PUT LIFE INTO MATV SYSTEMS
WITH JFD SMOOTHLINE
AMPLIFIED ACCESSORIES...

"Smoothline Accessories are de-
signed for 82 channel color instal,a
tions and can be expanded at any
time".
For additional information, write for
catalog SYS/SF-67.

(9-8,4100TH LINE

(SL -6310) UHF Line Stretcher
Amplifier amplifies UHF with a
15 db gain passes VHF - with
no loss.

(SL -6120) Amplified 2 way
Splitter 7 db VHF gain; no loss
at UHF.

(S1,6514) Power Supply 17
VDC Power Supply for up to 5
Smoothline accessories; 3 VA
power drain; 75 ohm input and
output. Power available up or
down line.
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LOOK! A NEW

ELECTRONICS

SLIDE RULE
with complete

instruction program

Here's a great new way to solve electronic
problems accurately, easily . . . a useful tool
for technicians, engineers, students, radio -TV
servicemen and hobbyists. The Cleveland
Institute Electronics Slide Rule is the only
rule designed specifically for the exacting
requirements of electronics computation. It
comes complete with an illustrated Instruc-
tion Course. You get four AUTO -PRO-
GRAMMED' lessons . . . each with a short
quiz you can send in for grading and con-
sultation by CIE's expert instructors.

See for yourself. Learn how to whip through

all kinds of reactance, resonance, inductance,
AC and DC circuitry problems in seconds ...
become a whiz at conventional computations
too!

This all -metal 10" rule is made to our rigid
specs by Pickett, Inc.... comes complete with
top grain leather carrying case and Instruction
Course. A $50 value for less than $25. Send
coupon for FREE illustrated booklet and
FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide, with-
out obligation. Cleveland Institute of Elec-
tronics, 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. ET -I25.
Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 'TRADEMARK

GET BOTH FREE! Cleveland Instituteof Electronics
1

1776 E. 17th St., Dept. I I I Z1, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Send FREE Electronics Slide Rule Booklet. Special Bonus: Mail
promptly and get FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide too!
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DEALER SHOWCASE

trolled indi idually by a separate gain
control or simultaneously with the
master gain control. Other controls on
the mixer include an on/off switch.
phone equalization switches and a

stereo -mono switch. Signals are mixed
and amplified up to a 4v level (65db
gain on low level inputs) in each chan-
nel, then fed to dual low impedance
outputs for distribution to recorders.
PA and/or musical instrument ampli-
fiers. Because of the low output impe-
dance of the unit up to 2000ft of cable

411PORPIRMIRIIIPRk ,

10P.Ofcc,0

may he used without degradation of
frequency response is claimed. The
unit measures 31/2 in. high. I2in. wide
and 71/4 in. deep. It is finished in
satin black enamel with a scratch -
resistant brushed aluminum escut-
cheon plate. Switchcraft.

Meet the Pro's Pro!

oNiiNENTAL II
MU150

World's
Finest Tube

Analyzer

Sophisticated Circuitry

Plus Advanced

Mechanical Design

For The Ultimate

In Performance

This is the MU150 Continental II-Sencore's new combination
emission and mutual conductance tube tester. So precisely accu-
rate you'll never have to guess again whether a tube is good or
bad. See why we say it's the professional's professional tester.

Replaceable tube socket chassisNEW Simplified setup book
Sectioned and reinforced panel and case
Portable high -style attache case

 Checks over 3000 tubes-foreign and domestic.
 Mutual conductance test with 5000 Hz square wave truly analyzes the

tube.
 Emission tests at near full rated cathode current on power tubes. Not

available on other mutual conductance testers.
 100 megohm grid leakage sensitivity check. A must to catch trouble-

some tubes with grid leakage or gas.
 180K short sensitivity check. Compares each element in the tube

against all others for possible shorts.
 Regulated for complete accuracy and assurance on marginal tubes.
If you want to go first class-go with the MU150 $21950
Continental II. Only

ENCORE=
NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101

. . . for more details circle 137 on postcard

Sound System 705
A portable sound system for the

traveling entertainer capable of pro-
ducing 585w peak music power (235w
RMS) is introduced. Designated model
A105, the system consists of a 1200A
control console, two I203A power
speakers and two 1201A column
speakers. Capable of controlling up to
five independent input signals, the
I200A all -silicon -transistorized mixer
power amplifier is said to have an out-
put of 145w peak music power (60w
RMS continuous power). The reverb
is built in and has a switchable. indivi-
dual control on each of four channels.
And for added protection, when the
top of the console is closed, the reverb
is automatically locked in place to pre-
vent damage. The 1203A power speak-
er is designed to complement the
model 1200A control console by pro-
viding an additional power capability
of 220w peak music power (80w RMS)
per unit. One to ten power speakers
may be added to each output jack of
the 1200A console, providing as much
as I500w continuous power capability.
The 1203A features one 15in. low fre-

quency speaker and one 800Hz cast
aluminum sectoral horn driven by a
high frequency driver. The 120IA is
a compact. portable high -styled speak-
er system employing two wide -range
heavy-duty 10in. cone -type speakers
and is said to he capable of handling
30w of power with an impedance of
812. All components of the A105
system are covered with a vinyl lamin-
ation providing a measure of protec-
tion against handling. Vinyl slip covers
are also available as accessories for
additional protection.

Stereo Amplifier 706
A solid-state integrated stereo am-

plifier is introduced. Featured in the
Sansui AU777 is SEPP ITl_ circuitry
with an output of 70w music power
IMF). 25w channel RMS power at
812. The unit adopts a new CE divid-
ing system in which silicon transistors
are used in the phase reversing circuit,
assuring a frequency response of 20 to
50kHz with less than .5 percent distor-
tion over the entire frequency range
claimed by the manufacturer. Negative
feed -back amplifiers are used in all
stages. The main amplifier has a fre-
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quency response of 20 to I 00kHz. The
preamplifier output has a distortion of
less than .I percent at the rated output
voltage of Iv is claimed. Other features
include dual concentric, two -stage neg-
ative feedback tone controls in 3db
increments, providing independent
adjustment of each channel for boost
and attenuations of I5db at both the
base and treble ends. The preamp
and main amplifier sections are design-
ed to be used independently so that
the amplifier serves as a crossover
channel amplifier. The unit has a full
control complement including: tape
equalizer which can be switched from
3 1/3 to lips depending upon tape
speed; CR feed -back low and high
filters; loudness control in 3db incre-
ments; presence switch which enables
the listener to enjoy a double base
"concert hall" effect; tape monitor
switch which compares the recorded
tape with the program source, head-
phone jack for private listening;
muting switch for interstation noise
suppression; speaker selector switch
for a choice of speaker systems; and
tape recording output. The amplifier is
sold with a two-year warranty. Price
$279.95. Sansui.

Microphone 709
Introduced is a microphone pro-

duced for musical applications, requir-
ing a microphone capable of handling
the tremendous sound pressures gener-
ated by contemporary music. The D -

1000E comes in a new shaped housing
said to be capable of withstanding
uncommonly rough treatment. The
microphone system and capsule are
suspended to overcome shock and
high -impaction. It features a mode
selection switch (sharp - medium -

bass) to attenuate the response of the
microphone and includes transformer
and silent on -off switch. North Ameri-
can Philips.

It costs you
less to repair
a tuner than
to buy a new
one. Right?

Wrong!
Figure it out. Repairing costs about $9.75. New tubes cost around
$3.00. Now add your time and cost for packing and shipping to
say nothing of the money you're out while waiting for it to be
returned. (And who pays for your call back if another part of the
tuner fails.) A brand new SC Super Arbor Preset Tuner with mount-
ing brackets and tubes costs $12.95. And you can pick it up in
whatever time it takes you to get to the distributor -5, 10, 15 min-
utes. You get a new tuner warranty -1 year from date of purchase.
The new tuner costs you less in time and money. Your customer
gets a brand new tuner instead of a used one. Everybody's happy.
Right? Right. Available at your parts distributors.

Factory aligned SC Super -Arbor Preset
Tuners fit like O.E.M.'s because they are

0.E.M.'s. (Preset Height 4.58" max. to top
of tubes-Length 3.61" max.-Width 2.50"

max.). Shafts have extended flats. Simply
cut to proper length. There's a direct UHF

plug-in for fast replacement on 82 -Channel
sets, a universal mounting, pre-set memory

fine tuning, outstanding oscillator frequency
stability and 3 -position Detent Turret

Switch for positive lock -in tuning.
Customized replacements available

for only $5.00 additional.

MODEL
13 Position Switch SBR-250 1 SBRS-252 SBR4S-251
Antenna Input 300 ohms balanced to gound
Intermediate

Frequency
41.25 me sound
45.75 me video

RF Amplifier Tube 6HQ5 2HQ5 3HQ5
Oscillator -Mixer

Tube 6GJ7 5HB7 5GJ7

Heater 6.3 volts 600 ma 450 ma
B Plus 125-145 volts dc

Nit Standard Components
DIV.SION OF STANDARD KOLLSMAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
2035 North Hawthorne Ave. Melrose Park, Illinois 60160

... for more details circle 140 on postcard
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Add to Your Profits in
TV -Radio Repairs with

PROFESSIONAL

APPLIANCE SERVICING

Learn easily, quickly with
NRI's new training

Appliance Servicing is a natural,
profitable side -line for TV -Radio
Technicians. The boom in electric
appliances means greater profits for
you. There are probably hundreds
of broken appliances right in your
neighborhood.

Free catalog tells you about
profitable opportunities for you to
increase your income fast.

World-famous NRI now offers
new, low-cost home training to pre-
pare you quickly for extra profits.
Training includes appliance test
equipment and covers -
 Small and Large Home Appli-

ances
 Farm and Commercial Equip-

ment
 Small Gasoline Engines

- there is even special training
covering air conditioning and re-
frigeration.

If you are in business for your-
self, cost can be tax deductible.

Send for FREE catalog describ-
ing opportunities and details.
There's no obligation and no sales-
man will call. Mail coupon below
or write:
Appliance Division, Dept. 514-098
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C. 20016

APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL
If you served since January 31,
1955, or are in
service now,
check GI line
in coupon.

Send for

FREE
BOOK

Appliance Division
Dept. 514-0 9 8
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C. 20016

Please send Free Catalog on Pro-
fessional Appliance Training.
No salesman will call.
0 Check for facts about

new GI Bill.

Name

Address

City
Zip

State Code
Accredited Member National

Home Study Council

COLORFAX

GENERAL ELCTRIC
Color TV Chassis H1- Sery ice Hints

High Voltage Compartment Doors.
Late production HI Chassis receivers
contain a high voltage transformer
which has the tertiary encased in RTV
silicone rubber (ES77X2). These trans-
formers, which are easily recognized
by the white plastic cup around the
tertiary, offer increased resistance to
high temperature and humidity. To
allow better air circulation around the
transformer, the door on the high vol-
tage can has been eliminated. This
was made possible by the special pro-
perties of the new type transformer
construction.

Receivers which are equipped with
the older type, wax impregnated trans-
formers (ES77X89) must have a door
on the high voltage compartment.
When servicing these receivers be sure
that this door is securely fastened be-
fore reassembling the cabinet back.

Do not install the old wax type
transformer (ES77X89) in an H I re-
ceiver which does not have a door on
the HV compartment.

Intermittent Hum Bar. There have
been some field reports of an intermit-
tent hum bar in the 10in., 'H I Chassis,
color receivers. This condition may be
caused by a poor ground connection at
the black lead from the vertical out-
put transformer.

On some sets, this lead is grounded
at the same terminal board as the ac
line choke. Poor contact with chassis
ground because of a loose or stripped
screw can cause ac to modulate the
vertical sweep, producing intermittent
hum in the picure.

Move and solder this black ground
lead to the lance on the top right side
of the high voltage transformer com-
partment. The black lead from the
convergence assembly is also connect-
ed to this point. Check the terminal
board screw for tightness. If stripped,
replace with a larger diameter screw or
solder the lug and screw to the high
voltage cage. Be careful not to change
the lead dress or damage any wire in-
sulation in this area while soldering.

OLYMPIC
Color TV Chassis CTC19/20/21

Service Hints

CTCI9/ 21 Problem: Jittering pic-
ture lacking vertically stability. Cor-
rection: Check R28I. If it is a 330K

resistor, try a 560K replacement or try
a lower value. The best value to use
depends on signal conditions. Prob-
lem: Intermittent arcing from the 3A3
HV rectifier socket to the metal cover
on top of the high voltage cage. Cor-
rection: Remove metal cover, place
high -voltage tape inside, covering en-
tire underside of topmost section and
re -install.

RI38,336

CONTROL
HOL

V2OSA
D

I/2 6JW6 8273,120
MOR1Z REACTANCE

CONTROL
C266
MOO

R263
27K

8264
6.96

Cg?

25V

CHECK
CAPACITOR

L215
%RIZ FRED 8
SINE WAVE COIL

V2088
1/2 6JW8

R267 HORIZ
1500

175V 477K' 0272

6272
47)(

8271
2.2K

.280v

002

CTC19/ 20/ 21 Problem: Picture
bends, or may lose horizontal sync.
Correction: Check and replace if nec-
essary C265. a 27 µf, 25v capacitor in
the cathode circuit of V208. the Horiz.
Reactance Control tube 6JW8.

CHECK
RESISTOR

TO
8150 RIOS

1000

RMI
1.5

MEG
(SW
SCR)

TO 3
8127
8126

RI IS
12wEG R116 2700

CTC20 Problem: Excessive bloom-
ing, and no brightness cut-off. Correc-
tion: Check R 113 if open. This is a
15K 2w resistor in CRT cathode cir-
cuit at input to drive control, located
on rear apron adjacent to drive con-
trol.

CT9I0 Problem: No high voltage.
Correction: Check for an increase in
value of R802, a 470K resistor in grid
circuit of the 3IJS6 tube, which may
be cutting the tube off. Problem: No
color, or weak color. Correction:
Check for open or increase in value
of R603, the 47 S2 cathode resistor of
V17, (the 6GH8 bandpass amplifier).
Replace if necessary.
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axiom number 1:

eIe %SETT.INHERE
YOU
BUY.

Let your lingers
do the walking.

Chances are you or somebody in your company uses the
Yellow Pages regularly to buy supplies

or services you need to do business. A study of just
manufacturing firms alone proved 9 out of 10

buyers do. That's why the Yellow Pages is such a good
place to reach business prospects with your

own advertising. Sell where you buy. It's good business.
SEPTEMBER 1968 69



An Extraordinary t,t,
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB

for a limited time only you can obtain
ALL THREE fo.these unique books (Combined List Price $21.

$199
with Trialyours for only ... with Trial Club Membership

May we send you these three unique
servicing handbooks as part of an

unusual offer of a Trial Membership in
Electronic Technician's Book Club?

New Ways to Diagnose Electronic Troubles

Now you can have at your fingertips.
this brand-new book, written by noted
servicing expert Jack Darr, especially
written to show you how to locate
troubles-FAST-in any kind of elec-
tronic circuit. You'll literally chop
troubleshooting time to the bone when
you put these new methods into action
on your service bench.

The author, drawing upon his many
years of analysis and experience, explains
how almost any service job can be boiled
down to a logical troubleshooting se-
quence. Using typical schematics for
tube -type and solid-state radio and TV
sets, he shows how you can develop a
familiarity with almost any circuit. By
analyzing typical schematics, you'll be
able to find your way through even the
most complicated -looking power supplies
and associated circuits-regulators, fil-
ters, voltage distribution networks, etc.,
and you'll be amazed how simple hori-
zontal sweep and high voltage circuits
are! Even color sweep circuits-includ-
ing high voltage supplies-will look
much different after you read this book,
as will vertical sweep, vertical oscillator,
and output stages, video circuits (both
B & W and color). You'll discover quick
ways to check them and learn to spot
actual defects. Color and B & W stages
are simplified to the point that locating
causes of picture smear, ringing, and
other normally difficult troubleshooting
jobs become as easy as 1, 2, 3.

The TV tuner, commonly avoided by
many technicians because of its "com-
plications," is exposed for what it is-a
simple set of circuits, basically. The final
two Chapters delve into those trouble-
some AGC and sync circuits, how they
work, why they work (and don't), trouble
symptoms, signal tracing, etc. What it
all amounts to is, if you want to get to

the root of radio and TV problems-
FAST-you must have a copy of this
book.

A New Way to Service Color TV

Here is one of the finest, most practi-
cal books ever published on the subject
-contains the data most needed for
servicing color TV receivers! A servicing
guidebook by Carl Babcoke, this book
emphasizes the practical aspects of
troubleshooting and repairing color TV
sets-just what you need to get those
difficult -to -repair color sets back in top
working order-FAST!

Steering clear of the confusing, com-
plex theory on which far too many books
dwell, A New Way to Service Color TV
explains practical methods that have been
tried by the author (himself a technician
of long experience) and dozens of other
service technicians around the country.
Actual case histories demonstrate the
best known techniques for getting color
TV sets working again in the shortest
possible time in the home or on the
service bench!

Profusely illustrated, the book's prin-
cipal approach is a visual examination
from which the reader interprets what he
sees (or fails to see). Then he proceeds
to localize the trouble to a particular
circuit or area. Occasionally, a few
measurements are needed, as are further
tests to pinpoint the trouble to a single
part or two.

Rather than try to cover every make
and model, the book concentrates on the
RCA CTC16 chassis, and illustrates only
significant differences between it and
other makes and models. An entire
Chapter is devoted to step-by-step setup
of color sets, and many black and white
photographs of good and bad screen
images of color TV sets and oscilloscopes
show the technician just what he may
expect. Lavish use of schematics helps
to clarify the text. Use of this book will
really help to increase your color TV
servicing efficiency, and cut down on
your troubleshooting time!

Literally scores of easy -to -use schematic di-
agrams are contained in all these new books
(Example shown greatly reduced in size)

The Oscilloscope-Second Edition

Here is the answer to the need for
proven, helpful techniques which show
you how to operate and use the oscil-
loscope to diagnose any type of service
problem.

This classic text not only teaches you
how to operate a scope properly, but also
how to interpret waveforms correctly,
how to align RF, IF, video, and audio
circuits, the proper probes to use, and
how to use a scope in diagnosing circuit
faults.

If you need practice in using the
Scope, the final Chapter will be of spe-
cial help. Included are experiments which
help you understand the relationship be-
tween signal and sweep frequencies, ef-
fects of sync adjustments, marker signals.
pulse voltages, etc. Also gives step-by-
step procedures for measuring signal
amplitudes, square -wave testing, testing
capacitors, checking transmitter modula-
tion, etc.

Truly a useful, needed text for TV
service technicians and others who use
the oscilloscope in everyday work. Con-
tains just the kind of practical, down-to-
earth information you can immediately
put to use in your everyday service work!

New Ways to Diagnose Electronic
Troubles, The Oscilloscope, and A New
Way, To Service Color TV, are hand-
some, hardbound books, indicative of
the many other fine offerings made to
Members . . . important books to read
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Club Membership Advantages
Chapter Bonus: New Ways to Diag-

nose Electronic Troubles," "The Os-
cilloscope," and "A New Way to
Service Color TV," carry publishers
retail price of $21.15. They are yours
for on'y $1.99 with your Trial Mem-
bership.

Continuing Savings: The Club guar-
antees to save you 15% to 75°0 on
the books you need.

Wide Selection: Member are an-
nually offered over 50 of the new
and authoritative books on all phases
of electronic servicing.

Editorial Advisory Service:
The Club's Editorial Advisory Board
selects only the important books of
direct interest to you.

Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly

"News" provides advance notice of
new books vital to your continued
professional advancement.

Fill In Other Side and Mail Today!



 28S pages  146 illus.
 BREND-NEW & Original

 18 BIG Chapters
 Permanent, Hardbound Volume

and keep . . . volumes with your spe-
cialized interests in mind.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This is just a sample of the help and
generous savings the Club offers you.
For here is a Club devoted exclusively
to seeking out only those titles of interest
to you as an electronic technician (no
hobby or "fringe" books are offered).
Membership in the Club offers you sev-
eral advantages:
1. Charter Bonus: New Ways to Diag-
nose Electronic Troubles, The Oscillo-
scope, and A New Way To Service
Color TV, carry publisher's retail price
of $21.15. But they can be yours for
only $1.99 with your Trial Membership.
2. Continuous Savings: The Club guar-
antees to save you 15% to 75% on the
books you need.
3. Editorial Advisory Services: The
Club's Editorial Advisory Board selects
only the important books of direct inter-
est to you.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 of the authorita-
tive books on all phases of electronic
servicing. The Club makes it a point
to offer new books, along with standard
classics . . . lists books from all pub-
lishers - not just one or two.
5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly News
gives you advance notice of important
new books . . . books vital to your con-
tinued professional advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended to
prove to you, through your own experi-
ence, that these very real advantages
can be yours . . . that it is possible to
keep up with the professional literature

NEW WAYS'
To DIAGNOSE

ELECTRONIC
TROUBLES

 192 pages  196 illus.
 13 Fact -Filled Chapters

 Permanent, Hardbound Volume
 Many Color TV Case Histories

published in your specific area of inter-
est . . . and to save substantially while
so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News. Thus,
you are among the first to know about,
and to own if you desire, significant
books. You choose only the main or
alternate selection you want (or advise
if you wish no book at all) by means
of a handy form and return envelope
enclosed with the News. As part of
your Trial Membership, you need pur-
chase as few as four books during the
coming 12 months. You would prob-
ably buy at least this many anyway . . .

without the substantial savings offered
through Club Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to the only Book
Club devoted exclusively to electronic
servicing. We urge you, if this unique
offer is appealing, to act promptly, for
we've reserved only a limited number of
Handbooks for new Members.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and mail
the postage -paid Airmail card today. You
will receive New Ways to Diagnose Elec-
tronic Troubles, The Oscilloscope, and
A New Way To Service Color TV for
10 -day inspection. SEND NO MONEY!
If you are not delighted with the quality
hardbound books, return them within 10
days and your Trial Membership will
be cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronic Technician's Book Club, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.

224 pages  218 tiltrs.
 Permanent, Hardbound Volume

 Provides step-by-step procedwes
 8 GIANT Chapters
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photosExample of numerous picture trouble

used as a guide to circuit faults.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Modern TV Waveform Analysis
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95

Servicing TV Receiver Circuits
List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95

Jack Darr's Service Clinic
List Price $6.95; Club Price $2.95

How To Test Almost Everything Electronic
List Price $5.65; Club Price $3.95

Pinpoint Transistor Troubles in 12 Minutes
List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95

How To Use Your VOM-VTVM & Oscillo-
scope

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
Modern Electronic Troubleshooting

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Installing Hi-Fi Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Repairing Transistor Radios

List Price $6.50; Club Price $3.50
Electronic Circuit Design Handbook

List Price $14.95; Club Price $7.95
Radio Operating 0 & A

List Price $8.25; Club Price $6.95
Repairing Home Audio Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $6.50
Rapid TV Repair

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
FET Applications Handbook

List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95
Handbook of Semiconductor Circuits

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pinpoint TV Troubles in 10 Minutes

List Price $6.95; Club Price $4.95
TV Troubleshooting & Repair

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Easy Way To Service Radios

List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Basic Math for Electronics

List Price $10.75; Club Price $8.50
Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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THE BEST ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS START WITH . . .

MOUNTING
THE MOST COMPLETE

ACCESSORIES
LINE IN THE INDUSTRY

.).-)

- ()jet

A_i_.

1
i AVAILABLE IN:/

HEAVY-DUTY

ROOF
 Pre -assembled,

opens

MI Gold
vanized

 Exclusive
tower
standard
or flat
For

like
baked

11/4"

feet
spaced

roofs.

/ TUBULAR

TOWERS
individually

an umbrella.
enamel or Hot
OD steel tubing.

adjustable slide
to fasten directly

rafters,

/ TRI-POD

-Dip

on

Q`

boxed,

gal-

permits
to non-
peaked

2 ft.
21/2 rt.a;3 ft.

'Exclusive swing
permits mast to
sockets from side

96 \

5 ft. masts up to 11/2" OD.
71/2 ft.* ,  Roof sealing pitch patches, all hard -
10 ft.* ware, 2" lag screws supplied.

-lock feature
be placed in

of tower SEND FOR CATALOG SHEET

1*
AT MTH RIVER QUALITY IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. / SOUTH RIVER,N. J.08882
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ADD
EXTRA

PROFIT

WITH
OAKTRON
SPEAKER

PVS-800, unique, patented speaker -
baffle combination that can be used
inside or out. Out performs most 2 -
speaker units.

STEREO -SPEAKER KIT for cars,
trailers, boats, or planes. Easy to
install, 6 different models. Skin -
packed ready to move.

REAR SEAT SPEAKER KIT. 20
models each includes all
accessories. Skin -packed for
easier merchandising.

REPLACEMENT SPEAK -
A ERS, highest quality, skin -

packed, over 100 models
to choose from.

AND A COMPLETE LINE
OF ASSOCIATED ITEMS

Write or phone for complete in-
formation from this major manu-
facturer of quality speakers.

AKTRON kVA
930 30th St., Monroe, Wisconsin 53566

COLOR FAX

MOTOROLA
Color Chassis TS915/919 -

Service Tips

Vertical Retrace Lines Visible at
High Brightness. Current production
sets are designed to operate properly
with the G2 controls set to track near
the center of their operating range.
Tracking the set with the G2 controls
at or near maximum setting can pro-
duce vertical retrace lines at high
brightness. Tracking the set with the
controls at mid -range will eliminate
the problem.

To Eliminate Hum in Raster at Low
Brightness in TS915 Chassis. I. Re-
move and discard R46(L) identified as
R16(L) on early schematics. Value of
R46(L) varies: can be 6.8K, 7.5K or
8.2K. R46(L) is located between
brightness control and ground. 2. Re-
move and discard C24(E) (5004
located on contrast control to ground.
3. Remove and discard .05 capacitor
located at opposite end of brightness
control and ground (not shown on
schematic). 4. Connect an 82 S2. 1/2w
resistor from terminal on brightness
control, left open in Step I, to junction
of R54E and contrast control. 5. Pull
L panel from chassis. Clip and dis-

card C12(L) (.05 capacitor). 6. Re-
place "L" panel and check set. It may
be necessary to readjust ABL for
correct brightness level.

Streaking at the Lower Portion of
the Raster. Vertical jitter can result
from a contaminated "1 H" terminal
on the convergence panel. It is not rec-
ommended that any sharp tools be

ma. 'Cr 4

rri 7'1
used for cleaning. Rather, the conver-
gence panel can be removed and rein-
serted several times. Two screws which
provide mechanical support for the
vertical output transformer must be
removed to accomplish this. The self-
cleaning action of the pins on the five-
pin male panel connector usually
brightens the I H contact and prevents
distortion of the connecting terminal
surfaces.

A positive correction is to add a
jumper across contact I H. Most con-
vergence panels have a male bullet -
head connector mounted near terminal

4

for more details circle 133 on postcard
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I H. Construct a 6 -in. jumper with a
female bullet -head connector soldered
to one end. Solder the other end of the
jumper to the I H pin of the five -pin
chassis mounted panel connector. Be
sure to do this on the wiring side of
the five -pin panel connector. Engage
the bullet -head connectors on the
panel. Jumpers which have the appro-
priate female bullet -head connector
already soldered on one end are avail-
able from your Motorola distributor
under part No. 30V68618A60.

Those panels which do not contain
the male bullet -head connector can be
drilled to accommodate one. A .05in.
hole drilled in the etched circuit which
leads to contact I H will accept the
required male connector. Be sure to
solder the connector to the etched
circuit for good electrical contact.
Male bullet -head connectors for this
purpose are available from your
Motorola distributor under part No.
39S10184A 09.

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Models T911 /7918/T919/T920

/1931 - Line Voltage Tap

All color TV models using the
T91 1, T9 I 8, T919, T920 or T931
chassis are provided with line voltage
taps. Although this feature has been

employed for some time, apparently
some technicians are not aware of it.
It is particularly important to see that
the tap is in the high line voltage
(128v) position if the receiver is to be

\

L'OP I I 117,5

.1' I 7 '

 -C?  at
5te.

_prs

r95

1 1M

LINE
VOLTAGE
TA PS

.-.
'a 0

0

operated under high line voltage con-
ditions. This tap is in the form of
solderless terminals on the chroma
board adjacent to the power trans-
former. One terminal is marked
"AL120v" (for low or normal line
voltage) and the other is marked
"AMI28v" (for high line).

Color TV Chassis T9111'919/1'920;
7931 - New Focus Transformer

Later production of the T911, T919, Terminal identification and the cor-
T920 and T931 color TV chassis uses rect wiring for the 361306-I trans -
a new type focus transformer part No. former are shown in illustration.

4 5 6

0 0 0

3 2 I

361306-I. The 361306-1 can be used
as a replacement for the earlier trans-
former (361240-3); however, because
of physical differences between the
two, the connections are not the same.

C118 RI22

_D

BB FC
T102 TIO2

Zenith Tubes...
life -tested for greater dependability!

Exciting Surprises
for You-

and Your Family!
Fun for all!

Get the details
at your Zenith
Distributor's

Parts Department.

ZENITH TV PICTURE TUBES are
rigorously tested at elevated line
voltages for lengthy periods.
Zenith's great reliability and long
life satisfies your customers better.
There are more than 200 Zenith
quality tubes for color TV, black -
and -white TV, or special purposes.

ZENITH "ROYAL CREST" CIRCUIT
TUBES undergo over 11/2 million
hours of life -testing every month.
You can count on them for the
same unrivaled dependability as
Zenith original parts. Choose trom
a full line of over 900 tubes.

Zenith B&W replacement picture
tubes are made only from new parts
and materials except for the glass
envelope in some tubes which, prior
to reuse, is inspected and tested to
the same high standard as a new
envelope. Some color picture tubes
contain used material which, prior to
reuse, is carefully inspected to meet
Zenith's high quality standards.

Order genuine Zenith tubes from your Zenith distributor

BEST YEAR YET TO SELL THE BEST

® The quality goes in
before the name goes on

SEPTEMBER 1968
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products described in this section. circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Metalfinder 710
An electronic metalfinder has been

announced. The small hand-held in-
strument, designated Model ML I I,
uses a standard 9v transistor radio bat-
tery in a 2 by 4 in. plastic case. Pro -

00ELECTRONICS

METAL FINDER

MODEL MI-11

fessional and amateur electronic
equipment installers can use it for
finding studs, joists, plumbing, elec-
trical boxes, heat ducts, nails and con-
duit. Just turn the knob until the
needle goes upscale. then the needle
will drop when metal is located. Price
$32.50. G S Electronics.

Tube Tester 711
Announced is a dynamic mutual

conductance tube tester capable of
checking more than 3000 domestic
and foreign tubes. The MU 150 pro-
vides four-way testing: mutual con-
ductance. cathode emission, 100M
grid leakage and internal shorts. For
mutual conductance tests, the tester
features an automatic biasing system

and uses a 5kHz squarewave for com-
plete analysis of the tube being check-
ed. Meter readings are in actual
micromhos. In cathode emission tests,
the instrument draws near full rated
cathode current as an extra test on
power and rectifier tubes to measure
their emission capabilities. Grid leak-
age is measured with a high sensitivity
of 100M to find grid contamination
defects. In checking for shorts, each
element in the tube is checked against
all the others. The tester provides
space for additional sockets to accom-
modate new tubes that may have dif-
ferent base arrangements. A new sim-
plified setup book is included. Tubes
are listed in the center of each page
for easy reading of setup numbers -
emission on the left and mutual con-
ductance on the right. The unit is
housed in an attache -type case with
brushed chrome center section and
black vinyl -clad steel cover and base.
Price complete is $219.50. Sencore.

Stereo Recorder
Operated on ac in the home, the

Uher 4400 report stereo can he used
in conjunction with the component
system to provide stereo or monaural
record and playback. The recorder

converts to battery for portable mon-
aural or stereo recording and play-
back. Where extended record and
playback time is required. all four
tracks can he used monaurally
at 15/1 hips with long play tape to give
the user 251/a hr. on a single reel. Some
of the features included are: four tape
speeds - 15/16. 17/s 334 & 71/2 ips
and a frequency response of ± 2db at
all speeds - 40-4500cps (a 15/16:
40- I 0.000cps (a 17/8 : 40-17.000cps

; 40-20.000cps (a 71/2 ips. The
unit employs 25 transistors, 5 diodes

and has a power output rating of 1w
with 4 t.2 impedance. It weighs 8 lb
and measures II x 9 x 31/2 in. Martel.

CB Antenna 713
A five -clement base station antenna

is announced. The Delta -5 is said to
have an SWR of 1.5/1 or better and
a teed point impedance of 52 12. The
antenna is said to have a 2db front -to -
hack ratio and a forward gain of 9.5
db, compared to a reference dipole.
or 11.6 over isotropic source: a max-

imum element length of 18ft in.. a
boom length of 24ft. with a turning
radius of 1211 horizontally mounted or
15.311 vertically mounted. The surface
is 6.1 6sq ft vertical and 3.9sq ft hori-
zontal. Assembled weight is 20.5 lb.
Mosley.

Portable Oscilloscope 714
Announced are two new oscillo-

scopes which operate for four hours
on an internal rechargeable battery
and have bandwidths from dc up to
30MHz. Up to 85 percent of the
mechanical components are diecast-
ings and the circuit cards are hinged to
simplify servicing. The single beam
instrument. Type EM 101 X. weighs
17 lb and the double beam oscillo-
scope. Type EA 102, weighs only
20 lb. Both instruments use silicon
transistors, field effect transistors and
microelectronic circuits and are said
to operate in ambient temperatures
between -5°C and 40°C. The EM -

101X oscilloscope has a cathode ray
tube display area of 5cm x 6cm and
the Y amplifier has 9v ranges measur-
ing from 50mv /cm up to 20v/cm
with an accuracy of 5%. The rise -
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Make Every

Kid a

Technician

Let him clean the tuner after
you've gone. That's right, he'll be
cleaning the tuner contacts every
time he changes channels if you've
treated the contacts with BLUE
STUFF FOR TUNERS.

* * *
Ordinary liquid tuner cleaners clean one
time only and then evaporate. BLUE
STUFF has no liquid cleaners. It is a
thick, non -evaporative foam that is

actually a polishing agent. BLUE
STUFF does not clean until the tuner is
rotated, then it gently polishes the
contacts. And does it every time the
channel is changed for months and
months.

* * *
BLUE STUFF can't hurt the metal in
the contacts and won't cause drift or
detuning when applied to the
contacts. Excellent for Color, B&W,
Nuvistor and transistor tuners.

BLUE STUFF FOR TUNERS
No. 1639-8S 8 oz. aerosol S1.99

TECH
SPRAY

2112 West Third

Amarillo, Texas 79106

time is I 7ns and the bandwidth is dc
or 3Hz to 2011Hz. dependent on the
setting of the de' ac switch. The
sweep speeds. which are calibrated. are
-tOns/ cm to 100ms cm in 18 ranges.

the accurae\ percent and the
sweep expansion is variable from x 1

to x S. A solid-state preamplifier is an
optional accessory and this increases
the sensitivity from .50mv cm to .50/1v
cm. Both instruments have built -ill

vo!tage calibrators and the display may
be triggered by an internal or external
positive or negative signal. They can
operate from their mternal batteries
or direct from a mains supply of 95s
- 130v or 190v - 260v, 411 - SOO Hz.
Optional accessories include an illum-
inated graticule projector. a rubber
viewing hood. Y amplifiers and a

probe attenuator kit. l'he \l 101 X is
9 in. high. 8' 2 in. wide and IS in. deep.
F.N1101X price $665. S.F. labora-

Volt -Ohm -Ammeter 715
A hea \ N. current rotary scale snap -

on volt-oh111-anlnleter is introduced.
Called Sperry Snap 9. model SPR-
900A is a portable unit with new de-
sign. Current measurements. without
interrupting service or shutdown. are
taken by snap -on jaws. Instant and
accurate readings are said to he pre-
sented on one scale at a time with 3

dre
Ectarcyclo

arn

"Invent" a whole new sound
system ... fast 'n easy ...
with new BELL P/A
MODULAR AMPS

Bell P/A's "stacking" principle
gives you unusual design
flexibility. Place up to 8 input
modules in different positions
... get thousands of possible
input configurations.

FET's are located up front
for true Hi Z input (or bal. lo F
with trans.). Units have 20, 45, 90
or 200 -watt output (RMS ratings)!
All silicon solid state design.

Exclusive, fully automatic
output circuit protection
(with signal light) saves time,
labor, components ...
eliminates guesswork. See your
local electronics distributor,
or send for full specs.

BELL
professional appeal
BELL PIA PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1209 North Fifth St., Columbus, Ohio 43201
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with RCA
N Home Study Courses
This very tiny thin-film transistor is an important new semiconductor development.

4 WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR INCOME ... RCA Institutes, Inc.,
offers these four comprehensive home study courses especially
designed to help build your income immediately!

 COLOR TV Add profitable color TV to your skills with this home
training course, newly revised to include information on the
latest techniques, receiver circuitry and equipment.

 TRANSISTORS Get the necessary background for semi-
conductor technology including characteristics of tunnel diodes,
rectifiers and other solid state devices. Transistor TV receiver
kits also available.

 AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS Trains you for its many applications:
Photoelectronics, Digital Computer Techniques, Synchros and
Servomechanisms, Automatic Control Systems, many more!

 MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS Trains you to service 2 -way radio
communications on land, sea, and air. FCC License Preparation
Course also available.

Take advantage of RCA's Liberal Tuition Plan. You only pay for the
lessons you order; no long-term obligations. Licensed by New York
State Education Department. Approved for Veterans.
Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

RCA
RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. ET -98
320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please send me your FREE Home Study Catalog. No sales-
man will visit you.  I am also interested in Resident School

Name

Home Address

City State Zip

NEW PRODUCTS

percent accuracy. The meter comes in a grip -fast impact-
proof plastic case. Other features include ball pivot jaw
mechanism, full jaw opening to 1 21 /32in. positive action
range selector switch, pointer lock, inner case construc-
tion, advanced circuitry and component packaging. Nine
ranges are available, 0-10/ 30 / 100 / 300 / 900a. 0-150/
300/750v (self-contained) ac and a 25 12 mid -scale. Weigh-
ing 20 oz, the meter comes with voltage test leads, heavy-
duty carrying case, ohmprobe fused battery probe and il-
lustrated operating instructions. Sperry.

Antenna Preamplifier
A n m. a I l -

channel, antenna
mounted pream-
plifier is intro-
duced - the
model ACP105L.
The amplifier
takes the output
from a 300 t2 an-
tenna and feeds
the signals through a 75 t2 cable downlead to the receiver.
Frequency response is said to be flat to within ± 5db on any
of the 82 TV channels. The unit takes advantage of weak
signals by overcoming noise, pickup and downlead losses
and is resistant to signal overload from nearby stations. The
preamplifier has built-in shielding and circuit protection
against lightning surges. Retail price $49.95. Jerrold.

Fold -Up Hex Key Tool
A mini -size

fold -up hex key
tool model 81 for
a popular range
of the smaller
size socket screws
is announced.
The tool contains
eight keys rang-
ing in sizes .050
through 5/32 in..
including the
newer 7/64 and
9/ 64in. sizes. Key lengths are from 1 7/16 to 23/8in. while
the over-all handle length is only 3in. Made from chrome
nickel alloy steel, the wrenches are said to be hardened
and tempered for maximum durability. Folding up similar
to a jack knife, the wrench instantly snaps and locks into a
right angle work position. Larger fold -up hex key tools
are also available for other popular socket screw sizes.

418471;1*//7's.,7

716

717

Roof Tower 718
A complete line of HDT tripod roof towers designed es-

pecially for color TV, FM and HAM beam antenna in-
stallations is announced. Suitable for mounting on either
peaked or flat roofs, the I ' in. o.d. tubular steel towers
are desirable for the new, heavier, multiple element color
TV antennas. Adjustable slides are featured to alter the
tripod stance of each tower. This feature permits direct
fastening of the tower legs to randomly spaced roof rafters.
Another feature of the HDT towerline is the inclusion of
pitch patches for each tripod foot. For faster installation
a single locking screw and jam nut is used within each
heavy -gauge embossed steel mast socket. Mast sockets suit -
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Dyna-
Probe
New King -Size,
Hi -Voltage Tester With
2% Accuracy At 25,000 Volts!

Professional
case included

B&K is proud to introduce Dyna-
Probe, the new, longer, safer length,
hi -voltage tester designed to give
more accurate voltage readings.
Servicemen carry Dyna-Probe to
in -home jobs-adjust high voltage
with greater accuracy, thus relieving
customer fear of color TV X-ray
radiation. Detachable meter is easy
to read in "hard -to -reach" areas.
Meter, on auto -tilt stand, direct -
reads 0 to 30,000 volts. Dyna- Probe
-another engineering break-
through from B&K.
Model HV-30, $24.95 user net

B&K Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plume Avenue/Chicago, Illinois 60613

Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life
. . . for more details circle 108 on postcard

able for masts
tower is said
and antenna
71/2 and !Oft
have an added

up to 11/2 in. o.d. Each
to support a 1,0ft mast

without guy wires. The
models of these towers
swing -lock mast socket

feature. This feature permits the place-
ment of the antenna and mast into the
mast socket from the side of the tower
rather than over the top. The towers
are available in either a hot -dip gal-
vanized or gold and baked enamel
finish. Sizes available are: 2, 21/2 , 3,
5, 71/2 and 10 ft. South River.

Combination Scope 719
\ anouneed is a new combination

wide band scope and vectorscope. The
company states that the model PSI48
is the only scope on the market that
can convert from a conventional wide
band scope to a professional vector -
scope with the flick of a switch. The

new scope is especially designed for
the service shop but has application
throughout the electronics industry.
New vector patterns enable the service
technician not only to view patterns
at the chroma detector, but to align
the chroma section of the color TV
receiver as well. It can also be used to
touch up the bandpass amplifier align-
ment with the use of any standard ten
color bar generator. Other new fea-
tures include even broader vertical am-
plifier frequency response to nearly
6MHz flat and new viewing hood.
Price $219.50. Sencore.
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NEWS
OF THE INDUSTRY

Chamberlain Acquires Perma-
Power

('hamberlain Mfg. Corp., Elmhurst,
Ill., has completed the acquisition of
Perma-Power Co.. Chicago. it is an-
nounced by John A. Hurley, chair-
man of the board of Chamberlain.
This is in accordance with an agree-
ment reached last November. Perma-
Power will function as a division of
Chamberlain. No changes in manage-
ment are contemplated.

Low Cost UHF Converters
From RMS Electronics

A nev, km cost UHF converter.
introduced by RMS Electronics. Inc..
updates any standard VHF TV set to
receive any of the 83 UHF and VHF
Channels. The converter has a high
gain, two -transistor solid-state circuit.

The RMS converter converts to
UHF Channels 14-84 on either
Channel 5 or 6, whichever is not used
in area where installation is made. All
connections of UHF and VHF anten-
na leads and set leads to the converter
are simplified by using the screw ter-
minals provided on the rear of the con-

verter. An ac receptacle is also provid-
ed for the TV set power cord at the
rear. An ON /OFF switch, UHF/ VHF
antenna selector and a UHF tuning
control are conveniently positioned
on the front panel of the converter.

Admiral Previews First
12 and 16in. Color Sets

The color TV industry's first 12 and
16in. portable models were previewed
here by Admiral Corp. at a national
distributors meeting. The Chicago -
headquartered company also intro-
duced its first I4in. portable color set.

One of the I 6in. sets has wireless re-
mote control, the first color portable
in the industry offered with this fea-
ture. The multifunction remote con-
trol will permit adjustment of color
and tint, as well as change stations, ad-
just volume and turn the set on and
off.

Ross D. Siragusa, chairman of the
board of Admiral. said that the new
color tubes for portables will be man-
ufactured by the company's tube divi-
sion and will be made available to the
rest of the TV industry.

He said the bonded I 6in. tube will
he priced to manufacturers at $82,
while the 14in. tube will have a $77
price tag. Cost of the I 2in. tube will
be announced later, he added.

MID -STATE TUNER SERVICE
Satisfied with second best? Mid -State offers abso-
lute satisfaction and 24 -hour service a necessity.

UHF VHF COLOR

COMBO'S - $17.50
Major Parts, Tubes,
charged at Net Price

Mid -State is as close as your nearest
post -office or United Parcel Service
outlet. All units tracked and aligned to
factory spec's, with crystal controlled
equipment. Ninety day warranty. Muti-
lated or damaged tuners may take
slightly longer if major parts are not
in stock. Send complete with model
and serial numbers and all damaged
parts.

Put your confidence in Mid -State to
take care of your tuner problems. "Re-
member" there is only one "Mid -State
Tuner Service."

Transistors

Distributors -Wholesalers
Write for Price Sheet

MID -STATE
TUNER SERVICE
Mid -State Tuner Service T-8
1504 So. College, Box 1141
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Tel: (812) 336-6003
... for more details circle 130 on postcard

With the addition of these new color
tube sizes to its line, Admiral will
offer the most complete variety of
color TV models in the industry -
six sizes ranging from lightweight 12
in. portables to big screen 23in. receiv-
ers.

Mr. Siragusa said that several of
the models in the company's new
color TV line are priced under simi-
lar models introduced a year ago. For
example. the new leader 23in. color
console is priced at $469.95, includ-
ing the three year warranty, while
last year's leader model retailed for
$499.95, with only the standard
one-year warranty.

According to the latest industry
statistics, distributor sales since the
first of the year are 14 percent above
last year's volume. The industry is
projecting sales of 6,000,000 to 6.500,-
000 color sets this year.

Tracor Acquires Littelfuse
I racor. Inc.. scientific research and

instrument manufacturing company,
and Littelfuse, Inc., Des Plaines, Ill.,
manufacturer of electro-mechanical
products, announce the closing of the
plan of reorganization and agreement
by which Tracor. Inc., has acquired
substantially all of the assets and prop-
erties of Littelfuse, Inc.

The transaction involves the deliv-
ery of one share of Tracor, Inc., a 75 -
cent cumulative convertible voting
preferred stock, for each two shares of
Littelfuse, Inc. common stock.

Littelfuse, Inc., which will function
as a Tracor subisidiary, is headed by
Thomas M. Blake, chairman of the
board, and Jack D. Hughes, president.

Headquartered in Austin, Tex.. Tra-
cor, Inc. has branches in nine states
and the District of Columbia. It does
scientific research in all of the disci-
plines and manufactures analytical,
industrial and medical instruments.

Markel Named Advertising
Manager of V -M Corp.

Kenneth E. Markel has been named
advertising manager of V -M Corp.,
Benton Harbor, Mich., it was an-
nounced by M. B. (Bud) Cain, market-
ing manager. Robert L. Stevens, staff
assistant at V -M Corp. for the past
three years, was appointed assistant
advertising manager, reporting to Mr.
Markel.

Prior to joining V -M's corporate
staff, Mr. Markel was manager of
marketing services for National
Homes Corp., held a similar position
with Brunswick Corp., and held a
series of assignments in sales, account
service and creative work in the adver-
tising agency field and broadcast
media.

In his new capacity Mr. Markel
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New Dual Purpose
OSCILLOSCOPE VECTORSCOPE

lie1111011141. IfIleuINCY

Da3

P5148

NOW - YOU CAN HAVE BOTH IN ONE INSTRUMENT:

 A CONVENTIONAL WIDE BAND OSCILLOSCOPE

 A PROFESSIONAL 5 -INCH VECTORSCOPE
The PS148 wide band scope is identical in features
and specifications to the popular Sencore PS127.
In addition, it provides a vectorscope for complete
simplified trouble -shooting and alignment of color
TV chroma circuits. Now, you can view the vector
patterns as recommended by Zenith or display the
standard "S" pattern as recommended by RCA.
Both methods are at your fingertips with the PS148.
Now, for only $20.00 more than the Sencore PS127,
and even less than other wide band scopes, you
can view vectors and still own a deluxe wide band
scope for all other work. Why pay many times
more?

 Converts at the flick of a switch on rear panel
from a professional wide band scope to a large
5 -inch vectorscope. All vectorscope connections
and controls are located on rear for ease of oper-
ation and to prevent color demodulator circui
loading.

Simplified instructions for using the vectorscope
in color TV chroma circuits and for troubleshoot-
ing and alignment are packed with each instru-
ment.

Comes with special vectorgraph screen which
shows exact degree of chroma demodulation; also
includes viewing hood.

 Use with any standard 10 bar color generator,
such as all Sencore, RCA, etc. Use your present
color generator and save money.

Vectorscope connections on PS148 rear also
speeds up other work where direct connections to
the CRT deflection plates are required; such as,
modulation checks and lissajous patterns for com-
munications or lab work.

Typical Vector
pattern

ony
'219"

NO I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

CD 1=1
426 SOUTH WEST GATE DRIVE. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101
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Your next
tuner cleaning
job could cost

somebody
15 bucks.

You.

You blow about 15 bucks every time you have a
contact cleaning call back. Isn't it worth spend-
ing a few extra minutes to save that $15 and
your customer's good will? Then do the job right
the first time with ContaCare Kit III. Unlike
:prays that simply push the "gunk" around to
dry and harden, ContaCare does a thorough
cleaning and lubricating job. You just pour the
special liquid cleaner on the lint -free cloth
applicator arid wipe away all film, dust and dirt.
Then apply a little of our permanent lubricant
to the contacts. The job's done-right. And you
may have saved yourself $15. ContaCare is
non-flammable, non-conductive, and provides
trouble -free results for both black & white and
color sets. Properly used, ContaCare Kit III will
provide you with over 100 cleanings. Available
at parts distributors. Price $1.98

HELPFUL TUNER SERVICE
TIPS INSIDE

EACH CARTON!

A valuable booklet
on repair and ser-
vicing written by
one of the world's
largest tuner
manufacturers is
packed with each
kit.

sk Standard Component
DIVISION OF STANDARD KOLLSMAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
2085 North Hawthorne Ave.  Melrose Park, Illinois 60160

. . . for more details circle 141 on postcard
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when the cable

goes down the

gutter... does the

picture go down

the drain ?
Not with Columbia Wire's new
ultra -low loss shielded
Permafoam transmission

cable! You can tape it to the
antenna mast . . . run it along
gutters . . . tape it to down-

spouts . . . lead it in by the
quickest, easiest route . . .

and there's never any pickup
interference! And the antenna

terminals are already installed
for you . .. so you get the job
done faster than you ever have

before ..  easily terminated

Shielded Permafoam cable
makes set hookup more
profitable. Ask for a spec sheet

at your distributor.

Available in 50', 75' and 100'
coils - 500' spools and
1000' reels.

COLUMBIA

ca

WIRE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2850 Irving Park Rd., Chicago, III. 60618
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will ha \ e complete advertising and
promotional responsibility for V -M's
"Voice of Music- consumer lines of
tine stereo phonographs. tape record-
ers and Hi Li components. He will
also handle the special development
programs required for expanding
premium and military markets and
audio visual product sales in the edu-
cational field.

Wanted by FBI
Stanley Elmer Butler. also

known as Stanley Edward Butler.
Stanley Butler. Earl Day Burger.
Earl Dayhurger and "Stan'' is a

fugitive of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Mr. Butler allegedly
defrauded a bank concern in Bruns-
wick, Ga.. of several hundred dol-
lars in I %4. He has been employ-
ed as a TV repairman, serviceman.
or electronics technician in Geor-
gia. Florida and Texas.

On May 1 , 1965. he was in-
dicted by a Federal Grand Jury in
Savannah, Ga. Mr. Butler failed to
appear for his trial at the U.S.
District Court in Savannah and a
warrant for his arrest was issued.
The following is a description of
Mr. Butler:

Sex Male
Race White
Date of Birth 4-27-25
Place of Birth Bayshore, N.Y.
Height 6ft
Weight 140 lb. (April 1965)
Eyes Brown
Hair Brown
Scars and 12in. scar at center

Marks of abdomen
Education 12th grade
Military U.S. Navy
Service
Social Security

No. 111-52-38
Last known

address Gulfport, Miss.
Anyone knowing of his where-

abouts should immediately contact
the nearest FBI office. Telephone
numhers for FBI offices may be
located on the first page of your
local telephone directory.

NEW!
 TUBE TESTER
 GRID CIRCUIT

TESTER

va

Q

/ CHECKS B &W
PICTURE TUBES

/ CHECKS COLOR
PICTURE TUBES

-

MODEL

88A
IN NEW
MOLDED

ROYALITE
CASE

Complete coverage of all popular
receiving tubes including novars, nu-
vistor, newest 10 -pin types, compac-
trons, decal and magnovals - PLUS
a black and white CRT Adapter and
two COLOR CRT ADAPTERS.
Patented Grid Circuit Test makes
up to 11 simultaneous checks for
leaks, shorts and grid emission-plus
Tube Merit and Filament Continu-
ity Tests. For 115 VAC operation.
Complete with speed indexed setup
data. Mounted in durable NEW
MOLDED ROYALITE CASE. Di-
mensions: 91/2" x 121/2" x 5". Ship-
ping weight 6 lbs.

MODEL Complete
with 895°88A Adapters NET

Model 88A Less Adapters $8450
NET

SECO ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

1003 2nd St. So., Hopkins, Minn. 55343
for more details circle 135 on postcard
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NEW ELECTI-4Lat
DUAL PURPOSE
INVERTER/CHARGER
DELIVERS Rini VA

U if= OUTPUT

 FUSE OVERLOAD PROTECTION

 AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF FOR
LOW BATTERY VOLTAGE

 POSITIVE REVERSE
POLARITY PROTECTION

The new ELECTRO TIC -620
inverter delivers a 620 VA output (120

volts, 5 amp nominal), from a 12 volt battery. It includes
a built-in 25 amp charger. Thus the same unit is used to
recharge its DC input source. A three position switch
provides low, medium and high charge rates.

An automatic shut-off protects both inverter and bat-
tery from damage when battery voltage decreases to
10.5 volts.

Positive reverse polarity protection is provided so no
damage will result if positive -negative terminals are
reversed.

Voltage regulated 60 Hertz square wave output is fre-
quency stable to ± 0.5 Hertz!

O

TI -620 INVERTER ONLY

A model TI -620,
without the built-in charger,
is also available at a reduced
cost. Other specifications
are identical to the TIC -620.

SEND FOR
COMPLETE
DATA AND

SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTr40
INVERTERS

ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, INC.
6125 V Howard Street, Chicago, Illinois 60648 312/647-3744
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ALL NEW!
NRI learn -by -doing training in

ADVANCED
COLOR TV

THE ONLY

COLOR TV
TOTALLY

ENGINEERED FOR
TRAINING

1 I)

A _Tc

 Build your own custom color
set in 5 training stages

 50 designed -for -learning
color circuit experiments

 Programmed with 18 "bite -size"
lesson texts

A comprehensive training plan for the
man who already has a knowledge of monochrome
circuits and wants to quickly add Color TV
servicing to his skills. DEFINITELY NOT FOR
BEGINNERS. It picks up where most other
courses leave off - giving you "hands on" ex-
perience as you build the only custom Color TV
set engineered for training. You gain a profes-
sional understanding of all color circuits through
logical demonstrations never before presented.
The end product is your own quality receiver.

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER
This NRI course - like all NRI training - is an
outgrowth of more than 50 years experience
training men for Electronics. NRI has simpli-
fied, organized and dramatized home -study train-
ing to make it easy, practical, entertaining. You
train with your hands as well as your head, ac-
quiring the equivalent of months of on-the-job
experience. Demand for Color TV Service Tech-
nicians is great and growing. Cash in on the color
boom. Train with NRI-oldest and largest school
of its kind. Mail coupon. No obligation. No sales-
man will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTI-
TUTE, Color TV Div., Washington, D.C. 20016.

MAIL FOR FREE CATALOG
4, NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE*tri, Color TV Division

Washington, D.C. 20016 42-098
Send me complete information on NRI new Advanced
Color TV Training. (No salesman will call)
Name Age

Address
City State Zip

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL



new Lectrotech V6 -B
color bar generator

9950 brings you...
 Guaranteed performance . . . full one year warranty.
 A.C. operated solid state generator . . . no batteries

to buy ... no failures when needed most.
 Most stable generator of all . . . sharper,

brighter patterns.

The V6 -B provides crystal -controlled keyed rainbow color display,
all cross hatch, dots, vertical lines only, horizontal lines only,
Red -Blue -Green gun killer, exclusive Dial -A -Line feature (horizon-
tal line width adjustable), voltage -regulated transistor and timer
circuits, simplified rapid calibration. Supplies adjustable dot size,
RF output more than 10,000 my, operates on channels 3, 4 or
5, has color level control for color sync servicing. Connects to
antenna terminals (no connection needed inside of set). Power
transformer -line isolated. Stable operation under wide voltage
ranges assured by fully voltage -regulated circuits. Hand -wired
reliability . . . no printed circuits. Fully enclosed test lead com-
partment. Rugged, caddy size unit built to withstand rigors of
field servicing. Size: 75/8"W, 31/2"H, 9"D.

Weight: 51/2 lbs. Only 9950

See your distributor or write for literature.
DEPT. ET -2

LECTROTECH, INC.
1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, III. 60626
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FTC Issues Trade Regulation
On Radio Transistor Count

The Federal Trade Commission has promulgated a trade
regulation rule regarding deception as to transistor count of
radio receiving sets, including transceivers or so-called
walkie-talkies. The rule becomes effective Dec. 10,1968.

The rule provides that "it is an unfair method of com-
petition and an unfair and deceptive act or practice to re-
present directly or by implication, that any such radio sets
contain a specified number of transistors when one or more
of such transistors: ( I ) are dummy transistors, (2) do not
perform the recognized and customary functions of radio
set transistors in the detection, amplification and reception
of radio signals. or (3) are used in parallel or cascade appli-
cations which do not improve the performance capabilities
of such sets in the reception, detection and amplification of
radio signals. It was provided, however, that nothing in
this rule would be construed to prohibit. in connection
with a statement as to the transistor count (computed with-
out inclusion of transistors which do not perform the
functions of detection, amplification and reception of
radio signals), a further statement to the effect that the
sets in addition contain one or more transistors acting as
diodes or performing auxiliary or other functions when
such is the fact (e.g., '6 transistors plus one diode')."

The record shows that marketers of radios, especially the
less expensive imported sets, have included in the transistor
count computation transistors which fall within the three
categories prohibited by the rule, the commission said.

Start Appointed Altec
Sales Manager for Texas

Raymond W. Start has been appointed Altec regional
sales manager for Texas. New Mexico, Oklahoma and
southern Louisiana, according to an announcement by
William H. Johnson, director of marketing for Altec Lan-
sing of Anaheim, Calif.

Prior to joining Altec Lansing, Mr. Start served as vice
president of Railroad Electronics Laboratories of Omaha,
Inc.. Omaha, Nebr., an Altec sound contractor.

GBC Closed Circuit TV Firm Names
Solotoff National Sales Manager

Appointment of Iry Solotoff as national sales manager of
GBC Closed Circuit TV Corp., New York, N.Y., was
announced recently by Harry Letkowitz, president of the
firm.

Mr. Solotoff, an industry veteran, will direct the com-
pany's national sales organization. He brings to GBC ex-
tensive experience in the electronics and closed circuit
TV fields. He was formerly associated with Blonder -Tongue
Laboratories. Newark. N.J., Alpha Metals and Accurate
Specialties.

Blystone Appointed Concord
Advertising and PR Manager

Concord Electronics Corp. has announced the appoint-
ment of Lee Ann Blystone as advertising and public
relations manager. Miss Blystone joined Concord in Feb-
ruary 1967 as public relations coordinator.

Concord markets a complete line of audio tape recorders
and home entertainment systems through its consumer
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products division. Video tape recording systems and as-
sociated closed circuit television equipment are marketed
by Concord Communications Systems.

IRC Announces Marketing
And Sales Appointments

IR( . a disi,iunt)l- I R\\ Inc.. has appointed Felix T.
'Froilo as director of marketing. Michael A. Gallucci to
field sales manager and Charles P. Boinske to pricing and
contracts manager.

Mr. Troilo was formerly manager of product planning.
NI r. Gallucci. Chicago district sales manager. and Mr. Boin-
ske. senior pricing analyst.

In announcing the appointments. Stephen J. O'Connor.
IR(' director of sales and marketing. commented. -These
appointments make IR(' more responsive to the demands
of its customers. These men have been associated with
the company and the industry for many Years and are
familiar with I RC's product lines and customer require-
ments.- NIr. O'Connor pointed out that all these appoint-
ments had been from within the company.

Shepherd Elected President of
Electronic Industries Assn.

NI ark shepherd, ho in two decades rose from
project engineer with Texas Instruments Inc. to president of
the Dallas -based firm, has been elected president of the
Electronic Industries Assn.

NIr Shepherd was unanimous choice of the hoard of
directors of the national trade association for electronics
manufacturers at annual elections during EIA's 44th con-
vention here. He succeeds two -term president. Robert W.
Galvin. chairman of the hoard and chief executive officer.
Motorola. Inc.

T,RINg COAX
WALL PLATES

For UHF VHF
Color B&W TV

A Simplified Approach to a
single direct antenna lead-in

receptacle for 75 ohm coax.
Mosley's FCC-1PK TV antenna
coax outlet & FCC-145PK with 4 or IttA

5 wire rotor cable outlet assures Top Per-
forming UHF/VHF and FM -Stereo. De-

igned with improved solderless
connections. New FCC -Series

Wall Plates are installed
quickly and easil

in minutes.

Write Dept. 167 for FREE detailed brochure
10 N. Linchergh Blvd.,ALArkily ar...1)2022,4i 4B6ri dgeton Missouri 63042
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Transistor Testing...
in or out -of -circuit!
 No guesswork or confusion
 No numerical readings to interpret.

O 0

eLECTROTECM

TNEW LECTROTECH -250
TRANSISTOR ANALYZER

One Year Warranty
IN -CIRCUIT TESTS. Positive Good/Bad in -circuit and out -of -
circuit testing. No numerical readings to interpret. In -circuit testing is
a measurement of dynamic AC gain. No transistor leads to unsolder
or disconnect.
OUT -OF -CIRCUIT -TESTS (BETA OR GAIN). Measures transistor
Beta or Gain on 2 scales: 0 to 250 and 0 to 500. Automatic biasing ...
no calibration required.
LEAKAGE. Measures transistor leakage. Icbo) directly in micro-
amperes.
DIODES AND RECTIFIERS. Measures reverse leakage and for-
ward conduction directly to determine front -to -back ratio.
POWER TRANSISTCRS. Simple Good/Bad test instantly deter-
mines condition of power transistors. Power Transistor Socket on
panel for ease of testing.
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Measures leakage current of
transistor electrolytics at a test voltage of 6 volts.
PNP OR NPN determined immediately .. no set-up book needed
for testing.
NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING. Regardless of misconnections,
you cannot damage transistors or components tested.

SPECIFICATIONS
 Large easy to read 6" meter  3 color -coded test leads with
self -storing feature  Power and Milliwatt Sockets on panel for
ease of out -of -circuit testing  Zener Diode Regulated Power
Supply  All steel case  Size 101/2" x 7" x 4"  Wt. 5% lbs.
 115 volts, 60 cycles.

50

NET

87

See your distributor or write DEPT. ET 9

LECTROTECH, INC.
1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60626
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nU MONT

RAYTHEON

amp muHard

TV
RECEIVING

TUBES755
OFF LIST

STOCK UP NOW!
SEND FOR LATEST
PRICE SCHEDULE

T & T SALES CO.
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-2868

for more details circle 142 on postcard

CRT Rebuilder

Rebuild your own CRT's. Average
cost B/W $1.50-Color $8.50. Easy
to operate. Requires only 4x8 feet of
space.
Supplies for your first 50 picture tubes
free!
Color - black and white. Rebuilt while
you are here. See the results for yourself.

Terms Available

Lakeside Industries - Div. Associated Ind.
6338 N. Clark St.
Chicago, III. 60640
Phone: 312-465-2881

1:1 Free demonstration appointment
CI Send me more information

Name
Address

City State

CATALOGS Et

BULLETINS

Home Study Program 401
The Home Study Division of Mc-

Graw Hill offers a home study pro-
gram in electronics to men who work
in the electronic industry. These pro-
grams, which are prepared and kept
up to date with the help of more than
70 leading engineers and scientists,
provide specialized education in every
major area of electronics. Write for
free descriptive book: How To Pre-
pare For Tomorrow's Job In Elec-
tronics. CREI, McGraw Hill.

Microphones 402
A I6 -page technical publication

details the design and construction of
various types of microphones and
their correct application. Altec Lan-
sing.

Measuring Instruments 403
A 50 -page illustrated catalog de-

scribes a new line of electronic meas-
uring apparatus. It lists oscilloscopes,
multimeters, pulse generators, transis-
tor curve tracers, low frequency meas-
uring systems and instrumentations.
Norelco.

Electrical Tapes 404
An eight -page brochure contains 25

photographs and a brief text which
describes the many applications suited
for electrical tape use. A variety of
holding, strapping, protecting, insula-
ting and masking applications are
shown in the photos. Specific types of
tape are also suggested for each job.
Permacel.

SEMICONDUCTORS ...
Continued from page 49

one lead of the thyrector (shown in
Fig. 12 as just two open terminals)
with a voltage (Vb) equivalent to the
triac's unloaded gate voltage.

Since resistors R2 and R3 are
equal, the voltage at terminal 4
(Vh) is half the applied voltage
(V5). This voltage at terminal 4
(Vb) is compared in Fig. 14 with
voltages that may be present at ter-
minal 3 (Va) when there are various
resistances (R1) in series with the ca-
pacitor (C1). (The various curves for
Va are the same in both Fig. 13 and
14. In Fig. 14, Vb has been sub-
stituted for V5, shown in Fig. 13.
Vb = 1/2 Vs-)

From Fig. 14 we see that with the

A BETTER WAY

TO REPLACE

SOLDERED

COMPONENTS

LENGTH 8"
WEIGHT 31/2 OZ

Pencil
Desoldering- Iron

MODEL 300

Now-remove miniature soldered com-
patients in seconds-without damage

Hollow tip fits over connection; vacuums
all solder for easy removal of component.
Leaves terminals and mounting holes clean.
Then, with 360° contact, it resolders even
faster and better than regular irons. Han-
dles miniature and standard components in
printed circuit boards and conventional wir-
ing. Self-cleaning. All parts replaceable. 40
watts, 115-v. 5 tip sizes. Pays for itself in
time saved. $9.95 net East of the Rockies.

Larger model available. See your distributor or write:

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

5123 E. 65th INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46220
. for more details circle 119 on postcard

"He's a victim of amnesia

Captain! All he can recall

is that he shouldn't be

without his

INJECTORALL SUPER 100

TUNER CLEANER."
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larger value of resistor R, required
for producing voltage VA, the posi-
tive voltage at terminal 3 (V,,3) is
greater than the positive voltage at
terminal 4 (Vb) during about 20
percent of the time that the terminal
4 voltage (Vh) and supply voltage
(V,) are positive. (The negative
voltage at terminal 3 is also greater
than the negative voltage at termi-
nal 4 during about 20 percent of
the time the supply voltage is nega-
tive.) As the resistance (R1) is re-
duced to produce terminal 3 voltage
VA>, V,1 and then VA), this percent-
age increases to about 40 percent,
about 60 percent and then about
100 percent.

The thyrector in Fig. I I functions
as a switch to reduce the flow of cur-
rent between the capacitor -time -
constant circuit and the triac gate.
When the difference between the
capacitor voltage (V,) and the triac-
gate voltage (Vi,) is greater than
the thyrector breakdown voltage
(V00- Vh, Vat - Vh, and V02- Vh
are greater than the breakdown volt-
age while V3- Vb in Fig. 14 is
not), the thyrector is switched to an
ON condition. Current then flows
through the thyrector and switches
the triac on for the remaining por-
tion of the positive or negative half
cycle of the applied voltage (V,).

The curves in Fig. 13 and 14 show
the capacitor voltage (V;,) when no
thyrector is included in the circuit.
When the thyrector is in the circuit,
the current it conducts reduces the
capacitor voltage to zero each time
the breakdown voltage is exceeded.

By changing the resistance (R1)
in series with the capacitor (C1), we
are able to vary the portion of each
cycle that the triac conducts current
- controlling the average ac current
and power applied to a load circuit.

At zero resistance (R1= 0), the
triac is turned on at the beginning of
each half cycle and an ac current is
continually applied to the load cir-
cuit. Increasing the resistance (R1)
reduces the portion of each cycle
that the triac is on and the average
ac current applied to the load circuit.
However, when the resistance (R1)
becomes too large, the capacitor
voltage (V) is no longer sufficient
to breakdown the thyrector and turn
the triac on. This limits the control
range of this circuit (Fig. 13).

The next article in this series will
describe ac -to -dc and dc -to -ac pow-
er conversion and related regulating
circuits. 

15 CRYSTAL MARKERS
3 SWEEP RANGES

ONLY $135
00
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POST - MARK EP.VVEER GENERATOR
ROM

New Heathkit IG-57
Solid -State Color TV

Marker /Sweep Generator
The IG-57 combines the features of both a post marker and a
sweep generator for less than you'd expect to pay for just
one of these functions.
 Three linear sweep ranges for TV tuned circuits in sound IF, color bandpass, video IF circuits
and proper overall RF /IF response  External attenuator provides 1. 3, 6, 10 and 20 dB steps up
to 70 dB maximum  Can also be used with external sweep or marker  15 crystal -controlled
markers provided for color bandpass alignment; picture and sound carrier frequencies for
channels 4 and 10; FM tuner, FM IF and discriminator alignment; TV sound IF adjustments
 All crystals included  Completely isolated 1-15 VDC variable voltage supply for positive or
negative bias  Built-in 400 Hz modulation for trap adjustment and checking and adjusting FM
tuners  Phase Control and Trace Reverse Switch so markers will appear from left to right as
in set manufacturer's instructions, regardless of 'scope used  Blanking Switch eliminates
return sweep and provides base line  Circuit Board Construction - three circuit boards, 27
transistors, 3 silicon diodes, 2 crystal diodes and 2 Zener diodes combine to make assembly
faster with less chance of error  Bias and Scope Horiz. leads, Attenuator, Demod In, Scope
Vert.. RF and Demodulator cables included in kit.

.Kit IG-57, 14 lbs., $135.00; Assembled IGW-57...$199.00
10-57 SPECIFICATIONS - Marker frequencies: 100 kHz; 3.08, 3.58, 40.8, 4.50 MHz, *.01',. 10.7, 39.75, 41.2 5 , 42.17
42.50, 42.75, 45.00, 67.25, 193.25 MHz .005',;. Modulation fr y: 400 Hz. Input imped : External Marker,
External Sweep, & Attenuator - 75 ohm. Demod In - 220 k ohm. Output impedances: Marker Out, Sweep Output & At-
tenuator - 75 ohm. Scope Vert - 22 k ohm. Bias voltage: Positive or negative 15 volts DC at 10 milliamperes. Type of
marker: Birdie. Controls: Bias control with pull-on/push-off switch; Marker/Trace - dual concentric; Sweep Width/Sweep
Center - dual concentric; Marker Out - concentric with Sweep Range switch; Phase. Switches: Rocker type - separate
switch for each of the above listed frequencies; Blanking, On/Off; Trace Reverse; Modulation On/Off. Transistor - Died.
Complement: (19).2N3692 transistor. (7)-2N3393 transistors. (1)-2N3416 transistor. (3) -silicon diode rectifiers. (2) -crystal
diodes. (11.13.6 volt zener diode. (11.20 volt zener diode. Sweep frequency ranges and output voltage: 10 Band - 2.5
to 5.5 MHz .1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 10.7 MHz on harmonics. IF Band - 38 to 45 MHz *1 dB, at 0.5 volts
RMS, fundamentals. RF Band - 64 to 72 MHz 1 dB at 0 5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 192 to 198 MHz on harmonics. At-
tenuator: Total of 70 dB of attenuation in seven steps -1, 3, 6, 10, 10, 20 and 20 db. Power requirements: 120 volts, 60
Hz AC at 20 watts. Dimensions: 133i,' W. x H. lc 121i' D.

DON'T NEED THE SWEEP?
The IG-14 has the same features and
specifications - without the sweep.

Kit IG-14
12 lbs. shpg. wt.

Free 1969

$99.95

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-9
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

IC -

Heathkit Catalog ID Enclosed is S plus shipping.

Describes these and over 300 other
kits for test, stereo/hi-fi, color TV,

Pease send model (s)
13 Please send 1969 Heathkit Catalog.

SWL, Amateur Radio, CB, Marine,
Educational, home and hobby. Save
up to 50% the easy and enjoyable
Heathkit way. Just mail coupon or
write: Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Michigan 49022.

Name
(please print)

Address

City State Zip
(Prices and specifications subject to change without notice) TE-1829

. . . for more details circle 122 on postcard
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NOW YOU CAN

COMPLETELY
REMOVE ALL
GREASE, DIRT & OIL

THAT DETUNES

TV TUNERS

GIANT
24 oz.
CAN

CHEMTRONICS

C4ANIND ANEIr DEGRASnl7C'
1HE INSIDE AND OUTtili;

vl
oahi,"T.:1,r, C"

TUNERS , LEAivb.'
PARTS "LIKE -P.100

14 h'gtilr concentrated WM 0d
no ina"olreuilt s accumulatedlD

oxidation in all typo -. tee

;ea", no residue "t de
Fast drying ',armless to Pj

NON-FLAMMABLE
Ilwestope Row"

325
2400

A THOROUGH

DEGREASING

BATH IN SECONDS
wctittv.t

REMOVING THE TUNER
ONLY WITH THE NEWEST IN

ELECTRONIC CHEMICALS by

CHEMTRONIC
BROOKLYN N. Y. 11236
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AD INDEX

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 69

Amphenol Distributor Products 31

Antenna Specialists Co. 79

Arco Electronics 33

Arrow Fastener Co. 88

B & K Div., Dynascan Corp. ..2nd Cover, 25, 19

Belden Corp. 27

Bell P A Products Corp. 77

Castle TV Tuner Service, Inc. 23

Channellock, Inc. 24

Channel Master Corp. 29

Chemtronics, Inc. 88

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 32, 65

Columbia Wire Products Co. 82

Cornell-Dubilier 3rd Cover

Electro Products Laboratories 83

Enterprise Development Corp. 86

ET D Book Club 70.73

GC Electronics Co. 26

Heath Co. 34, 87

Injectorall Electronics Corp. 86

Jerrold Electronics Corp. 35.38

1FD Electronics Co. 65

Lakeside Industries 86

Lampkin Laboratories, Inc. 88

Lectrotech, Inc. 84, 85

Mercury Electronics Corp. 28

Mid -State Tuner Service 80

Mosley Electronics, Inc. 85

Multicore Sales Corp. 88

National Radio Institute . .64, 83

Oaktron Industries 74

Radio Corp. of America
RCA Electronic Components

& Devices 4th Cover
RCA Institutes, Inc. 78

RCA Sales Corp. 40

RCA Semiconductor Distributor Products 39

Seco Electronics 82

Sencore, Inc. 22, 66, 81

South River Metal Products Co. 74

Standard Components 67, 81

T & T Sales Co. 86

Tech Spray 71

Tuner Service Corp. 19

Winegard Co. 20

Zenith Sales Corp. 75

WORLD'S
FINEST

EBSIX

MULTICORE

ONLY 69c
BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORE SALES CORP., WESTBURY, N.Y. 11591
for more details circle 132 on postcard

"HOW TO MAKE MONEY
in Mobile Radio Maintenance"
AUTHORITATIVE GUIDEBOOK

ABOUT IRE BOOM IN TWO wAr
MOBILERADIO. GivES FACTS
FIGURES. FAY RAILS

WRITE TODAY? FREE

else

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Div. II - BRADENTON, FLA 33505

EFFICIENT!

SAFE!

FAST!

AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
For Fastening Any

j Inside or Outside
Wire Up to 1/2" in Diameter

 Telephone wire
 Intercom wire

Bell wire
 Thermostat wire
 Radiant hearing wire
 Hi-Fi, Radio & TV wires

Tapered striking edge
gets into close corners!

Available in:
Brown, Ivory, Beige,
Monel, Bronze, Natural

n UP TO

N 3. T-75

Saddle Brook. N.J. 07663
. . . for more details circle 106 on postcard
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TELL ME MORE
This page is provided for your con-
venience. To obtain additional in-
formation on new products, trade
literature and advertised products
in this issue, simply circle the cor-
responding number on the perfo-
rated card below, fill in your rame,
business address and mail the card.
No postage is required.

FOR MORE INFORMATION FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!

ADVERTISED PRODUCTS
105

114

123

132

141

150

101 102 103 104

110 111 112 113

119 120 121 122

128 129 130 131

137 138 139 140
146 147 148 149

NEW PRODUCTS

700 701 702 703
709 710 711 712
718 719 720 721

727 728 729 730

704

713
722

731

CATALOGS 8 BULLETINS

400 401 402 403 404
409 410 411 412 413

Please send more information on items circled.
106 107 108 109

115 116 117 '18 (Please type o print) 9/68
124 125 126 '27
133 134 135 13E Name
142 143 144 145

151 152 153 154 Position

Company

Street
705 706 707 708

714 7'.5 716 717
723 724 725 726 City

732 733 734 755

State Zip Code

Please describe your type o, business

405 406 407 4)8
414 415 416 417

Note. Inquiries serviced u-itil November 20, 1968



Use this convenient card if
you wish to receive further
information on products and
services advertised or de-
scribed in this issue.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

postage will be paid by

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER
OJIBWAY BUILDING
DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802

FIRST CLASS
ormil No. 665

DULUTH MINNESOTA



The name of
the game

was hide and seek.
The good color picture hides. The viewer
looks for it. And sometimes it takes quite

a while to find. The
good sound
drifts, and
between

rotor
and tuning dial the search for
a perfect stereo balance be-
gins again.

Well now all that time -

wasting and bother is over.
Because CDE invented the
AutorotorTM system.
It's more than
an ordinary
rotor. Buttons
are easily set
forclear, bright,
perfect color pic-
tures. And pure
stereo sound. There
are five and they allow
you to pre-set 10 to 15
channels. Leave one
channel and whenever
you choose to return to
it, just press the
button again.

CDE's famous heavy-

duty Bell Rotor gives you high repeatabi!ity
and no antenna drift. It's an all -solid-state,
silent operation. The Autorotor system's

precision is within 1 and com-
bining it with pushbutton elec-
tronic control, not mechani-
cal control, makes it today's
most advanced rotor.

CDE took another step
forward in the Autorotor con-

tr31 design. They had William
Sna th, of Loewy-Snaith, world

'amous designers, create the
Autorotor console. He

made it attractive. Made
it so you can place it on
a table top or shelf with-
out it being an eyesore.

This is the story you
can tell your customers

tosellthetop-of-the-line
in rotors. The latest ad-
vance from the quality
house of rotors -

Cornell-Dubil ier.
For complete informa-

tion on new Autorotor write:

c cone
5

CORNELL-
DUBILIER

5) Pa ris Street, Newark, New Jersey 07101
"Rememoer to ask what else needs f:xing"
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All new from every angle
...RCA HI-LITE

You end all doubts and confusion when you specify
RCA HI-LITE. Then you can be certa!n that here is
the all -new replacement picture tube from the
leader in Color TV. All -new glass...gun...the
works.

OEM QUALITY from every angle: the same
tubes that go into original equipment sets,
incorporating the latest technology of the
world's most experienced color picture
tube manufacturer. Everything about
them exudes know-how, confidence,
leadership.

If you've set your sights on quality,
then look to RCA HI-LITE for your
replacement tube needs. Available
in the broadest line of types in the
industry from your Authorized
RCA Distributor.

RCA Electronic Components,
Harrisor, N. J.

RCA




